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_- Thermodynamic and optical properties of a uranium plasma are calcu-
_;! lated for conditions that obtain in proposed gaseous-core nuclear rockets.
_ As a quantitative basis for calculations, we begin with the relativistic wave-
mechanical description of a single electron moving in a spherically symmetric
potential. The potential is a modified Thomas-Fermi potential coataining
an arbitrary parameter whose value we determine by calibration against
one-electron binding energies previc, u_y calculated by a relativistic, self-
i consistent-fleld method.
From the corresponding single-particle v,ave functions, we calculate
oscillator strengths and estimate the many-electron properties uf ions that
-,'_ are relevant to thermodynamic and optical properties. Particular emphasis
is given to the often significant effects associated with the rich energy level
_' and line spectra that appear in the spectroscopy of ions having several i
electrons in partially filled shells. Pressure ionization is treat_.d in a
manner that is approximately valid for nondegenerate gases for any ratio
of Debye length to icn sphere radius and that satisfies the requirements i
of thermodynamic consistency. Specific resutts for composition, thermo- !
dynamic functions, andlocal and overall Planck and Rosseland mean i
opacities of uranium are given for the temperature range from 5000°K to
_:; t10, O00°K and the pressure range from t00 to t000 atmospheres. Finally,
* we compare the theoretical opacity at 5t00°K and 3.58 x t0 -4 atm with that
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_, a Eq. (110)
. a0 Bohr radius
" atv, a2v, a3v, btv
b2v, b3v coefficients in the simultaneous equations
(A-6t), (A-62) which determine Nv and Sv;
p. t59
ate, a2e, a3e, bte,
b20 , b3e coefficients in the simultaneous equations
: (A-55) which determine _0and So; p. t58
th 13th, jth)
aa(a_3, aj);(_,13, j=t, 2,...) Debye charging parameter for _ (
ion in plasma
: B(u) the Planck black body function,
"-- i5 u 3
-_ .n(u)-
:- 4 4Tr e -I
Cp specific heat at constant pressure; Eq. (A-4i)
C specific heat at constant volume; Eq. (A-40)
_ v
} c speed of light
D the Gaussian width of a line cluster in units
,_ of energy divided by kBT _..
a quantity appearing in the Raiser approxi-
; Dff ...a,_"t,,,-'"., f_',_" the continuous opacity, Eq. (D-8)
? E internal energy of plasma; Eq (A-2t)
f E 0 lowest energy in a given subconfiguration
i Ea = Eas energy for which the asymptotic quantum ,






Eex, k electronic excitation energy of an ion of
species k measured from a zero energy with
the ion in the ground state
Eex, k, 0 (_Eex, k/at_)v
Eex, v (SEex/8v) 0
i Eio n ionization energy
Eki n contribution of trans!ational motion to
i internal energy
Ek(i, KJ energy of ior _f species k in the quantum
state i of the subconfiguration K
Ek(0, 0) grounti state energy of ion of species k
Ek(i) energy of a free ion of k th specie3 in a $_:._."-
] quantum state i (k = O, i .... ); the zero
[ of energy is for a state in which all of the
i ] electrons are at rest at infinityE L_odification of internal en,-r3y arising from '





E(K), E({Ni}) average enel-gy of a subconf;-urat:Jn
K = {N i}in an ion; the zero of energy is
for all electrons at rest at infinity; F;q. (li)
ERKROS the relative contribution of the interval











F Helmholtz free energy
%
F J/_; Eq. (A-44)
•" F 0 the Heimholtz energ V exclusive of Fp; _
Eq. (A- 33)
F contribution of plasma effects to the
P VIelmholtz free energy
a direct Slater integral; Eq. (t5)
F(E) fraction of states per unit energy at energy
E in a given subconfiguration; Eq. (20)
_, FK(E ) the function F(E) (Eq. (20)) for the sub-
"_! configuration K
4_'_: F(T0) Araki's function; Eq. (C-ll)
F, I factors occurring in the Bates-Damgaard
formula for bound-bound radial matrix
elements; Eqs. (BI-B3)
Fv (SFv/SV)@" Eq. (A-28)
f a quantity used in the calculation of the
temperature derivative of the plasma
contribution to the specific internal energy;
Eq. (A-45)
?-
f. average value of the sum of the kinetic
'_ l
_" energy of an electron in shell i and its
interaction energy with the central field
created by the nuclear charge and electrons
in I-orbitals
f!A) the number of ions of species k in a sub-
K
configuration K having no E electrors
divided by the total number of nuclei;
Eq. (81)
f(B) the number of ions of species k consisting
of the subconfiguration K containing no E
k
electrons and one E electron; Eq. (82)
f(E(s, K)) an arbitrary function of the energy associated
with the quantum state s of an ion in the
subconfiguration K
1968007961-011
f(I) angular momentum distribution function
f(r) large component of Dirac radial wave
function
G!.k) exchange Slater integral; Eq. (t6]D




d_ These quantities appear in the equations
= $g£, relating bound-free cross sections and the
contents of the Burgess-Seaton tables; p. t70
x = x_,
"i
I gk (i) degeneracy of atomic state i in k th ion
species
gk(i} degeneracy of the i TM shell in the kth ion
g(r) small component of Dirac radial wave
function
go a quantity used in the calculation of the
temperature derivative of the plasma
contribution to the specific internal energy;
Eq. (A-45)
gv a function used in the calculation of the
volume derivative of the plasma contribution
to the specific internal energy; Eq. (A-50)
H(a, x) the Voigt function
H(a, x) the Voigt function normalized to unity at
the cluster center; Eq. (ttt)
H(s) a function ap?earing in the study of pressure
lowering of ionization potentials; Eq. (A-7)
H(x, y) Eq. (A-Z0)
X
[
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4h Plane k's c on stant ':_
-_ci hk the fraction of ions of species k having an :_'• __ . z#
.n ,_
:= E electron; Eq. (83) :
_i = h/2n
:_i Id the ionization potential of the dominant
_ ion species
I k (k = O, 1 .... ) ionization potential of a free ion of species k
_, I k ionization potential of ion of species k;
:: (Eq. 65)
' ionization potential of a plasma ion of species kI k
I , J, K coefficients in the interpolation formula
(B-3) for I; Eqs. (B4-B6)
I-electron (shell) i
i M-electron (shell) defined on p. t6
E-electror, (shell) 1
J angular momentum quantum number
T average value of J in a subconfigurationOav
:_a J(z) average potential in units of ® at the
!_( position of an ion with ionic charge z = z'-I
" resulting from all other charged particles
in the plasma; Eq. (45)
= _(z) average potential in units of ® at the
position of a fictitious ion having an average
charge
auxiliary functions used in the study of plasma
J(a_)s(a_)I ofeffectStheplasma°nstatistical mechanical properties
j single-electron total angular momentum








K(z) ze2/D®; Eq. (47)
_e2/D®; Eq. (52)
k wave number of photoelectron in atomic
units
k = z' 1 ionic charge in units of electronic charge
k B Boltzmann's constant
k R the overall Rosseland mean opacity;
" Eq. (D-2)
L(T0)/2 the Ladenburg-Reiche function; Eq. (C-9)
orbital quantum number
M atomic mass of element under consideration
M matrix element for bound-bound transitions;
Eq. (9o)
M k degeneracy of k th shell
m electronic mass
m k the value that the parameter m in F(E)
(Eq. (20)) takes in an ion of species k;
m k is assumed to be independent of the
subconfigt, ration K
NO Avogadro's number
N. number of electrons in shell i
1
N(in Sec. 3. i) total number of plasma ions of all nuclei
in the plasma
NLev number of energy levels in a subconfiguration
NLin(N) number of lines in a transition array




n principal quantum number
n, n' principal quantum numbers for the initial
and final electron states, respectively.
Except in discussing transitions, we use n
to denote the principal quantum number of
any one electron state
n':", n*' n';' and n*' are the effective principal
,_ quantum numbers for the initial and final
_, single electron states, respectively, which
_ occur when a photon is absorbed. Except
,_: in discussing transitions, where a pair of
" n*states is involved, we use to denote the
effective principal quantum number of any
single electron state
n< (n>) the lesser (greater) of n':"(i) and n*(k)
": nas(Z',I) for n> nas(k,I), we find oscillator strengths
by extrapolation of the bound-free strengths
n (z', I) If n > nc(k, I) the electron is an E-electronc
n e number of free electrons in nlasma
_! n' (z', I) the principal quantum number of the first
e (lowest n) possibly empty sl,,ll with angular
momentum index I i, an ion of species
k: z'-t
nF(z', I) shells with n < n F (k, I) are always filled
nk number of ions of k th species in plasma
;. nk one-electron states with principal quantum
number n greater than gk (for hydrogenic
states) or _k(i) (i = t... 5, i.e., st, p_l,
p3, d, f states) are pressure ionize_ a
2 -:
nLin(J, j,j') the number of lines in the array _ -" g'j'
given that the angular momentum _J of the i
. electrons not participating in the transition






nmin, k(i) the smallest principal quantum that an
E-electron may have in the one-electron
angular momentum state i in an ion of
species k
nmin{Z',I) the smallcst principal quantum number that
is considered for an electron in orbital
state I in an ion of species k = z'-t
2
, n0, k Eq. (A-t3)
P pressure
Pkin the part of the pressure arising from free
translational motion
Pp the modification of the pressure arising
from Coulomb interactions between charged
particle s.
P = P(r) single-electron radial wave function
i p. single-electron radial wave function
1
,_, associated with state i
I P_(u-u_.) the distribution function for the position
J u3 of line centers in the jth line _.luster
the distribution function for the position of
P(ut-u0) line centers in a line cluster





Q.. mean interaction energy between an electron





R we determine Ureax so that 5p is almost .,_
certainly less than R; F,q. (D-9)
Rko a quantity occurring in the calculation of
the temperature derivative of the fractional
populations Pk: Eq. (A-53)
4
r electron radial coordinate = distance from
nuc leu s
r = r.. square of the radial matrix element for
1j bound-bound transitions
r = rij = r(k) t/k times the square of the radial matrix
element for bound-free transitions. The
free electron wave function is normalized
to unit amplitude at large distances from
the nucleus
S specific entropy
._ S Eq. (93)
" S Eq. (97)C
s sum of mean and mean square charges per ion
s o a cutoff parameter used in the calculation
of the pressure lowering of ionization
potentials
Sv (0s/0v)e
s o (0s/_®) v
T temperature
T the transn_ission function associated with
c continuous absorption; Eq. (tt4)
T(u) mean transmission in the frequency interval
6(h_0) = &®centered at u
Tj(m, u) " the statistical expectation value of Tj
!(m, u) the frequency dependent fractional trans-Tj
mission of white light through an isothermal




electronic partition function of ion of species
Uk k when energies are measured relative to
the ground state energy of the ion; Eq. (63)
0
Uk the contribution to the electronic partition
function of an ion of species k by all sub-
configurations listed for that species in
Table 9; Eq. (7i)
i 0
U k = Uk+i; Eq. (73)
E
U k the part of the electronic partitionfunction
of an ion of species k arising from electrons
in E-type shells
• H the contribution of hydrogenic type (g>_4)
Uk states to the part U E of the electronic
partition function of the k th ion; Eq. (A-ii)
Uki (i = i,...,5) the contribution of si,_ P_*, P_3, d and f states
to UkE 2 2 2
Uk, _ (8Uk/8 _)v
Uk, #_ (a2Ukla_Z)v
Ui Id/®
T'(½, x) = 7r-½ H(½, x); Table 26
u hv/kBT =_i_/kBT
u 0 the most probable value of u i
u i frequency of line center in u units
u0j mean transition frequency in u units in thejth line cluster
V volume of plasma
V = V(r) potential energy of an electron in a central
field




W specific enthalpy; Eq. (A-32)
W(a, TO) curve of growth; Eq. (C-3)
W*(a, TO) a renormalized curve Of growth; Eq. (C-6)
_' L(_'0 } is proportional to the Ladenburg-Reiche
function; Eq. (C- 8)
W;(T 0) is proportional to the curve of growth for
, a pure Doppler line shape
w' half intensity half width of an absorption line
w' the line half width at half intensity arising
e from electron collisions; Eq. (i26)
x displacement of frequency from cluster center
in units of cluster width D




g k electronic partition function of ion of k th
species; Eq. (44); the zero of energy is
that defined above
Z 0 first estimate of the normalization factor 7
appearing in the calculation of populations;
p. i47
z_ charge of the _th particle in plasma ,
z _ = k+i core charge
= "1_ mean charge of a plasma ion
z 2 = k 2 mean square charge of a plasma ion
z n mean value of n th power of charge of a
plasma ion (defined on page t,_8)
-zv (a_/Sv)o
_0 (aTla®)v








_(x) a function used in fitting the Voigt function;
Eq. (C-_5)
I
F free electron degeneracy factor (Eq. A-I)
8(_)I®
lowering of ionization potential in an ion
Z_E k
of the k th species
_2E(i2 -_ ij) the variance of the two-electron array in
which the jumping electron is an equivalent
one in the initial state
A2E(ij _. j2) the variance of the two-electron array in
which the jumping electron is an equivalent
one in the final state
.... Z_2E(ik)+ variance of the two-electron subconfiguration
'+_-+ having an electron in shell i and one in
shell k.
A2E(ik -4"jk) the variance of a two-electron array in
which the electron in shell i jumps to the
shell j. The electron in shell k is not
equivalent to the i or j shell electron
_2E({Ni} ) energy variance of subcor_iguration with
occupation numbers {Ni); Eq. (21)
L_2E(Ni , Nj-i, {Nk} -" the variance of the transition array
Ni-t,N j. {Nk}) (Ni, Nj.t, (Nk))'* (Ni.t,N j, {Nk))
6 Eq. (D-3)P
t. = t(i) binding energy of electrons in single- ,
* electron state i i
_.+ + '
,k((Ni}) = Ek(K) mean binding energy of an electron in kth _ "
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® kBT' temperature in energy units
a quantumoPm-nber occurring in the Dirac
theory; Eq. (6)
_' a factor which contains the explicit
dependence of the strength of a transitio_
array on the occupation numbers of the
shells participating in the transition
(Table 14)
the overall Planckmean opacity; Eq, (D-i)
P
_R(U) the local Rosseland mean opacity
_b(U) monochromatic bound-bound absorption
coefficient (cm2/gm)
_f(u) monochromatic bound-free absorption
coefficient (cn'12/gin)
_p(U) local Planck me2n opacity (cm2/gm)
c(U) continuous local Planck mean (cm2/gm)
_ff(u) free-free absorption coefficient (cm2/gm)
(_;_b(U)) the statistical expectation value of _bb
(_f(u)) the statistical expectation value of _f
n;p, j(u) the contribution of the jth line cluster to
the local Planck mean opacity (cm2/gm)
• ' (u) the contribution of the jth line cluster to •
bb, j the monochromatic absorption coefficient '
(cm21gm)
A 0 Eq. (42)
A e Eq. (43)
-1/3
0. 8853 Z
_as. k (i) the asymptotic quantum defect (see Eq. (19))
chemical potential of free electrons
_ #i = #(i) quantum defect, associated with state i _[Eq.





! .......... i! f
v = wlZ_ photon frequency
Vma x upper limit of frequency range in opacity
calculations
p density
cr average photoelectric cross section per
{ initial state !





2 (k) Eq. (96)
(Uin)
_.. the cross section per state in the initial
Ij subconfiguration for a line of average strength
and width for a transitionarray in which an
ion of the kth species in an initialsubcon-
_J figurationabsorbs a photon of frequency
and makes a transitionto a final subcon-
figuration;Eq. (89)
_k(K) the value that the parameter crin F(E)
_ (Eq. (Z0))takes for the subconfiguration K
o.¢an ion of species K
, _F =_'ij average value of cr!fin) over an energy
interval 6_) much greater than w
_" specificvolume
the opticaldeFth at the cluster center '
divided by the number of lines in the cluster
r0 optical depth at center of a cluster; Eq. (C-4)
_b = _(x) Thomas-Fermi function; F_,q. (10)
_k Eq. (A-4)
#k(K) the contribution to the electronic partition
function from all levels of t_,e subconfiguration
K in an ion of the k th species; Eq. (72)
(aj) . average electric potential produced at the
position of the ion a by all other charged
particles
fl F-]£Pknk-_,ene; Eq. (60)
" - ........... m m
.......... ,,, ,|
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I. INTRODUCTION 1
Thermal radiation is the dominant mechanism for energy transfer in
proposed gaseous-core nuclear rocket engines. Its calculation requires a
i knowledge of the thermcdynamic and optical properties of the nuclear fuel.
Here we consider these properties in a reactor using gaseous uranium as
the fissionable fuel, and operating at temperatures of the order of I0 4 to
10 5 OK and pressures of the order of I0Z to i0 3 atmospheres. The mean
degree of ionization of the gas ranges from nearly zero at the lower tem-
peratures to six or seven at the higher ones.
The calculation of the thermodynamic and optical properties of a
heavy-element gas under the stated conditions is extremely difficult. At the
lowest temperatures of interest to us, much of the internal energy of the
plasma may reside in many low-lying levels of one or two of the most
tightly bound configurations of electrons. The pertinent level schemes
are extremely complicated and not known in very great detail. Optical
properties require the calculation of transmission by line arrays whose
complexity presents even more formidable problems than arise in the deter-
mination of level schemes.
Even if all the required information were available, it would ngt be
practical to incorporate it into a computer program designed for the rapid
calculation of physical properties. The number of energy levels and tran-
sitions in a complex atom like uranium is enormous. In the transition
array 5f 3 6d 7s 2 -_ 5f 2 6d 2 7s 2, for example, there are thousands of !spectral lines. The mere presentation of such detailed calculations wouldbe a problem of considerable proportion. We avoid such a detailed approach
not only because of its extreme difficulty but also because of the almost
complete lack of required information.
t
I Mi ....... - Z_ .2: ........ ,_,,,,, ,,_,,, --- ., ............... , .................... :'"
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In spite of the difficulties, there have been a number of studies of
properties of uranium. Judd (i) has made the most systematic theoretical
study of the energy-level structure in uranium. Judd's calculations of the
deepest levels in the configuration 5f 3 6d 7s Z of UI are in good agreement
with the results of spectroscopic measurements. The number of known
levels is nevertheless only a very small fraction of the total. Recently,
(2)
Gurvich and Yugman, using the known energy levels, have calculated
thermodynamic functions of gaseous uranium for temperatures below
20,000°K. They make rough estimates of the errors resulting from states
whose energies are not known. Krascella has used a semi-empirical
method (3) to calculate the spectral absorption coefficient and the l_osseland
mean 6pacity of gaseous uranium. Since theirs is a semi-empirical method,
it is difficultto assess its validity from the point of view of first principles.
._; Moreover, assessment of their method from an empirical point of view is
difficultin the absence of data on absorption coefficients over a broad range
of temperature and densities.
In the present work, we approach the problem using nlethods that
remain in substantial contact with first principles. Further, by supple-
menting X-ray levels with the recent results of extensive (but by no means
exhaustive) self-consistent-field calculations of atomic energy levels per-
formed at Los Alamos, (4) we are starting from a foundation that is
considerably firmer than that which existed a few years ago.
For neutral uranium the binding energies associated with most of the
spin-orbitals fully occupied in the ground state are known accurately from
experimental X-ray data (5}(6)"and from calculations (see Table I). For Ul
through UXII, which are all the ions that we need to consider for the present
application, one-electron binding energies associated with spin-orbitals
occupied in ground ionic states have been calculated (4)(8)by means of
relativistic Hartree-Fock-Slater (RHFS) equations with an exchange term
having a magnitude two thirds of that originally introduced by S1ater.





ONE-ELECTRON BINDING ENERGIES IN NEUTRAL URANIUM _i
(In Rydbergs) _i
-
Bearden Herman & RHFS RHFS #
Sandstr6m & Burr Skillman Eigenvalue Binding Energy
j (Ref. 5) (Ref. 6) (Ref. 7) (Ref. 4) (Ref. 4)nl
is I/2 8514.7 8497.1 8486.3 8507.3 8580.2 %
Zs I/2 i602.6 1599.2 i564.2 1588.8 1617.7
2p I/2 1542.2 1539.7 1503.4 1532.0 1559.8
, Zp 3/2 1264.2 1261.7 1299.2 1250.8 1274.9 _.
3s I/2 408.5 407.8 400.3 400.9 415.0
3p I/2 381.4 380.9 373.9 375.2 388.7
3p 3/2 316.6 316.3 327.6 310.4 322.4
3d 3/2 273.9 274.0 287.9 269.6 Z80.4
3d 5/2 261.5 261.0 274.9 256.4 267.0
4s I/2 105.5 105.9 103.9 10Z.0 I09.4
4p I/2 92.3 93.5 92.17 90.44 97.36
4p 3/2 76.6 76.8 80.19 73.53 79.78
_ 4d 3/2 57.3 57.4 61.58 55.07 60.44
4d 5/2 54._ 54.2 58.52 51.96 57.17
_,_,__ _ _,__707_
_,_ _0 _.,,_ _,_ _0,_
_'_I_ I_'__ _° "_5d 512 7.08 8.926 6.961 8.692
5f 5/2 1.350 0.2606 0.7899
5f 712
6s I/2 5.20 4.036 3,497 4.646
6p I/2 1 13.11 2.673 2.198 3.0773 2.2 2.37 190 i 542 2 263
I 10.549 O. 2t46 0.3328
6d 3/2 0.28
6d 5/2 0.494
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Our approach is based on the use of a simple central field, the scaled
Thomas-Fermi (STF) potential, (9) which in nonrelativistic examples appears
to be about as accurate as the Hartree-Fock-Slater potential when both are
compared with the full Hartree-Fock method. The STF potential contains
an adjustable scaling parameter c_, which inRef. 9 was calibrated to
experimental energies In the present work, we use the RHFS calculation
' and neutral-atom X-ray energies to calibrate the STF potential. From
this potential we can then generate the numerous spin-orbitals that we
require in the calculation of opacities.
Initially, we consider only the one-electron aspects of the electrons
bound in a given ion. (Later, we shall consider the effect of the multiplet
and fine structure produced by departures from spherical symmetry.)
Each spin-orbital is labeled by one-electron quantum numbers n,_,j. Here,
_i_ n and _ are the principal and orbital quantum numbers, respectively, and
j = £ (±) 1/2 is the one-electron total angular momentum quantum number.
:.i For outer-atom electrons with _ >_ 2, the binding energy is not very
sensitive to j. Furthermore, numerical calculations that we have done
show that the oscillator strength corresponding to a one-electron transition
of an electron with £ >__2 in either the initial or final state is not very
sensitive to the value of j associated with this _ for strong transitions,
e. g., for same-shell (n=n') transitions. For these reasons, very little
effect on thermodynamic or optical properties results from spin-orbit
splitting of one-electron levels with_ >Z. Thus, the one-electron states
from which we build up an ionic state are ns±,a nP½, np_, nd, nf, etc., states.
An electron having quantum numbers r_ (r_j) is s_id to be in the r_ (n_j)
shell. The specification of the number of electrons in each occupied shell
in an ion will define a subconfiguration. By a transition array we shall
mean the totality of all allowed electric dipole transitions between a pair
of subcordigurations.
We take th_ point of view that wave functions generated from the one-
electron Dirac equation with the STF potentialform a complete set in terms
5
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of which we can describe the bound-state properties of any of the many-
electron ions in our system. The relevant properties of a one-electron
state li)are (I) the radial wave function P., (2) the one-electron eigen-1
values _., and (3) the associated quantum defects _i defined by1
(k+ t1z
,.= , 11)
I (n - _i)2i
where k is the net ionic charge. From the radial wave functions we
_ can calculate the mean interaction energy between a pair of electrons, the
strength of a transition array, and certain average properties of a collection
of levels or lines associated with a subconfiguration or transition array.
We have already mentioned the enormous number of levels and lines
i ._ tha_ occur vchen o:_e is dealing with complex atoms. For these atoms the
_" ,_' statisticai properties of level and line distribution are of considerable
interest. The properties of importance in the present context are the
level- and line-distribution functions, and in particular the first and second
moments of these distributions. From the statistical properties we can
estimate the effect of fine structure on the electronic partition function and
the effect of a cluster of lines on the transmission of radiation through a
slab of arbitrary thickness. In general, these effects are important in our
problem, the former for the internal energy, the latter for the opacity of
the uranium plasma. A more detailed discussion of statistical aspects of





2.1. ONE-ELECTRON WAVE FUNCTIONS
!
The states that form the quantitative basis for future calculations
are generated as solutions of a one-electron Dirac equation with a scaled
STF potential. The scaling parameter _ is chosen by calibration against
known X-ray levels and the results of self-consistent-field calculations.
Before proceeding further, we should emphasize the importance of
a relativistic description of our system. This is especially true since at
the low temperatures of interest to us only electrons with binding energies
Z
E. << mc undergo collisional and radiative transitions at a significant rate.1
Nevertheless, even these electrons may have a significant probability for
being found near the nucleus and consequently may be bound much more
tightly than would be the case in the absence of relativistic effects. This
direct relativistic effect in uranium is relatively large ('_25%), even for
large principal quantum numbers n, especially if the classical orbit is
highly noncircular (s- and p-electrons). Furthermore, the tighter binding
associated with direct relativistic effects leads to ._ wave function that is
more localized around the nucleus. In turn, the increased localization
results in an increased shielding of the effective charge seen by other
electrons. In contrast to the direct effect, this indirect shielding effect
tends to reduce the binding energy of outer electrons. The indirect effect,
however, would not be exhibited in the framework of a one-electron theory,
but only in a many-body calculation.
Although relativistic effects are important, the dominant contributions
to Slater integrals and transition integrals come from spatial regions where
the electron is locally nonrelativistic and where the small component of the
7
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full Dirac wave function is negligible. In the following, we therefore elimi-
nate the small component from the Dirac equation and use only the large
component in the calculation of the normalization integrals, Slater integrals,
: and transition integrals.
We let f(r) and g(r) represent the radial dependence of the large and
t small components, respectively, of the Dirac wave function. The normali-
, . zation is such that
J
_'_ _0 ¢° f2(r) g2(r
rZ[ + I] dr : i (Zl
If we eliminate g(r) from the pair of first-order radial Dirac equations
and introduce
_, P(r) = E - V +2mc rf(r) , (3)
' .: mc
we find (1 0)
z 4 v, ,:(,_+ t1 1v" 3_[v'_ p =o, 14)p,, + (E VI z - m c + _:
(tfc)2 r Q r 2 Z Q 4_Q ]
where
2Q = E- V+mc , (5)
the prime implies differentiation with respect to r, and
K=-(_ +i) if j= _ +½,
.AP
This equation, which we solve numerically on a high-speed computer, is
the basis for the relativistic generalization of the BERN code used by
Stewart and Rotenberg (9} in their calculation of nonrelativistic wave function.
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condition (2) by
f, [P(r)] z dr = I (7)
We can now calculate Slater integrals and electric dipole matrix elements
by precisely the same formulas that would apply if P were obtained as a
,i solution of the nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation. That this is an
! accurate procedure is assured by the smallness of g(r) in the outer regions
of the atom, where the principal contributions to the integrals arise.
The potential energy is
Ze 2
V(r)= -_¢(r/_) , (8)
r
where
_(×)_ _(x)+ qx/x0 x <_x0 ,
-- q x > x 0 (9)
The boundary of the ion is at x 0,and _, the TF function, satisfies
3 l
d2# ax "2








z' = core charge = k + I
Z = atomic number.
L
m n_ nlnn ilnlinliii ni | i N
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JThe scale factor a was introduced into the TF potential by Stewart
and Rotenberg and used as the basis of a semi-empirical method for com-
puting atomic and ionic wave functions. (9) In their paper, a played the role
of an eigenvalue to be determined by equating the energy eigenvalue in the
Schr_dinger equation to the experimental one-electron binding energy. In
: the present work, we calibrate a against neu_ral-atomX-ray levels and
' the results of self.consistent-field calculations for both neutral and ionic
species. Stewart and Rotenberg find that Gscillator strengths obtained by
their method agree with the results of alternative methods of calculation,
Further, their method ha_ a wide range of applicability and their calculations
are much shorter than self-consisteNt-field calculations.
In Fig. i we have plotted the computed eigenvalues of several
spin-orbitals in UI-UXH aq functions of a. The upper member of a pair of
connected curves corresponds to j = _- _ the lower one to j = Z+ 4. From
_ these graphs we can detern.ine values of a that l_.ad to binding energies
closely reproducing the self-consistent-field results calculated at Los
" Alamos and shown in Table 2. Apparently, the valuec of a determined in
this way are nearly independent of _, j, and z butexhibit a relatively _trong
dependence on n. Even the 5f electron in neutral uranium, whos_ STF
energy eigenvalue is extremely sensitive to a adheres to this rule. Table 3
shows the values of a finally selected for all spin-orbitals with principal
quantum number n = 5 through n :- t0. We disregard electrons with n < 5
since they do not have a _ignificant probability of excitation in the range of
temperatures and photon energies of interest here. We have constructed
Table 3 ignoring, for the most part, any dependence on _ and j but accounting
for the small variation with z f. The values of a for n = 5, 6, and 7 were
determined on the basis of the RHFS binding energies; for n = 7, the a's for
z r > Z follow from the assumption that a is independent of z. For n >_8, we
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a guess on the part of the authors. Self-consistent-field calculations for
excited ions including orbitals with n > 8 would provide a systematic basis
for choosing _.
In Table 4, we list the eigenvalues obtained from Eq. (4) using the
a_s given in Table 3. These eiger-'_lues should be compared with the RHFS
binding energies listed in Table 2. The quantum defects in Table 5 follow
from the eigenvalues of Table 4 through the relation (t). The information
contained in both of these tables is used extensively in the detailed energy-
; level and oscillator-strength calculations that we describe in subsequent
i_ parts of this report.
2.2. ATOMIC ENERGY LEVELS
-$ To form a suitable working basis for the calculation of energy levels
,fi_ and electronic binding energies, we consider the kinds of states that are
, ,._,.:' likely to occur in an ion or atom in a thermal equilibrium plasma. In
__ general, in an ionic species that is relatively abundant in a high-Z plasma
we will consider three classes of bound electrons (shells):
(t) 1-electrons (shells) that are tightly bound in an inner core con-
sisting entirely of closed shells. At thermal equilibrium the
probability that I-electrons in an ion near the dominant species
are excited into other one-electron states is negligibly small.
(2) E-electrons (shells). These electrons have excitation energies
sufficiently large that the probability of finding more than one
E-electron in an ion near the dominant species is negligibly
small.
!
(3) M-electrons (shells). These electrons are in shells that may
have any occupation consiste_t with the Pauli exclusion principle i
I
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Thus, in an ion having N bound electrons, we consider as important
]
for the statistical mechanics subconfigurations having
(a) an invariable number N I of I-electrons,
(b) no more than one E-electron, and
(c) N M = N - N I or N M = N - N I - t electrons of type M.
In Table 6 we give the classification adopted for the shells in each of the
first twelve ionic species of uranium.
TAB LE 6
C LASSIFICATION OF SPIN-ORBITA L:_
Z !
!
nl j 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 !0 II 12
6s I/2 I I I I I I I I I I I I
'] 6p 1/2 I I I I I M M M M g_ M M
' 6p 3/2 I I I i M M M M M M M M
I 6d M M M M M E E E E E E E
1 5f M M M M M M M M M M M M
i 7s t/2 M M M M E E E E E E E E
NOTE: Electrons inK, L, M, N, or Oshells are I-electrons.
Electron in shells not listed here are E-electrons.
We are now in a position to describe the method for calculating average
energies of subconfigurations and the binding energies of electrons contained
in them. We make the approximation that the one-electron wave function
corresponding to a given spin-orbital is independent of the distribution of
remaining electrons over one-electron states. (In general, this is a quite
strong assumption; however, in view of the complexity of the problem we
are trying to solve and the many sources of uncertainty inherent in it, there





the average energy of the subconfiguration K with N I electrons in shell I,
N2 in shell 2, etc., is (II)
E _ Ni(Ni-i) I E , (11)E(K) = E({Ni}) = Nifi + _ Qii + 2" NiNjO'ij
i i
i and the mean binding energy of an electron in the k th shell isI
Ek(g) = _k({Ni} ) = fk + (nk - 1) Qkk + Nj%j (t2) ..
j_k
Here we consider fk to be the average value of the sum of the kinetic
energy of an electron in shell i and its interaction energy with the central
field created by the nuclear charge and electrons in I-orbitals. The
| quantity Qii is the mean interaction energy between an electron in the i th
shell and one° in the jth shell, The sums in Eqs. (tt) and (t2) thus go over
occupied M and E orbitals, but not over I-orbitals.
We further assume that in a given ion the subconfiguration {N.} =
J
{{N'.}M,j N. = t}, where i is an E-orbital and the N'. are the occupations1 j
of M-type shells, has a binding energy,, that is independent of the dis-l
tribution {N'.} ot electrons in M-shells. The energy of this {Nj} sub-j M
configuration in the k th ion is
Ek = Ek + _'1 (t3)
Finally, we make the approximation
that is, the energy of the parent subconfiguration {NI}M is equal te the
energy of the same subconfiguration in the next stage of ionization.
To calculate the energie - of ionic states determined by rules a, b,





and the tn_i. for E-orbitals. The Qij can be expressed as linear com-
binations of Slater integrals,
k
F! k) = 2 Ry P (ri) P (ra)_drldr 2 , (15)Ij
r>
k
, fo fo ,<G!k),,= 2 Ry Pi(rl) Pj(rl) Pi(r2) Pj(r z)_drldr 2 , (16)
"_ r>
where Ry is the Rydberg unit, r< (r>) is the lesser (greater) of r t, r_, and
distances are in atomic units. To a very good approximation, however, we
may write simply
Q.. : Q : F! 0). , (17)
U U
an approximation that we employ in the numerical calculations. We
tabulate Slater integrals connecting M-type orbitals in Table 7.
In addition to the Slater integrals, we need the f.'s for the M-typel
orbitals. Here we do not explicitly calculate expectation values in order
to obtain the f.. Instead, we determine them from the RHFS calculation of1
the binding energies associated with the various spin-orbitals in the
minimum-energy subconfigurations of each ion. Denoting the set of occu-
pation numbers of this subconfiguration in a particular ion by {N i} 0 fk
follows from
fk = Ck({Ni}O) " (N0"I)Qkk "_NOQkj " (18)
j#k ,
The values of fk for electrons in M-type orbitals are given in Table 8. 1
The fk and Slater integrals allow us to determine the mean energies
of the subconfigurations containing no E-electrons from Eq. (ll). Of these







INTERACTION ENERGY WITH CORE OF I ELECTRONS -- - f k
, (In Rydbergs)
i
z' 7s i/2 6p i/2 6p 3/2 6d 3/2 5f 5/2
t 4.0537 4. 294t 6. 2453
2 3.8340 4. 3019 6.2021
3 3.9962 4. 5919 6.4809
,44 4 3. 9032 4. 2396 5, 7227
,_"I 5 10. 647 7.9658 I0.0550
\
" _=!] 6 14. 18_ 12. 820 12. 486
7 t3. 947 12. 660 t2.4t9
-t 8 13.826 12.577 I0.831
9 t3,747 t2.525 t2. t79t0 t3, 336 12. 200 1t.833
II 13.345 12.216 Ii.764
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explicit calculations. We also list the energy of these subconfigurations
relative to the subconfiguration of minimum mean energy.
Finally, the _'s for E-type orbitals are found in Table 4. For n
greater than those explicitly appearing in the table, we use the extrapolated
defect
_t(_j)= lim _(n, _,j) (19)
, n-*¢o
and Eq. (I) to calculate the eigenvalue.
From Table 5 we infer that g(n,_,j)iswell approximat, d by_t(P,j) for
relatively smalln. For s-, p-, and d-electrons, the limit _(_,j) is attained
to very high accuracy for n = 8 and to within a -ew percent for n = 7. For
f-electrons, the limiting defect is attained at n = 6. We assume that states
-, with _ = 4_ are essentially hydrogenic, having a defect near zero. (For
E-electrons, we use only the asymptotic defects (see Table 23)in the calcu-
_/ lation of partition functions, which are relatively insensitive to the difference
between _t(_,j) and _tfor the values of n of interest to us here; we do, how-
ever, account for this difference in the calculation of oscillator strengths. )
2.3, STATISTICAL ASPECTS OF ATOMIC STATES
As long as the mean degree of ionization in a plasma is sufficiently
large, the assignment of a mean energy to each subconfigur, ion is sufficient
to accurately determine the composition and thermodynamic properties of
the plasma. This is not the case at low temperatures and large pressures,
where neutral uranium constitutes a large fraction of the total number of
plasma ions and where only the lowest-lying energy levels in UI are ther-
mally excited. For this case it is necessary to know the detailed level
structure of the lowest-lying subconfiguration. For complex ions like UI
and UII, the level structure is not well known, and even if itwere itwould
be cumbersome to use such large amounts of information in a flexible
computer code. <
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42. 3. 1. The lEnergy Level Distribution Function
The very complexity of an atom makes it possible to describe its
4
level structure in terms of a level density function. Moszkowski 't2' has
studies level and line dis+riLutions that may be expected in complex atoms.
Following Moszkowski, we shall adopt the function
(E' - I] E' > EoF(E') : AlE' - E0 Im exp
: 0 E' <_m0 (20)
for the fraction of states per unit energy in a given subconfiguration.
Here A is a normalization constant, leaving three quantities,]£ o , ¢, and m,
to be detern]ined.
_(4j_l Moszkowski has given formulas for the firstand second mo.,:nentsof
' the distribution of term energ:es in a many-electron configuration. These
formalas are expressed in terms of the moments of the distribution of term
energies for a two-electron configuration. We will apply his formulas to
the problem under consideration here. The expression for the first moment
mean energy already given in lEq. (tl). For the ¢ariance AZIE({Ni})is the
ef the subconfiguration with occupation numbers {Ni}, we write
Ni(M i - N i) Nk(M k - Nk) AZE(ik)+EE (2t)
i k>i
where M. is th= maximum occupation of the i-shell, and A2E(ii) and A"E(ik)1
are the variances of two-electron subconfigurations composed of equivalent
and nonequivalent electrons, respectively. We have not calcula_ed these
variances precisely; instead, we have used the corresponding, more readily
27
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I
available expressions for two=electron configurations. Values of _ZE for ,_
several subconfigurations in UI - UXII are tabulated in Table 9. 4
Having the mean energy and variance gives us two relations between i
?
the parameters m, _, and E0: J,
!
f°E = F(E') E' dE' = + _(m + I) (Z2)0
f
fE _ )Z
AZE : F(E') (E' - E dE' = (m + i)_Z . (?.3)
0
To obtain a Lhird relation, we argue as follows. We expect thermodynamic
quantities to be insensitive to the form of the distribution function F(E')
when mar, y subconfigurations are thermally excited. When only the ground
subconfiguration of UI is excited, however, both the translational motion
and electronic excitation may contribute significantly to the internal energy
of the plasma, and the latter is sensitive to the parameters in F(E'). With
these observations in mind, we have chosen m = 0 for all subconfigurations
in UII, UIII, etc; in UI we take m the same for all subconfigurations (m = 0.44),
choosing it so that the difference between thee 'sfor the subconfigurations0
of lowest energy in UI and UII is equal to the ionization potential frona the
ground state (I 0 = 6. tl eV of UI). (13)
2.3.2. The Ansular Momentum Distribution Function
In addition to the distribution of states with respect to energy, we
require the distribution function f(I) for the angular momentum values J
within a subconfiguration. To obtain this distribution function, we reason
as follows. Suppose that we have a shell n_j containing a large number N
of electrons, but that N is much less than _he maximum number M = g_j of
electrons that this shell can hold. We further suppose that an electron
can occupy any of the 2_;+Imagnetic substates independent of tilestates
28
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ioccupied by the remaining electrons in the shell. This is a good approxi- j
mation for N << M. The total z-component of angular momentum is
Jz = ml + m2 + "'" +mN (24)
If we assume that the m are random as well as independent, then by then
central limit theorem of statistics we have asymptotically for large N
r
f(Jz)_ exp(-_J2z ) " (25)
Since this form must hold for any of the three components of total angular
nlomentum J, itfollows that the distribution function for the total angular
momentum J must be
f(J) = AJe -_J2 (26)
_. In the absence of a more rigorous, yet tractable, analysis of the
distribution of angular momentum, we will use Eq. (26) wherever we
reqmre the quantity that f(J) is intended to approximate. We will require
f(J), in Section 5.7, for example, in order to estimate the number of lines
in a transition array.
The quantity A in Eq. (26) is simply a normalization constant:
A = 213 (27)
To obtain _ we must relate it to some known property of the distribution.
One such property that we can readily evaluate is (j2 + j), the expectation
value of j2 in a subconfiguration. We have
I _ (j2+---r = + j) . (28)
2_ _ av
To calculate (j2 + J)av' we first consider a shell n_j containing N
electrons. We want to calculate the shell average
/ iT [ \\(A, 2,A)/av ' (29)
}:Kr7 ...................................... %
i , !
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where I A) is an N-electron determinantal state composed of one-electron




we can calculate (AIL2 IA) using wen-known .ules (ll) for obtaining matrix
elements with respect to Jeterminantal states of operators expressible as
sums of one- and two-electron operators:
_l"l_l)a.: J_(J_,+ _. - _
t=t k_i=l v
' EE= Nj{j + i)+ Ik]Ji.;,lik)-{iklji.Jklki
"- i k#i
(3t)
To complete the evaluation, we consider
i V' ('''
where m. is an eigenvalue of Jiz" Now1.
<mimk-m_6k_ = [2j{2j+l)]-I _'_j _ (m[mk - m_6k?/ av
mk:-j mi#m k









iwith identicalcontributions coming from terms involving the x- and y-
components of j i and j k. Finally, since there are N(N - t) terms lnthe
double sum in Eq. (3t), we obtain
AjaA) v = M- t= [J(J + t)]a v j(j + t) (34)
For more than one n2j shell, Eq. (34) generalizes toJ
Nk(M k -. N k)
[J(J + t)]av =E Mk - -_ Jk{Jk + t) , (35)k
the sum going over all shells. Similarly, for n2 shells, the k th of which
contains Nk electrons,
:_...._ [ J(J + {)] av = E _kk -" i k(2k + I) + , (36)
- where now M k = 2(2£ k + t ).
' From the distribution function, Eq. (26), we find
i av %
, 4j2
- + 5 (37)[J(J + t)]av _ av
Together with Eqs. (35), (36), and (28), this result determines J andav
in terms of the. occupation numbers N k. Having determined J , we canav
estimate the number of levels NLe v arising from a given set of occupation
numbers N k by means of








Mk)Nk = Nk ! (M k _ Nk ) (39)
By explicitly calculating NLe v for several configurations and determining
J from Eq. (38), we find that
av
av:-_ i+4[;(J+_)].v
is a slightly better approximaticn than the value determined from Eq. C37).
Tn practice, we shall calculate 3 from Eq. (40), and use this value inav
Eq. (38) to estimate NLe v. We have computed the number of levels occurring
in an _.,SJ scheme in a large number of configurations containing two or
more electrons. Our approximation for NLe v is in error by less than about
'5% for all configurations considered except p2. In the latter case, the
error is about 35%.
3Z
!
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3. STATISTICAL MECHAI_ICS
We consider a neutral plasma consisting of ions of a single element
' and free electrons. In calculating the thermodynamic properties of the
plasma we shall take account of the translational motion of the ions and
free electrons, the electronic excitation in each ion, and the plasma effect
resulting from the electrostatic interaction between the charged particles.
We calculate the contribution of electronic excitation to the partitinn funcLion
of the system for a!1 subconfigurations specified by the rules of Sec. 2. 2,
accounting for tile electrostatic splitting of each of these terms into several
!
energy levels. In estimating the splitting effect we utilize the statistical
aspectsofatomicspectradescribedinSec Z.3.
Our treatment of plasma interactions, and the associated effect of the
lowering of ionization potentials, has as its basis" the theory developed by
Stewart and Pyatt. (i4) Here, however, we are required to modify this
theory while including the plasma effects in calculations of thermodynamic
properties, if we are to preserve the relationships that exist among the
various thermodynamic quantities.
As our point of departure, we express the Helmholtz free energy F
of our system at temperature T and volume V in the form
(eAoZk_ /2eA ,F = -® Znkln --- -_Dneln/-_ee) +Fp , (4i)nk /
where ® = kBT (k B = Boltzmann's constant),
nk = the number of ions with charge k times the electronic charge e, and
n = the number of free electrons.
e
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The quantities A0 and Ae, which originate from the free translational
motion of the plas:na particles, are given by
!




, A = V , (43)
e h 3
where M is the atomic mass of the element, m is the rest mass of an
e
electron, and h is Planck's constant. Finally, Z k is the electronic
partition function:
Zk =E gk(i) exp[-Ek(i)/® ] , (44).i
! i
, ._,: where tlle sum goes over all levels i of the kth ion, and gk(i) and Ek(i) are
the degeneracy and energy, respectively, of the i th level. F in Eq. (4i) is
.-_ P
the cohtribution to the free energy from electrostatic interactions between
charged plasma particles. Later, we shall give an explicit expression for
i F in terms of the temperature, volume, and the populations of the various
P
species of particles. ..
3. I. PLASMA EFFECTS
Using a finite-temperature Thomas-Fermi model, Ste,vart and
Pyatt {i4) have calculated the average electrostatic potential near a nucleus
im_,_.ersed in a plasma. They also give a simple analytic solution, exhibiting
• Debye-H_ckel and ion-sphere limits, which approximates within about 20%
the results of calculations with the full Thomas-Fermi model. This solution
is the starting point for our subsequent considerations.
34
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tAt the position of an ion with ionic charge z = z'-1 Stewart and Pyatt
give the average potential resulting from all other charged particles in the i
systern as
.j
J(z) = [2(z* + t)] -t {[3(z* + t)K(z) + t] 3 1} , (45)
1









K(z) - D® (47)
The Debye length D is determined from
i'i t 4rre 2 n
D2 - ® (t * z*) V (48)
The essential assumptions in the determination of this solution are that the
nucleus and bound electrons are at a point and have net charge z and that
the free-electron density is approximately uniform.
The theory developed by Stewart and Pyatt is not a thermodynamically
consistent one. Following the treatment given i'a Mi_nster_s book,(t5) let
_th ius consider an N-particle plasma in which the charge of th_ , (_ = I .... ,N) !
particle is a_z_ (a_<_ I) instead of the full charge z_ that it has in the real
plasma. We let _a(aj) be the electric potentialproduced at the position of
the ion _ by a11other charged particles. To obtain thermodynamic consistency,
we require
_a =_ =... (49)






z --= zls = .... (5_)
a 8a_ 8a a
We seek to meet these requirements by first introducing
t _ z kJ:J¢_)=2(z,+i){[3(i +z,)K+i]_ i} , (51)
, ,_ which differs from J(z) only through the appearance of
-- - e..._. ___
K = z D® (52)
in pla .' of K(z) Whereas J(z)® represents an average po*ential at the
position of an ion with charge z, "J@ represents the potential at the position
of a fictitious ion hav,ng an average charge_. If we also define
1
rl > t0]14_e2 [S(a_3)]_ + I - I (53)N' JCa_: ZS(a_IL[N®_ ®v '
where
22 22 22
S(a_3) = atz t + a2z 2 + ... +aNz N (54)
and N is the total number ot nuclei in the plasma, we observe that "_(1) = J.
By choosing
e_I,a(ap) =- aaza_A(al3)@ , (55)
we readily verify that the relations (49) and (50) are satisfied.
The plasma contribution to the free energy follows from
Fp = e za_la_) daa . (56)
Taking an integration path along which a_ = a for all _, we can write
Fp = -@ +n "i '
3_





"J(a___.! = t {[3a3(t + z*) K + i] _ - i} (58)
2a 2 -_(t + z*)
Explicitly,
!: - ® =_- {[3a3(t + z*)K + t] _ - t}-_
nkk2 n e g
N _0 t e 2
- 2 a3
da
- _ _ + - i T (s9)
Having obtained the plasma contribution to ,he Helmholtz free energy
i
we are in a position to fully determine the equilibrium properties of the
- plasma. In particular, we obtain the equilibrium composition by insisting
?
that
E - n (60)£ = F - _knk _e e
be stationary for arbitrary small variations in n k and n at constant volume
(t5a) e
and temperature. In performing these variations in Eq. (60), /_kand/_e'
the chemical potentials of the kth ionic species and electrons, respectively,
play the role of Lagrange multipliers. We may very well expect that this
procedure leads to the Saha equation in which appears an effective reduced
ionization potential. Since, however, F depends on the particle numbersp
n k and ne in a rather complex way, the value that this reduced potential
should have is not completely obvious. Therefore, it is worthwhile to
explicitly carry out the variational procedure. If we perform the variations
and use the condition of macroscopic neutrality to eliminate n , the chemicale
equilibrium conditions
_k = _k+i + _*e k = O, i, _, . .. (61)
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lead to
In i Zk nk+i i 8F 8F -- AEk
- _ - i° = (k + I)_- ® ' (62)
F Zk+ t nk ® 8nk+ i 8n k z
Introduc ing
: Uk = Z k exp[Ek(0, 0)/®]
= Zgk(i) exp{-[Ek(i,K) - Ek(0,0)]/®} , (63)
i
we obtain the Saha equation in the form
nk+t Uk+i
--= F-- exp[-(lk- _Ek)/® ] , (64)
nk U k
where the ionization potential in the absence of plasma effects,
Ik = Ek+i(0,0) - Ek(0,0) , (65)
is the difference in the ground-state energies of ionic species k+t and k.
The quantity AE k defined in Eq. (62) is the pressure lowering of the
ionization potential. If we examine this quantity, we find that it gives
physically plausible results except possibly when-_ << i. Two limiting
cases are of interest. When
3(i+z*)K< i , (66)
we find from Eqs. (5i) and (62) that
ZiEk~~ _--=--kz+ I K = (k + i)eZ/D® , (67)
i. e., the lowering reduces to the Debye limit. This is a proper limit when
(66) applies except possibly for a weakly ionized gas (-_ << i and z* -- i).
For a weakly ionized gas, the Debye limit applies only if
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If, however, -z << i _nd
_ _ 2
6 z___e< t , (69,)D®
the condi.tion (66) applies, and we obtain the Debye limit even when the
,_ condition (68) does not apply. We have not resolved this difficulty, but we
do avoid it by an ad hoc method that we describe in Appendix A. For a
more complete description of the content of this section, we refer the reader
to a forthcoming paper by Pyatt and Parks. (t6)
3. 2. ELECTRONIC EXCITATION
The assumptions (a), (b), and (c) of Sec. 2. Z, which together with
Table 9 enumerate the subconfigurations that we consider, underlie our
calculation of the electronic partition function. According to these assump-
tions we can express the function U k for the kth ion in the form
0 t E exp[_ik/®] , (70)Uk = U k + U k Uk
where
0 ___'U k = qSk(K) ; (71)
K
he.re,
_k(K) gk(S,K)e:p{-[Ek(S,K) - Ek(0,0)]/®} . (7Z) '
8
The sum in (72) goes over all levels s in the subconfiguration K, the sum
in (7i) onl 7 over subconfigurations having N-N I electrons in type M spin-
orbitals. (These subconfigurations are listed for each ion in Tabl-- 9. )
The energy of the level s in K is Ek(S, K), its degeneracy is gk(s, K), andI "
Ek(O, O) is the energy of the ground state in the k ion. '/he product term in
39
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Eq. (70) represents the contribution from states with N - (Ni-i) electrons
i
in M-orbitals and one electron in an E-orbital. To obtain U k we.make the
approximation
t 0
U k = Uk+ i , (73)
m
i.e., the E-electron does not perturb the energy level scheme of the
remaining N - (NI-t) M-electrons. This approximation is consistent with
Eq. (t4) and the discussion following it.
E
We obtain U k as the partition function arising from the one-electron
E-orbitals:
U k = gk(i) exp i-ok(i)/8 ] (74)
i
the sum going over all E-type orbitals. According to the discussion of
Sec. 2. 2, the one-electron levels have energy (in Rydbergs)
(k+ i)z (75)Ek(i) = - 2.
[n - _as, k (i)]
and degeneracy gk(i) = (2Ji + i) or 2(Z£.1 + t).
In Appendix A, we evaluate the sum in Eq. (74). In performing the
sum, we use the results of Sec. 3. t on the lowering of the ionization
:i!t potential to determine a value of the principal quantum number n at which
!
to terminate it. Moreover, when the energies Ek(i) are sufficiently closely
spaced, we use an integral approximation for the sum.
Let us now consider tk, part Ck(K) of the electronic partiticn function.
To evaluate the sum over states of any function f(E(s, K)) we make the
replacement





where FK(E ) is the fraction of states in Kth subconfiguration of the k th ion
having energies between E and E + dE, and g(K) is the degeneracy of the
; Kth
_ subconfiguration. For convenience of notation, we have dropped the
,: ion index k. We find
! { t,(K) -- gis, K) exp -[E(s,K) - E(0,0)] (77)
-m(K)- 1
: -*g(K) A(K) exp{-[El0, K) - E(0,0)]/®} +--!--i] F[mlK)+i]
i o"{K)J ' '
178)
where F(x) is the gamma function. Utilizing the relation (see Eq. (22))
'_' E(0, K) = EIK) - _(K) [re(K) + I] , 179)
i in (78), and remembering that we will take m K = m to be independent of
K, we obtain
-m k- t
_k(K) = gk(K) + exp ® ,
18o)
where Ek(0 ) is the mean energy of the ground subconfiguration.
4t
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4. THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES AND COMPOSITION
i
The principles and methods of the preceding sections form the
essential physical content of a computer program designed to calculate the
thermodynamic functions and composition of uranium gas. A brief des-
cription of the method of calculation and a surnma_y of the equations used
in the program are given in Appendix A.
: The program requires the temperature T and the free-eleczron
degeneracy factor £, Eq. {A-i), as input quantities. From the curves in
i Fig. Z or from Table 10 we can obtain r when the and temperature
pressure
! are given. Calculated compositions and thermodynamic functions for the
temperature range 5000°K < T < li0,000°K and the pressure range 100 atm
! < P < i000 atm are presented in Tables II and IZ, respectively.
At the highest temperatures considered here, the internal energy of
the plasma is dominated by the translational energy and the ionization
energy, with only small contributions from electronic excitation and plasnna
effects. Similarly, the pressure is dominated by translational motion with
only a small reduction by electrostatic interactions between ions and
electrons. At the lower temperatures, the effect of plasma interaction,
especially the effect of electronic excitation, may be important. We illus-
trate this in Table 13, which gives thermodynamic functions of _ uranium
plasma at ® = i. 38 eV and r = 83. Electronic excitation contributes approxi-
mately 45 percent of the total internal energy, somewhat greater than the
relative contribution from either Eki n or Eio n. The plasma effect reduces
the total energy by slightlymore than 10 percent and the totalpressure by
about 15 percent. These results for the plasma effect are typical of the
calculated cases for which z ~ i.
The symbols in Table 13 are defined in Appendix A. -_
42
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AT O = 1.38 eV, F= 83
--- s o = 2 __
: _ s0=_
j Fractional populations _ ---_
! Po 0.365 o.35t
Pt
0. 537
P2 0.54i; O. 098
; O. i08
' p, g/era 3
0.0633
Pkin' dynes/crn 2 O. 6i2
i p , dynes/crn 2 6"2_×t08 6.09×t0 8
P -t 17×10 8
] l::', dynes/cln2 " -:1 23XI0 8
: 5.04×10 8 4.89×I08Eki n, ergs/g
t 47×1010 t0Ep, ergs/g " _.49×t0
f E , ergs/g -5"56×_09 "6.0t×t0 9
ex 2.06×1010
i E. , ergs/ 2. t4xi0 t0
_on g _ 69×i0t 0
• _.69×1010
E, ergs/g 4 66×t010
F ' 4.72×t0 t0
83 83
0. 734 0. 758
Cv' ergs/g/eV 6 18X_0 t0
C ' 6,2t×10 _0
! P' ergs/g/eV 7 3tx_0 t0
i _ ' 7.32×t0t0
!
Table i3 indicates that the thermodynamic properties are not very
sensitive to the value of the parameter sO introduced in Appendix A. We
have chosen a (T, F) point in whose vicinity thermodynamic functions are
most sensitive to s O• Thus, in view of Sec. 5. i and Appendix A, tbe thermo-
dynamic functions are not very sensitive to s O over the entire range of T,r
considered here.
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5. ELEMENTS OF OPACITY CALCULATION
Bound-bound, bound-free, and free-free processes make the dominant
contributions to the spectral absorption coefficients in the uranium plasmas
that we study. The scattering of photons plays a completely negligible role
over the frequency range that is significant for the overall Planck and
Rosseland mean opacities.+. The free-free absorption is significant only at
very low frequencies (hv <_kBT ) and we calculate it simply by means of
Kramer's formula, (B-21), given in Appendix B. The calculation of bound- I
free and bound-bound absorption is a formidable problem requiring a
detailed knowledge of the thermodynamic state of the gas and of the prop-
erties of electronic transition arrays contributing to the opacity. The most
relevant of these properties are the strength of the array and its line
statistic s.
5. i. TRANSITIONS AND STATE POPULATIONS
t Much of the quantitative basis that is fundamental to the calculation
._:_ of opacity has been established in the preceding sections. The populations
of ionic quantum states follow from the statistical mechanical description
of the plasma. We consider as contributing to the opacity the transitions
by all electrons in initial subconfigurations defined by the general rules
(a), (b), and (c) of Sec. 2. 2 and the shell classifications given in Table 6,
provided the transition frequency v lies in the range 0_< v _ v that is
max
significant for the overall Planck and Rosseland mean opacities. In par-
ticular, we consider only initial states having either zero or one E-electron.
Accordingly, corresponding to a transition in an ion A with charge k




by adding an E-electron to the A-ion. The number of A-ions in the subcon-
figuration K for each nucleus in the plasma is
• qbk(K )
f{kA) Pk U k= ,
where Pk is the fractional population of the ionic species k; _k(K) and U k
:: are defined in Sec. 3.2. The number of corresponding B-ions is given
/






_ h k = Uk (83)
is the fraction of ions of species k having an E-electron.
! We are now in a position to give the number of initial states (referred
to a single nucleus) that contribute in each of the possible transition types
that we consider. If there is no E-electron present in the initial state and
(t) if an I-electron jumps to an E-shell or to an unbound state, then
fk = Pk (i - h k) , (84)
where i - h k is the probability that no E-electron is present
initially;
(2) if the ion is initially in the subconfiguration K, and an I-electron
jumps to an M-shell, or an M-electron jumps to an E-shell, to
an M-shell, or to an unbound state, then
Ck (z)




' (3) if an E-electron jumps to an E-shell or to an unbound state,
then (see Eq. (74))
! fk = Pkhkgk (i)/UE " (8D)
If an E-electron is present in the initialstate and
(4) an I-electron jumps to an E-shell or to an unbound state,
i fk = Pk-thk-t ; (87)
(5) if the M-shell electrons are initially in the subconfiguration K,
and an I-electron jumps to an M-shell, or an M-electron jumps
to an E-shell, to an M-shell, or to an unbound state, then
Ck (K)
fk = Pk- ihk-i 0 (88)
Uk
5. 2. CROSS SECTION FOR BOUND-BOUND TRANSITIONS
The quantity of fundamental interest is the average cross section
(Lin)
• .. in an average line per state in the initial subconfiguration for aU
transition array in which an ion of the kth species in an initial subconfiguration
K absorbs a photon of frequency _ and makes a transition to a final sub-
configuration K'. This cross section is given by
2
(Lin) 4_r 2 w' t (89)
_l 3 3 a a 0 _h_M2 -- 2 '
"" - _ w'2 + _i2(___0 )
where ¢_0 is the line center, w' is the half-intensity half-width, and a 0 is






where NLi n is the number of lines in the transition array,
r = rij = Pi(rl r) dr - (4_ - t) 0"... (9t)' 1j
,i
P. and P. are the initial- and final-state wave functions of the jumping1 j
electron, and distances are measured in atomic units. The quantity _'
depends on the shells participating in the transition and their occupation






s I/Z p I/2 N/3[i -(N -i)/Z]
s I/Z p 3/2 2N/311 -(N -I)/4]
p 11z s 11z N1311-(N-I)IZ]
p i/Z d 2N/3[I -(N -i)/10]
I p 31Z s i12 Nl3[i -(N -i)IZ]
i p 312 d 2N/3[I -(N -i)li0]
, d p I/Z ZN/15[i -(N'-i)/_-]
d p 3/Z 4N/i5[i -(N'-i)/4]
d f 3N/511-(N'-1)/t4]
f d 3N/7[I -(N'-i)/i0]
_ f g 4N/7[I -(N'-i)/I8]
g f 4N/9[I -(N'-i)/14]
i g h 5N/9[ 4.-(N'-t)/i4]
_>4 _ ' t
§ i ,,,,
Note: N = occupation number in _j(_)-
shell before transition.




The average value of the cross section in Eq. (89) over an energy
ir, terval 5(_i¢0) = e 5(_i_)/e = eA much greater than the line width w is
4_ 2 2 _i_ M 2
= _ij = -7 _ a0 e-_ " (92)
Later we shall require a quantity S, which is the product of NLi n_ and
the number of states (N0/A) fk per gram of material contributing to the
transition
NO 4_ 2 2 _f_
S: fka aoT 'r (93)
Here N0/A is the number of uranium nuclei in one gram.
: 5. 3. CROSS SECTION FOR BOUND-FREE TRANSITIONS
} The average photoelectric cross section per state in the initial sub-
configuration K absorbing a photon with frequency t5_, the photoelectron
emerging with kinetic energy KE = kZRy, is
a = 3 c_Vaok_y) K;'r(k) , (94)
!
where
r = rlj (4_ - t t
and
} 2(k ) i [_O°° r] 2
_,:_ D'" = 4g>2"'-t Pilr) rPj lk, r) d • 1961
In Eq. (96) distancee are again in atomic units and the wave function P.(k, r)
of the photoelectron is normalized to unit amplitude at large distances
Pj(k, r) _ cos[kr + 5(r)] .r--_oo
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N O
sc =-X-fk • . (97)
5.4. LINE STATISTICS
The splittingof subconfigurations by electrostatic forces has a sig-
nificantinfluence on the opacity. Instead of a single line, the totalityof
transitions (transitionarray) between a pair of subcordigurations yields in
general a complicated spectrum consisting of many weaker lines. The
important effect is to increase the Rosseland mean opacity. This effect can J
best be dealt with quantitatively in terms of band or cluster models. (17)(18)
In considering the line absorption, we take a cluster to be all lines in a
transition array. Moreover, we take the line statisticsof different arrays
to be independent.
Stewart (19) has developed the theory of absorption by a line cluster
that is most appropriate for our considerations. He considers the absorp-
tion of lightby an array of N independent Lorentz lines of equal width and
a mean strength S per line. All lines have a strength uncorrelated with
the frequency of the line center, an identicalGaussian distribution of line
centers
.{u I - Uo)2P(u i - Uo) - ='½ D'iexp D_ ] , (98)
and an identical exponential strength distribution
-t
Q(Si) = S exp(-St/S) . (99)
Here u i is the frequency of a line center, u 0 is the most probable frequency,
and D is the Gaussianwidth of the distribution, all in the dimensionless





5. 5. LOCAL PLANCK MEAN OPACITY
We denote the monochromatic bound-bound and bound-free mass
absorption coefficients at frequency u = kBT u/h by _:_b(U) and _f(u),
" respectively. The local Planck mean opacity is defined by
<plU) = _c(U) + <_b(U)> , (100)
where
<c(U)- _ff(u)+ <_f(u)>; (Io_)
_ff(u) is the free-free absorption coefficient and the symbol<...> means
that a statistical expectation value is to be taken. If the lines are infinitely
.th
sharp, the contribution of the _ cluster to the local Planckmean opacity
(u) is given by
P
• _u)-< ' (u)>
• _bb, jP,J
-s.P(ujJ -u0j), (10z)
where u0j is the mean transition frequency and S.jis the total stre,agthof
the array. The total line contribution to the _:p(U}follows on summing over
all transition arrays.
To obtain the continuous absorption, we first consider the totality
of transitions of an electron with quantum n._mbers nej (or n£} from an
initialsubconfiguration K. Ifwe fix the kinetic energy, k2Ry, and angular
momentum of the ejected electron, but not the photon energy, we obtain a
line spectrum whose total cross section is proportional to S of Eq. (97}.C
i We now want to determine the distribution of photon energies associated
' with the considered class of transitions. This must be essentially the same
distribution that would apply in the case of a bound-bound transition array
where the jumping electron in its final quantum state does not interact with
the parent subconfigurat_.o- T-,of electrons not participating in the transition. _-,_(
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Since the distribution of photon energies for a bound-bound transition array
i _, Gaussian, the statistical model that we have assumed dictates that the
continuous a_ 3orption from the group of photoionizing transitions
._ K'n_j --K'kg 'j'
and having k in the interval dk proportional to
:_ Sc(n_j,k_'j')P(u- uO) du o , (103)
i where u0_) = k2Ry - tn_j(_) is the mean transition energy and S is theC
total cross section of the "transition array. " The total continuous absorption
at u associated with the transition of an electron in a specified shell in some
initial subconfiguration is obtained b_ summing the contribution from all
possible values of the continuous variable k 2. If S (n_j, k_'j') does not varyC
appreciably over a cluster width D and the frequency u is greater than
-tn_j/e by several cluster widths, then
=Sc Plu- uo)duo--Sc ' (rod)
"'n_jle
i In other cases, the summation over k should be carried out explicitly. One
consequence of this summation is that the set of absorption edges which :.n
the most precise calculation would originate from the K'n_j -_ K'k_'j _
transitions are replaced by an edge profile having a smoGth variation over --
a frequency range _u " D.
5.6. TRANSMISSION--LOCAL ROSSELAND MEAN OPACITY
To determine the local Rosseland mean opacity, Stewart (i?) first
considers the statistical expectation of the transmission of whitf_ light
through a slab of mass depth m in the presence of a single line cluster.
The transmission in the presence of the cluster j of N line,J is
T_(n_, u) = ex_-m_b °j(u)J (tOS)J
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a ld its expectation value is
T.(m,j u) = (Tj(m, u)> (t06)
For the cluster model defined by Eqs. (98) and (99)
.1
T.(m,u) = [I - :_H(a,x)]N , (107)
3
where
-- wmS H(a, 0) {I08) qT- , Na
_D 2
_w is the half-intensityhalf-width in energy units,
x = (u - u0)/D , (109)
1
= D -i (w2 + mwS_ $
a
N_ / ' (ilo)
H(a,x) = H(a,x)/H(a, 0) , (111)
and 2
0o e-y
H(a, x) _a __
= _ y)Z 2 (llZ)oo(x- +a
is the Voigt function.(20)
._ We obtain the local Rosseland mean opacity from
_I - f°°exp[-mKc(U)]_Tj(m,u)dm_0| l (113)
_R(U) J
where _ T. is the product of transmissions of all line clusters and we
J 3
have assumed that clusters are statisticallyindependent. We have also
assumed that the transmission Tc(m, u) in the case of continuous absorption
is given by
Tc(m,u) = exp[-m_c(U) ] , (114)
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i. e., we have made the approximation
<exp[-m_f(u)]> -" exp[-m<l¢_, f(u)>] , (ii5)
where _ (u) is given by Eq. (iOi).C
The transmission by a cluster follows once we know the mean transition
.J
energy, the number of lines in a cluster, the cluster width, the strength of
a cluster, and the line width. For a more detailed description of the method
of calculating the transmission by a cluster, see Appendix C. We already
have the strength and the mean transmission energy
u 0 = [Ej(Kf)- cj,(Ki)]/e . (I16)
Here, Kf and K.x are the initial and final subconfigurations, respectively,
and j and j' represent the set of initial and final quantum numbers, respec-
tively, of the jumping electron.
5.7. NUMBER OF LINES IN A CLUSTER
The number of lines in a transition array depends strongly on what
are good quantum numbers of the atomic system. In atomic systems, con-
figurations having LS terms lead to fewer lines than configurations v,here
the terms are split into levels corresponding to states with a given total
angular momentum 3.
We suppose first of all that we know the number of lines in the array
K'i -_ E'i', where the parent configuration K' contains electrons, possibly
in incomplete shells, none of which are equivalent to the jumping electron
in either the initial or final state. Now we consider the case where i is an
occupied shell of K' but i _ is not; that is, the jumping electron is an equivalent
electron in the initial subconfiguration. The following conjecture leads to
a quantitative and apparently accurate basis for estimating the number of
lines in the array K'i-* K'i'. The conjecture is that the ratio of the number
of levels in Ki to the number of lines coming from the transition i-* i' is _'_-,,_
?Z
i ,
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given to a good approximation by treating the jumping electrons as non-
equivalent in the initialsubconfiguration. To express this conjecture
quantitatively and perhaps somewhat more clearly, we let NLev(...N.I + I...)
_ denote the number of levels in the initial subconfiguration having N.1 + t
.th
equivalent electrons in the 1 shell and distinguish it from NLev(... (N i, t)
... ), the number of levels that would pertain in the case that we treat as
nonequivalent the single electron added to the N. electrons already in the
.th 1
1 shell. Similarly, we distinguish in these two cases the number of lines
NLin(...(N i + t), Ni, = 0-_ ... N.,x Ni, = t)
and
NLin(...(N i,I), Ni, : 0-_ ...N i,Ni, = i)
for the transition i -* i' of an electron from the shell i in an initial subcon-
figuration in which the shell i' is initially unoccupied. The (...) represent
occupation numbers of nonparticipating shells. Our conjecture then is
NLin(...N.I + I, Ni,: 0-_ ...N.,_Ni,= I) NLev(...N.x + l,Ni,= 0)
= (li7)
NLin{...(N.,_I),Ni,= 0-_ ...N.,_Ni,= I) NLev(... (Ni,I))
The level number can be calculated by the method described in Sec. 2.3. 2.
To estimate the number of lines when the jumping electron is nonequivalent
in the final state, we have only to estimate the number of lines that obtain
when this electron is treated as nonequivalent also in the initial
subconfiguration,
It is simple to generalize Eq. (tt7) so that it applies when the jumping
electron may be equivalent in the fina) as well as in the initial subconfiguration.
Owing to the symmetry with respect to exchange of initial and final states,
we may write
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NLin(...N i + 1,Ni,-_ ...N.,INi' + I)
NLev(...N i + 1,Ni) NLev(...N.,I Ni' + I)
NLin(...(N i,I),N -_ ...N., I)
i' I (Ni" NLev(...(N i,l),Ni,) NLev(...N.,z (Ni" I))
11 8)
In Table 15 we test the above estimate by comparing it with the actual
number of lines (multiplets) when the states in initial and final configurations
are described in an LSJ (LS) coupling scheme. In the case of multiplets,
NLi n is interpreted as the number of multiplets and NLe v as the number of
terms. The estimated values are given to the nearest integer. Except for
2
the number of lines in the p -* pd array, Eq. (tt8) approximates the actual
number of lines (multiplets) to within about t0 percent.
TABLE 15
NUMBER OF LINES (MULTIPLETS) IN A TRANSITION ARRAY
Number of Lines Number of MultipletsTransition
Array Estimated Actual Estimated Actual
f2 -_ fd 53 54 16 16
2
p -_pd 12 16 6 6
d2 -_ dp 32 30 9 9
d 3 -_ dZp 192 203 46 50
d3p -* dZp 2 287 317 71 79
To complete our calculation we require an estimate of the number of
lines in the case that the jumping electron is considered nonequivalent both
before and after the transition. We focus on particular angular momentum
states formed by coupling the angular momentum of the jumping electron to
the core angular momentum J of the remaining electrons. We ask for the
number of lines in the array £j -_ _'j', with the selection rule that the core
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momentum does not change. It is difficult to establish a general rule for
the number of lines nLin(J, j') in this array, but the following is a reasonable
estimate:
nLin(J, j, j') = 6J + 1 J < min(j, j')
nLin(J, j, j') = 6 min(j, j') + t J > rain(j, j') + t
nLin(J, j, j') = 6 min (j, j') + 2 rain (j, j') _< J _< min (j, j') + t
For the quantity NLi n on the right-hand side of Eq. (tt8), we then obtain
NLin(...(Nn_ j,l),Nn,_,j, -* ...Nn_ j,(Nn,_,j,,I)) %
f0 _
= NLev(K ) nLin(J, j, j') fK(J) dJ
{ 0 v, I ]= NLev(K ) exp(- ) - exp _K(V + t) 2 + _ erf , (t20)
where fK(J) is the angular momentum distribution function for the subcon-
figuration K = (... Nn£ j, Nn,g,j, ),
v = min(j,j') , (t2t)
_K = 4_r[Jav(K)] z , (t22)
and J is given by Eq. (40).
av
5. 8. CLUSTER WIDTH
Moszkowski et a l. have given a general formula for the variance of
muitiplet distributions in terms of the variance of two-electron multiplets. (2t)
We may express their result in the form
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A2E(N.,N. - I, {Nk}... -* N. - I,N.,(Nk})i 2 i 3
(Ni- i)(Mi- Ni) (5- i)(Mj- N.)




Nk(Mk - Nk) ,52E(ik-_ jk) (t23)
+ _ M k t
k_i, j
where M k is the degeneracy of _he shell k and the sum goes over all shells
k _ i, k _ j containing electrons that do not participate in the transition.
The quantities A2E(ik -_ jk) are the variances of the multiplet distribution
generated by the transition i -_ j from an initial configuration containing two
nonequivalent electrons, one in shell i and the other in shell k. Similarly,
.2
A2E(1 ij) and A2E(ij j2)
-* -_ are variances of two-electron multiplet dis-
tributions where the jumping electron is equivalent in the initial and final
configurations, respectively. The proof of Eq. (i23} rests on the approxi-
mation that the jumping electron in the final state j does not interact with
the electron in i. From this approximation,
A2E(ik-- jk) = A2E(ik) , (124)
Y
i. e., the two-electron multiplet and term variances are equal.
In uranium this approximation of noninteraction is a poor one for
many transition arrays. Nevertheless, we apply Eqs. (iZ3) and (i24) to the
determination of cluster widths in uranium, where now the sum in Eq. (iZ3)
goes over the occupied n_j and ng shells. The A2E(ik) are given in Table i6
for the case where both i and k refer to shells of type M. When at least one
of the shells is not of type M, we use an estimate given by Stewart 122_""
z' , 3
Z_ZE(ik)= -_ n<lln_) , (Izs)
where n.(n>) is the lesser (greater) of n*(i)and n*(k).
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TAB LE 16
ENERGY LEVEL VARIANCES FOR TWO ELECTRONS OUTSIDE
CLOSED SHELLS (Ry 2)
i j z' = i z' = 2 z' = 3 z' = 4
7s, 7s 0 0 0 0
6d 1.9259×I0 -3 I.7069×I0 -3 I.8074×I0 -3 2.0541×I0 -3 |
5f 3.6865xi0 -5 2.9437xi0 -5 4.4025xi0 -5 4.9643xI0 -5 1
6d, 6d 2.3209xi0 -3 2.8942xi0 -3 3. 2217xi0 -3 3.3724xi0 -3
|
5f 2.6746xi0 3 3.0554xi0 -3 4. _.645×I0-3 3.9_20xI0 -3
5f, 5f 8. 8224xi0 -3 9.6502xi0 -3 8.6767xi0 -3 8.8982xi0 -3
i j z'= 5 z'= 6 z'= 7 z'= 8
: 6pi/2, 6pi/2 I. 3729xi0 -2 1.4109xlO -2 1.4589xi0 -2 1.4905xi0 -2
2494xi0-2[ 6p3/2 I. 1537xi0 -2 I. 2006xi0 -2 I. I. 2854xi0 -2
' 6d I.9108xi0 "2 2. 1969xi0 -2 2.4837xi0 -2 2.7061xi0 -2
5f 3.2798×I0 -2 3. 2515×I0 -2 3.0105×I0 "2 3. 1837xi0 "2
6p3/2, 6p3/2 1.0711×I0 -2 I. I191×I0 -2 I. 1684xi0 °2 I. 2061xi0 -2
6d 2.6865xi0 -2 3.0181×I0 -2 3.3499xi0 -2 3.6006xi0 -2
5f 1.9156xi0 -2 I. 8791xi0 -2 _.6825xI0 -2 1.8162xi0 -2
6d, 6d 3. 9631xi0 -3 4.4411×I0 "3 4.9124xi0 -3 5. 2856xi0 -3
5f 4. 8651xi0 -3 5.0251xi0 -3 4.5970xi0 -3 5.3212×I0 "3
-3 -3 -2 -2
5f, 5f 9. 1853xi0 9.9827×I0 I. 1425xi0 I.1294xi0
i j z' = 9 z' = 10 z' = II z' = 12
6pl/Z, 6pl/2 1.5261xi0 "2 1.4971xi0 "2 I.5423xi0 "2 1.5894xI0 "2
-2 -2 -2 -2
6p3/2 t. 3252xi0 t. 3096xi0 t. 3570xt0 t. 4054xt0
5f 3.036txi0 -2 2.9358xt0 -2 3.0t47xt0 "2 3.0632xt0 "2
6p3/2, 6p3/2 t. 2469xt0 "2 t. 236txi0 "2 t. Z834xtO "2 t. 33t4xt0 "2
5f t. 7t47xt0 "2 t.6696xt0 -2 t. 730txt0 "2 t.7686xi0 "2
-2 -2 -2 -2
5f, 5f t. 2t50xt0 t. 2005xt0 t. 2297xt0 i. 269ixi0
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5. 9. LJNE WIDTH
In the range of pressures and temperatures that we consider the
principal contribution to line broadening came from electron collisions.
The electron half-width at half-intensity is approximated (23) by
2 n_ 4 i
w' - 0 (i26)e I" 2 '
Z
' is the effective principal quantum number of the jumping electronwhere n_
in the final state. The result is intended to apply only to lines with upper
states that are Rydberg states, but we apply it to all lines.
Natural Broadening has a relatively insignificant effect on the line
width. We include a rough estimate of the natural width w only as an
provision in the case that it is attempted to apply the computer program to
the calculation of the Rosseland opacity in a low-pressure region where th_
collision width becomes small. We use a hydrogenic approximation and
take account only of spontaneous decays to a state whose effective principal
quantum number is determined by the ionization potential of the ion;
3
n 3q_" k \ n, / n
Here n, is the effective principal quantum number of the excited electron.
The relation of n, to the binding energy of the excited level is given by
Eq. (I).
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6. THE CALCULATED OPACITY
6. i. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
We have calculated the local and overall Planck and Rosseland mean
opacities (see Appendix D) at the same temperatures and pressures as
were used in the calculation of thermodynamic properties and composition.
In Appendix E, we give a detailed description of the computer program
used to carry out the calculations in this report. The opacity results are
listed in Table i7 and shown in Figs. 3 and 4 using properties of one-
electron wave functions described in Sec. Z.i. The tabulations give the
local continuous opacity and the local Planck and Rosseland means, including
both line and bound-free transitions. The u in Table i7 is the value of u
at the end of the frequency interval. Tl,e line contribution is dominant in
all cases. At 5000°K, the line contribution to the Rosseland mean is more
than one thousand times greater than the contribution from the continuous
opacity. The ratio of overall Planck and Rosseland means is never much
greater than one, indicating that the line spectrum is not very gappy. The
gappiness tends to increase at the higher temperatures, where ions with
only one or two incomplete shells of electrons are predominant and the
transition arrays consist of a much smaller number of lines than are present
when neutral uranium exists in significantproportions.
Although there is no simple way to ascertain the accuracy of the
results listed in Table 17, we have examined their sensitivityto changcs
in the number of ions and of subconfigurations that are included as initial
states of transitions. We find that the opacity is essentially the same for
cases (1) and (2)below:
(1) We neglect all ions having Pk < 0,005 and M-shell subconfigu-
tions K in each ion having _k(K)/U k < 0. 005.
(2) We neglect a11 ions having Pk < 0. 001 and M-shell subconfigu-
rations E in each ion having _k(K)/Uk < 0. 001.
"/9
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U ¢ONT|NUOUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSS[LAND
(CM2/G) (¢M2/G) (¢M2/G)
.SO 3.d39?*01 6.6359*03 _._998,03
1.00 5.|76_*00 7.8_31"03 5.S093"03
_.SO 3.2001"00 9.1_2e*03 6.6_83"03
2.00 2.bl6S*O0 1.0566"0_ ?.?005"03
• 2.50 Z._802"00 1.1S_2"0_ 8.6682*03
).00 3.7337'_0 1.2590"0_ g*_791"03
3._0 6.8281,00 1.3397-0_ Z.0076,0_
_.00 1.0006"01 1.390_*0_ 1.0_53"0_
6,00 1.7031*01 1._37"0_ 1.0_60,0_
6.50 _.b_67,01 1._8g_*_ 1.0372,0_
t.O0 7.b515"01 1.563_0_ 1.0_69"0_
b.60 1._75|*02 1.76_2"0_ 1.1310,0_
?.00 _.0927*02 ?._58"0_ 1.3S69"0_
?.SO 3.3579"0_ 3.0687'0_ 1.8507"0_
|.SO 7.957k*02 _.31gS*0_ _.2026"0_
I.SO 1.k6+_*03 1.101i*05 1.11_1*0+
10.00 _._9_6,03 1.3538"05 1.05_6"05
_O.SO 3.0?06*03 1_6198"05 1.27_3"05
11.00 3.9953,03 1.868_*05 1.S033,05
_l.SO 5.06_7"0_ 1.0981"05 1.7070"05
11.00 b._S_?*03 _.25_9"0S 1.8336*05
lloSO 7.S_0*03 _o_3?*OS 1*8365*0S
_.00 I._g_*03 _.QITS*OS 1.6595"05
l_.SO 1.0_0_*0_ _.6920"05 1.5255"05
1_.00 L._6;*O_ 10203_*05 9.$279"0_
_S.O_ 1._890,_e t.2811,0_ _.6ZSS*Ot
IS.SO 1.0_|_*0_ _05528*0_ 30_986*0_
_6.00 1.7g_*0_ 5.0902"0_ 5._981*0_
_b.SO _.iSg_*O_ 5.gog2*o_ 5.7255"0_
_TeO0 _o_77_*0_ _.5_55*01 tt195_+01
_ToS_ I.OSTS*O_ _.?lii*Oi _.?O_O*Oi
1|.00 2.1391"0_ 5.1717"0_ 50120_*0_
_l.SO io_liT*O_ SoS|S_*O_ S.2?Sl*Oi
I0.00 i04609'0_ S*1_18*0_ S.lO_S*O_
tl.O0 _o_6SO*Oi _.93_1"04 _.?|_T*Oi
|1o50 _._tTt*Ot toiOiS*Ot *.JOtS*Or
_|.00 _.?5_*Ok i.tS_StOt i.lS_T*Oi
|3000 )oitS|*O_ _.JITl*Oi _.16?1,01
• li.O0 _.Ti|t*O_ _ol375"01 5.i_Edl*Oi
J_.SO _.iqli*Oq _.71_S*0_ 5.70_*01
li.O0 3o_iS*O_ 3.5_1t*0_ $.SimOi
li.|O _oil_O*O_ _o_O00*Oi ].ttTT*Oi
L¢_l/I) ¢¢Ni/0) ICill/i) I¢I*l/ll




TABL_E t7 (sheot 3 of $7)
TK[TAs _,_08_001 LV • 8,g862"03 DEG R • 5,0000.03 DES K
OAMMAz$08600.03
f_£SSUR[: 800309_08 ¢OYN£/CM2) • aoOO_3*Oa ¢ATM)




U CONTINUOUS LOCAL PLANCK bOCAL ROSS[LAHO
|CMZlG) |¢Ma/G) (CM21S)
.60 3_529'01 6.6_10"03 _.8116"03
1,00 6,1_36"00 7.8_b8"03 Sgi_6b,O)
10S0 30_806'00 9.1q6S_03 6.95?e*03
|,00 l,?20i*O0 1.0391"0_ 8,0900_03
J.S0 Roqg8_*00 l*lS_T*0q 9e0978_03
$.00 _.7_S1"00 1.2S96"0_ 9.9_0'03
a.60 b.8380"00 1,3_03"0_ 1.0S?|*0_
_,00 1,0016'01 1,3910"0_ 1,0gT8*O_
_,SO l,b28T-01 1,_381"0_ 1,103|*0_
J.00 2.70_S*01 1o_6_0_ 1.10t6,0_
S.S0 _.5_8_*0_ 1._90S*0_ 1010_6e0_ i
k.O0 7okSSO*01 1.S6_0*0_ 101_39.0_
7.00 _.0937"0_ _*_168"0_ 10_96090_
?.60 _._S_*0_ 3.0700"0_ _.070_*0_
JoS0 7e_ilJ*0_ i.3_*01 Ioi?_?*01
_,00 1,|i_940_ t,S_iS*O_ ioi?ti*O_
9.S0 1.1451"03 1.1019"0S 8.9_03,0_
_OoO0 _._9Sk*03 1035_i*0S 1.130_*0S
_0.60 3.07_0"03 loll_06*OS 1.3_05,0S
_l.Ou _.99T0'03 1.869_*0S loSg?l*0S
11,_0 6,0619.03 100990*05 1,8110.05
11.00 iodSTS*03 JeJSSg*0S 1093_0.0S
l|.S0 To_T_*03 |.|3_?*0S 1.9_00,0S
J_o00 8.8S3)903 to0_18*0S loTiS|*0S
&_.60 _.0|l_*0_ l.i_|?*0S l._lTe*0S
&_oO0 1.1_7_*0_ I.H_0*0S 1.0_89,0S
li,SO JoJll?*O_ 9,lS_i*O_ 7oli$i*Oi
16,00 1,_89?*0_ i*|i]9*O_ i,_iOeo_
1SOS0 Xoi_89*0_ _.SS_8"4'_ 3.06eT*0_
16.00 1.79_0"0_ $.0919"0_ ).S039,0_|i._0 10i901'0_ _*S|lO*Oi _oTili*Ol
17.00 l*gTOl*0_ _.30TJ*0_ e.t_0|*0_
18000 tol_O0*O_ 6017S0"0_ S._2S_*0_
|9olO to_Ggt*O_ So_lTi*O_ lo_?|l*Ol
t0.00 1.6Stl*0_ S.1_1"0_ SoI03O*0_
|O,_O |,il_O*Oi Iog|_O*O_ Io917bOl
_J.00 _.OiAI*01 _.llg?*0_ _.16SS*0_
|_,JO _eiliO*ot _*_*Ot ]ot186_Ot
h,JO _00_6|*0_ _o?IDI*O_ S*711|*0_
II.0O _0J431'0_ _oSSTl_0_ I.SgSL*0_
IT,O0 _,&Ti_Oi _,tlil*O_ _otllO*Oi
¢¢N101) ¢CN_li) (CHili) (CHili)
loO_kOl ioillO_O_ T,ISOkO0 1,0_lT_Oi




TABLE tT (sheet S of 57)
TH[TA= ;.3081-01 £V = 6.9862+03 D£G R = 5.0000+03 O[S K
6AMMA= 2.1300+03
PRESSUR(= 100167 h (DYN[/CM2): 1.0031 Hh (ATH)




U CONTJNUOUS LOCAL PLJNCK LOCAL ROSSELAND
(G_2/G) (CM2/G) (¢M2/G)
.50 ;.1815 d 6.6522+035.1201 ¤X,O 6.9122+00 7.6523+03 6 83 +03
1.50 3._251+00 9.1521 h 7.6561+03
2.00 2.836; Œh 100396”h 8.8188 5 581+00 1.1555+01 9*9735 ”3 3 6109 l 1.2601 p  * 80 +01
3.50 6.8026 d 1.3113 Œl 1.160?+01
;.00 9.6060 l 1.3921+011.1998 5 1 8906*01 1.1393 Œh 1.2208ˆ5.00 2 372+01 652 Œh 1.2332D5 ;._32 h  .1913+01.2120 Œ6 7 _553' 5817 l 1.2925@8 27 2 7 1+01 ;16'$ ˆ7 ,0 ;9 ”l  .2 8 +01;.8 31+01
7.50 3.3811 d 3.0719+0_2.5377 <„÷<„p 8.005 252 +02 _.1986 Œh 3.7703@8 70965g ”d 6.3261•l 5.513|9 0 ;.;706 l 8.5319 h ?.6 18,: 1 66 h 1.1 25+059.989 +01
10.00 2._970+03 1.3552+05 1.2191 ð.5 3 0736 .8215 •h 1.1865p1 9 91*03 703 h 1.7263ì5 68 l 2.1003   9113h2 6 822 ˜l 2.25?2”   077ä7 b119    361 l 2.0830d3 8 5    0   1 8 17à1 5  ”p 1.6937   55 9 X!1    2 8   682Ü!3 Ô!”l 9*1593!•h 8 1 5X"5 0   6 886"   5 379Ø"6 1 _.56 2 l ;. 2 #_8 ;.?g g #”l 3.9012#•p 3.7 00 Ð#6 8 3 ”h 3*9125•l 3.8;99H$7, ,   _,307$”  ;,2èÌ$;.773 h  8 61  &i ,;1 3   5,1781p  0 9À%22? %”d  .1 05•l 5 2712 D9 3 &    ._ 3l  92 1 . 0 1    . 21   235 ,01
i 20.00 2.8537 ”h 5.1373'”p 5.0805 Ø',5 ,68;8 '˜h ;*9290l ;.9133ÜP(81 3 1 81 (˜h _.7386”  ;* ;5ØÌ(1 09 l ;.8 2+01;.6111 ¼)&2. 71 _ ˜  ;.;gbg)”p ;.;963Ä)75 p  3529+01;.3526 <*3, 0 , 692   _,17 1*˜l ;,1 2 ¸*, 6 . 263 l 3 9910l 3.g910 8+;,0 $ ; S +”l 3,6;6 d 3,6;85´+a .5 b h 3.7 61 l  .7 8Ð4,ZS O0 ; 6 ¬,5 ;; 0 , l  07   3 ,-6 3 2  t°-.SO    033- x  30  .I?.O _ 18    ,Z1   .| 6/PkANCK ¢ONT, PkANCK vEAN ROSSELAND CONT, ROSSELANO _[#N
(¢N|/i) (CM2/e) (ON210) (¢M|/i)
, _,092| 0Œp X,6110 ”t 7,5;37•t _*_60; (1&,nS;S°O6 3,3167"03 305; 53 89 88
_ 84 "
":_-:' :,::-" ! -;-'!_,'#._ IIIIi _ !I I _,i ' I il_/,...-._I [] B l liiII _
1968007961-106
+_'---+ ' ' +_+,-',_,'+++++.+..+_,-__II , _ , t, " I ' II a _ W I_ _ It
1968007961-107
1968007961-108
TABI_ iT (sheet 8 of 57)
TH[TA= 5.6009-01 _V = 1,1662 Ô ` OEGR : 6.5000 Ô ` D[OK
GAMMA=7.5600+02
PRESSURE= 5.0910+08 (OYN_/CM2) = 5.02;; h (ATM)




U ¢ONTZNUOUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSS[LAND
(GM2/6) {¢M2tG) (CN210) |
.38 1.6622+03 9,0611+03 8,671? „,77 2.0866 d 8,2951•p 7.6186 $1,15 7,8 51 1 .6803 996+03 i
2.51 _,_227 d 2,0588+0_g,7702 1,g2 2 561+01 1.1521+01 1 0899 äp,3 09 6 ,2 15 1917  D ;
* 2.6g 3.3563 h 1,335gˆd  ,2693l3,08 ,0330_01 1,3892 „h 1,3290è;b 5011 ;100    622 ¼ i
3,85 ;,3101_01 1,1707 „d 1,3925 T t
;,23 5,9061 h 1,5010 „l 1,1233`.62 8 7523+01 1,5781+01 1,5096+01
5,00 1,1289+02 1.7789+01 1,7122+01 I
5,38 2,3070+02 2,2286 ); 2.1196+01 t
5.77 3,6276 ˆl 3,072_012*g612+01
p 6.921,_250"03 8.1519 Œh 6.1620]
7.31 1,731_ Œl 1,0986+051.0528  \ ]
7,6g 2,36;0+03 1,3677+05 1,3127  @ I
8.08 3.1398+03 1,6095 Œh 1.5315 H,;b ;.0598+03 8_6? h 1.761g L J
a,85 5,1201 •` 2,0728+051,9633 X9 23 6.3028+03 2,2272 d 2.09;2Ä.62 7 568 l  .20672,0ggs_os |
10,00 8,b6_2+03 2,0;2; •h 1.9360¸38 1,0189 ˆh 1,7118   ,6577+05
10.77 1,Z150+01 1.2901 h 1,2510Ì!1,15 .3 19 g,og5 !Œd 8,8011 (   ]
_1,51 1,1837 Œh 6,27;7"Œh 6,1769¤°"1 g2 l,b;lO •` _.5011•l ;,5576 ,#2 3 7a 6+01 3,9219 # l 3,90 1+01
12.69 1.8803 Œh 3,9283p  . 09 ,$3 08 ,9681 d ;,3137$•l ;,1576¬$,16 _ 01 5 Œh ;, 55 •l ;.5153 %85 1_ % h 5,1 81d ;.8711¤%1 23 2 2 60+01 5o3912 l  *0969œ8&_ 2 3 2_ & l S,;O;S &•l 5.2216˜À&5 0 l,;SgB Œh 5.2870p 5*2222 @'3 6 .1076 'Œl  ,099?Ä'77 ._ g   ;,gOS3 '•l ;,90138(6 3 3 ;,722 ( l _,7 09 ¸(,5_ ”l   ;.6070” )9 7 8 h _,71 +01_,7133 ´)IT,31 _ . 513 p S _(*7 g 23 *•d _*;0    . _96•°*8 .8009    02 2;*0202 (+. , 3,885 +   3, 850_0_
18,8S 3,_80 •p _,7690+01;.759g+0;
1g,23 3,_80 Œl 7.3213+016.6968  -_0,00 .3396'0_ 3,_095 •p 3,_093€œ-.38 525 -•l 3,3000Œl  .3 0$.8 77 ;T1_    171"013.2171 ˜.1 15 ,0981    .1 5_01,1_5_*0_
i;.6_ 3,0_79_01 3.0781 Œl 3.0781 ”/_1,9_ _.9620 /•l 3,0 29 Œh 3,00_90._,31 ,_g8 *O; _,g3_8 ”p _,g3_O_
_,6g _08386_0_ 2.8?31 0 $ *" 2,8731 p13,08 .703_ 1•t 3,005_ •l 3,00;6”116 , 311'0_ 3,1560 t  _16521 iS E,6B3S O; _ gss •h _,891_P_ANCK ¢ONT, P_ANCK _[AN ROSSELAND ¢ONT, ROSS[_ANO _[AN
(CNl/$) (CM2/_) CCM2/O) (¢MI/e)
_.g|83-06 |,32T_-03 6770 167 _ 83
87
1968007961-109
TABI_ t? (sheet? of ST)
TH[TA= 5,6009-01EV = 1,1682+0; D[_ R = 6,5000+03 DIS K
PR[SSUR[= 1,0156 ¸l (OYN[/CM2)= 1,0023+03 (ATM)




U _ONTINUOUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSSELAND
(CM2/G) (CM2/G) (CM2/G)
,36 1,9177 d 9,3295•t 9,1275+03
,77 2,;061 h 8,3;02Œl ?*88711,;5 8,63;T ˜d 9,7018 h 8,9337€I.S; ;,9300 h 1,0603ˆl 1.00;5+0
1,92 2,6627 h p 1,1150x2,31 2130 Œhˆl 1.2237+0;
2,69 3,;353 h 1,3371+0;1,3033 |p3 08 0871 •lˆ  1,3631xð;6 5;15 Œd 1,;;09„   .;02 p85 ;,3;2; h 1,;?13 „h 1.;353;,23 5 93 6 d  ,50 2+0;;667+0;
;,62 8,7806 h 1,5777 ˆh 1.551;ä5,00 ;,;322 Œl  ,7 80„l 1,7 ;1+0;
|
5.88 2,:123+02 2,227; Œp8 | |
5,77 3,63;0 l 3.0716*0;3,0282 d÷l\$p 6,155, 05; ”` ;,;802 ˆp ;,3589pÜ÷pÜp 6,5_8 ;2 3+02 6,2838 Œd( @ q
6,92 _,2277 l 8,;592 Œh 8,19;2lØ7 31 ;,7338 h 1,0 18ˆl X69 2.3685+03 1,3;08   1,295q+05
8,08 3,1;;7 h 1,6032ˆp P;6 ;,0662 ”d 1,6;63l 1.7650+05
8.85 5,128;_03 _*07;8 lP9,23 6 3127 ˜h•t 2.06;7+05
9,62 7,_603 ˜lŒl 2.093;+05
lO,O0 a,682L ˜lŒh 1.6969+05
_0,36 1.9205_0; 1.6751 l 1*6005+05
10,77 1,1;76 !•h 1,272?Œl  . 3;6 À!_1,15 3170_0_ 9,0996 •p 6*9239<"Z .5; ;860 "˜  6 88 Œl 6,2236¸";X.92 .6 3   ;.5665   ;.5607+0;
12,31 ;.786; ”dŒl 3.9096°#;2.69 ,6 33 #”h 3,9299 •p0$_3 08 1,9712_0; ;,3161 l ;*;05;¨$3 ;6 2 05 7 ˜  ;,7687+0;;*;071 (%5 13 %”d 5,16;6Œt ;.73 2 ¤%;,2 2201 ”d 5*3 ;8•l ;,962 +0;
_;,62 2.325? ”l 5.;07;&•l 5.1;26À¼&;S.O0 ;635 ”d 5.2889p  ,1 11_0;
15,38 E.6;;; '˜h Sol06;•l 5.096¸'AS T? 2, 732_0; ;.9012 '•l ;*89734(L6,_5 3.;;;0 ˜h ;.71;7(•t ;*'t130°(_ .6; 33590; 59_ ”p ;*_905,)92 .7_20 )˜l  .;77;+0;;._77;+0;
_?,3_ 3,83S3 ”l•p _,;5356+0;
_7.69 3,6;7; *”l ;0157? •p _*15??+0;
_6,06 3.605790; 3,99_? *”t 3.')9|?  +;6 ,7_79 +”h 3,6;29+0;3,_29 , 5 3_0 ˜   706;•t 3,?06;+0_
_9,_3 3,6316 ˜l 306896,•x 3*5898”,.6_ ; |_+0; 3,;637 ”p  .;637 -0 00 0 ; ; -˜l 3,3 93  ì -36 *25;_* ._976 ”l  |_ 76.?7 _73 90 _ 2130+0; 3,_130 è˜.,15 _97 . h  _353 t 3._353ä/JX S . & /    061t p 3*0611Œ/| .9 _ 96 0 ; R 9 1   t 990|0,31 E 898 _ ; |,9|39+0; |,9R|5  0i 69 1 ; _.8 1 0”t |*llSt+O;
PkANCK CONT_ P_ANCK HEAN ROSSE_ANO CONTe ROSSEI.AHD UEAN
(Cl_l/I) ¢C_lS) (C_/S) (CH8/I)





m. J ._ II III III
1968007961-111
TABLE IT (sheet 51 of 57)
TH[TA: 6,B935-01 IV : 1,_378 Ü d DIGR : 8.0000*03 DE@K
GAMMA: 5.5500+02
PR[SSUR[= 2.0179+08 (DYN[/CM2) : 1.9915+02 (ATM)




U ¢ONTXN_OUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSSELAND
(CM2/G| (CM21GI (¢M2/G)
,63 2,058_ l 1,0330 p 9.T612+03
1,25 3.3326+02 1,058g+0_ 9.7158+03
;,88 1.;620*02 1,1952+0_ 1.1611+0_
2.50 1,b069+02 ;,37_540_ 1,5297*0_
3.;3 1,;586 h 1,_871 ˆl 1._361+0_
3.75 ;,6653 h 1,6168+0q;,5979+0_
_.3B 3.305B+02 2,2g_+0q 2,2626"0_
5.00 7._0T_*02 _.2780*0_ _.056T*0_
6.63 _._66"03 T,5321+0_ T.2318+0_
6,25 2,b987*03 1.1525"05 1.1161"05
6.88 _.2351*03 1.3899+05 1.3311"05
7.50 6.3500*03 1.7925+05 1.700?+05
0.13 8,7309*03 2.2063*05 2.002g*05
0,75 1._135+0_ 1,5_5_+05 1._775+05
9.30 _._253"0_ 8,853_*0_ 8,6523*0_
;0.00 _.691;*0_ 5.0330*0_ 5.015_*0_
10.63 1,87_3+0q @,5_29"0_ q.3983+O_
;1.25 2.03_+0_ 5,0025+0_ _.5650*0_
11,58 2.2096+0_ _.8636*0_ _.5581+0_
12,50 2,_7_ ”d _,_98+0_q._lO+O_
13,13 2.8619*0_ _._77_*0q _.2755,0_
_3.75 3.302|*0_ 5.6111+0_ 5.3312,0_
1_.38 3.b26_+0_ _,1375+0_ _.1373+0_
15,00 3.bOT9+O_ _,180S+0_ _,178T+0_
15.63 3.3Tg_+O_ 1.1_25+05 8.6306*0_
16,_5 3._|5_+0_ 3,6335+0_ 3,6318*0_
16.87 3.000_*0_ 3.251_+0_ 5,_51_+0_
17.50 2.g_g2*O_ 3.1699+0_ 5.169g*0_
_0,1_ _,M280+0_ 3.11_6+0_ 5.113T*0_
18.T5 _.719_*0_ 6.6132 "•l _.6356 #9.37 b2_6+0_ 2,Tg6T+O_ 8.TgSg*O_
I0.00 _,b_l_*O_ _.55_g+0_ 2,581g+0_
_0o6_ 2._680*0 _ 10505T+0_ |.505T+0_
_1,_5 2._307+0_ 2,_351+0_ |._351+0_
_1.18 1,3258*0+ Z.3Z76+O_ 103176*0+
PLANCK CONT. PLANCK M[AN ROSsELAND coNT. ROSSELAND mEAN
CCN2/G) (CM21G) (CM21G) (CM|IG)
i._63100_ 3,3177"03 3359 _Tg _ 35
90




TABLE 17 (sheet tZ of 57)
THKTA= 6.8935-01LV = 1._378 Ô ` DEGN : 8.0000_03 DIG K
GAMMA=3.1_00 pPRESSURE= 5.0667+08 (DYN£/CMs) = b.O00_'02 (ATM)




U ¢ONT|NuOUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSSELAND
(CMS/G) (CMS/G) (CMs/G)
.63 2.b3_8 h 1.0_99_0;1.039_'0_
1,25 _,1896 ` 1,0656"0_1,0565 
Ø.86 ;00617_02 1.20_?*0_ .193g 
P2.50 1 b1 Œd 1.3_60"0_;.3770+0_
3.13 ;.1510_02 1._989_0_ 1._886"0_
3.75 ;.6693_02 1.6267"0_ 1.617B+0_
_.38 3.3322 h 2.3060"0;2.2921"0_
S.O0 7.,797 ”d _.30;0_0_;.1937 d
È5.63 1 _621_03 7.57_6"0_ 7.3_00+0_
6.25 2.b272"03 1.1597_05 ;olOg?+os
6.88 _._B20 d 1._003"0S1.339_05
?,SO 6,_215"03 1,80b_OS 1,6807+05
8.13 8,8283 œh l@?5 1._59'0_ 1.S586+05 1._71_ 
¸9 38 12_0_ 8 9_1"0_ 6*8302 8÷
8dt;.71n;*O 5 0823"0_ 5 0560,0_
;;._5 2.0568,0_ 5,0531_0_ _,_188"0;
_1,88 2,23_3"0_ _,g133"0_ _o5323 
4;2.50 _g86_ ._gso_o_ ,_856_0_
1_.13 2.893S*0_ _.3199"0_ _.3183"0_
;_,75 3,3392_0_ 5,6582"0_ S,_680 
$IS.O0 .b_53,0_ _.lg03*O _o18 9*0_
;5.63 3._1_*0_ l.;_gl*oS 8,3395.0_
;6,25 3.2580 ”d 3,666_0_3,6636_0_
;6.87 3._10_*0_ 3.2789'0_ 3.2789_0_
_7.50 2.9767"0_ 3.1886"0_ 3.1886"0_
_8,12 2,8530"0_ 3,1388"0_ 3,1379 
•";9,37 .6_5_ ˜d 2.e151"0__.81_3_0_
20,00 2,b603_0_ 2,597_*0; _,$97_ 
•#_ .62 _._83g* . 185 Œl _.5185+0_
P_ANCK ¢ONT. P_ANCK _[AN ROSS[_AN_ CONT. ROSS[LANO M[AN
(CMs/G) (CMsIG) (Cu2/O) (C_2/S)
1.3132 l 3.7g_5_0_2.6113,02 _o;6;0_0_
3.?Bgg-o_ 3.6025-03 261_ 1_6 117 29
9_
1968007961-113
TABLE ST (sheet |3 of 57)
TH(TA= 6.8935-02 LV = 1._378+0_ DIG R = 8.0000*03 DE6 K
GAMMA=2.0100+02
PR[SSUR[: 2.0166+0_ (DYH[/CM2) = 1.0023'03 (ATM)




U ¢O_T|NUDUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSS[_*NO
(_M2/_) (¢M2/G) 1¢M8/S)
,63 6.0712"03 1.1082+0_ 1.1018"0_
1,25 3,_603+02 1.0782+0_ 1o0712,01
1,88 1,_81_*02 10213_*0_ 1,20_9"0_
Z.SO 1._109+02 1+39_2"0_ 1.382390_
3.13 1._003*02 1.5072*0_ 1.1967,0_
3,75 1,70_6+02 1,633g*0_ 1,6|S8.0_
_.38 3.3701+02 2.31_6+0_ 2*Z_g*O_
5.00 7._397*02 _.3223+0_ _.a610"0_
S,63 1._28"03 7,606_+0_ ?.SlOS*O_
6,_5 _,b_57*03 1,1_9Z*05 1o1150.05
6._8 _.6118"03 1+_073+05 1.35_2_0S
7.50 6._6S|*03 1.81S6"05 1.6650"0S
8.13 6._691+03 2+I_3"05 1.8817+0S
J.?S 1.1337*0q 1.5672*05 1._651,05
9.38 1._511 ”l g,O00?+O_|,93S_*0_
I0,00 1+7_18+0_ 5+11_1"0_ S.Oql3*O_
10.63 10gO83*Oq _,6!51+0_ _03g77,0_
11._5 _.0709,0_ 5.083g*0_ _.3006,0_
13.13 _o913_*0_ _.3378+0_ _o33_9"0_
13.7S _.3617*0_ S+SgOT*Oe S.S_IR*O_
1_.38 3,b886*0_ _.179Z+0_ _.1789"0_
1b.63 _._366"0_ 1.1006*05 7.7116"01
. 16.aS 3._789"0_ 3+667_*0q 3._653,0_
16.87 3+1300"01 3._90_*0_ 3.|SO_*Oi
17.50 2.9951"0_ 3.1935+0_ 3.193S+0_
18.75 _.7587"0_ 6+_561"0_ 307606,0_
19.37 _.b61_eO_ _+B|IS+O_ 8*O_OS*O_
_0.00 1*b757+0_ _.60gS*O_ |,6098"0_
i0.62 _._987*0_ _.S305"0_ |.630S*0_
PLANCK ¢ONT, P_ANCK u[AN ROSSE_ANO ¢oNT+ ROSS[LAND _[AN
¢¢_215) (¢M_/I) (¢M_IG) (eMile)
1.3+'15+03 3+1013"0" 1.7813+01 |.I|38,0t
3.1565-0+ 3.1S00-03 1410 '1+5 llg li
++++_+.-....... ++'_+++,_._,_ + ' +' • ! IIII_ _ II lllllll *unii
1968007961-114
+ TABLK l? (she.t t4 of ST)
TH[TA: 8.6168-01LV S 1.?9?2+0; D[3 R = 1.0000,0o DIG K
PR[ssUR[: 1.0132+06 (OYN[/CM2) : g,9996+01 |ATM)




U ¢ON1|N_OUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSS[LANO
(_M2/S) ¢¢M2/S) (CM2/_)
1.00 1.9_25,0_ 1.3?Te*Oq 1.3729+0_
1.50 6.203|*0Z 1.2227,0_ 1._13_+0_ t
2.00 6.0_3_.02 1._278+0_ 1,3363*0_ !
_.SO 3.b38_*02 1.5265+0_ 1._671"0_
3.00 3.b_19,02 1.7052'0_ 1.6960"0_
_.50 1.6k77.03 7.096_*0_ 7.0586+0_
S.O0 _.7_8_*03 ;.3_8"05 1.16?S*0S
S.30 _.1077+03 1._299"05 1.215_*05
i.O0 S.ITTl+03 1.S_2_*05 )._968+05
?.00 9.00_*03 1._95S*05 1._8e7"05
0.60 1._08|*0_ _.0827*0_ 3.969g*0_
9.50 _.91_+0_ _,3_50.0_ _.l_SS*O_
10.00 Z.136|+0_ _.1186+0_ _.1118,0_
10.S0 _._606,0_ _.322S*G_ t.31S?*O_
11.00 _.i_O0*O_ 7.6065"0_ 6.5101+0_
11,00 3,U1_*0_ 5,0666"0_ S,056_*0_
1_.50 _.9330.0_ _.0921"05 l_SS_*OS
13.00 _.l_8i*O_ _.0_03+0_ 1.0336+0i
1_060 _.7_0_*0_ 3.5528"0_ 30S_80,0_
1_,50 _,bsgo*o_ 3,5ggS*O_ 3,59_7"0_
lS.O0 _._5_6"0_ 1.12_6"05 s.g6?9*Oi
15.S0 |o_??l*Oi Iol2Sg*O_ |,8_37"0i
17,60 _.165|*0_ 1.3S09"0_ 1,37gO*O_
11,00 I.bg33*0_ l,S80_*O_ l,S?3g*O_
It.SO 1.i067*0+ I.SliO+O+ I.S150+01
iO.O0 l.?+6l*Oi i.1109*0+ 1.1161*01
I _[AN ROSS[LAND ¢o_T. ROSS[LAND q[AkPl.l_Cm ¢ONT. Pk*N¢_1¢"i/;1 (¢Mlli) ICml/t) ICul/+)
+ 1.I_+0*03 S,3300*0+ l,Ol?6+Ol 101711+0+
I,Ii?+-03 1o0i31"03 30_3 l_i IH 17
93
1968007961-115
TABLE 57 (sheet t5 oL S7)
THI[TAZ 8.6168-01 £V • 1.79?2,0_ OES R s 1.0000+0_ DEG K
IAMxA: 2.0000*02
PRESSURE: 2,0205+08 IDYNEICM2) • 1,+020+02 IATM)




U ¢ONTIIK.tOUS _OCAk PL.ANCK LOCAL ROSS[LAI*.IO
|_IIII/G) ¢¢M_/G) CCM2/G_
.SO 1.lIll*O_ |.eq18+O_ l.e3?S,om
1,00 I,+576*01 1,+q6*0+ 1,11+2*01
1.SO 7._539*01 I+1606*0+ 1.8506*0_
1,00 6.712Z+02 1*+611+0+ l*370g*O_
I,SO _,0103*0| 1,S72S*04 1o5221*0_
3,00 _,i17_*01 1,736S+0_ 1,7253*9_
3.50 6.3050*01 Io++81*0+ 1.+311*0+
1.00 I.b311+Ol +.l+Oe++_ l.lliS+Ok
+,50 loTigg*03 7o1036-0+ 7,1+6S*0+
I.O0 l*l_Oi*03 I*1676*05 1.II?|+05
+o60 +.+019*03 Io151?+05 I*131S*05
1.00 I.£611*03 1,51156+05 A.5120+05
6.60 leal3g_03 1.3177_05 I.|050_05 i
ToO0 1.0171*0+ Io3m13+05 103351*US
+7,60 1._921+0+ 7,0171*0_ ?*?90SsO_i,O0 1,5110*0_ _oli?3*O_ 1.6_1610+|,SO AoOO6S+O_ _,_aO+O_ _.1726*04
9oSO l*O03l*O_ _.Sa11*O_ _.3310*0_ _ --
10.00 1.1381*0+ IollO0+O+ I_1711*0i
10,50 l,btSl+O+ +*II01+0+ Ill?IS*O+ tlloO0 1.9501*0_ ?o13Z7*0_ 10179_101
ZI.tO +,li61*O+ 1,90+6*0+ Iolgl3+Ul
lloO0 3,1_71"0_ S,151140_ S,I_O0*O_
11050 3.0S?S*O_ I.:_11*05 1.1115*05
* 13.00 1.9+++*0_ I._0*0+ 1.1+I0*0i
13.60 1.136i+0+ 3o_G+l*O+ 3.I_IS*0+
li,O0 1,7356*0 m 3,1010*0+ $.TIS+*U+
l_.SO l.k3_?*O_ 3.?OlS*O_ 3.?013*01
XI.00 I._18*0+ 1.1191*0S S.llOl+Ol
lI,SO I,+639*0+ I,911S*0+ I,t011*01
ll,O0 i0_S9104 leSI_S*Oi IoSl3i*Oi
1i._0 10+367+0+ l._iO_*O_ 10_801*0i
17.00 l.l+90*Ot 1.17?1*0+ Ill?if*O+
17.50 l.+3Sl+Ot l.lS77*Ot I.tIM*Or
II.00 l.lSli*O+ 1.600060+ 10++13*0+
11060 l.Otlt+Ot I.S359*01 l.S33?*Ot
11,00 1,960+*0+ IoSSO?*O+ I,+S_O*OI
I0,00 |,77t1*01 Io11S3*0_ 1,1tl7*0+
I¢_I/I) lCNlJI) ¢¢MI.+11 ICMIII)
d*0016+03 I,_tlO+O+ Iolltt*Ol loUiSA+O+
I.611S*O+ I.1300-03 ++6+ liS 101 II
1968007961-116
T._BLE 17 (sheet t6 of 57)
THETA= 8.6168-01 _V = 1,7972+0; OEG R = 1.0000 Ô h DE8
GAMMA=1.5000 ŒPRESSURE: 5.0697 h (DYNE/CM2): 5,0232+02 (ATM)




U CONIZNUOUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSSELAND
; (GM218) (Cv2/G) (CM2/G)
.SO 2.5318 Œd 3.521;h 3,517; €; 1 00 3 1706 l 1,5691+0_1,5620 .5 9,8880 `3136+0;
: a.O0 7.9280+02 1,5G35 d I,;967* 2,50 ;,b602 „d hx3 0 .2 8 d _,77Y_+0;1,7695+0;
3.50 5.7;06+02 2.;87; ˆh 2,_727l;,00 _,02;3 3 ;,31;9+0; ;o28;3+0;
_.50 _,828_+03 7,32',9+0; ?.2902 h5,0 2.9960 1.2 37 „d le1021+05
S,SO ;.b38_+03 1.2965+05 1.2;00+05
b,O0 bo;909+03 1.6399 l 1,506_+05
6.50 8.b610 d 2.2165+051,737;+05
7.00 ;,U823"0; 1,3980 l le3_;2+05
7.50 1,3&l;+O; B,1885 ˆd 8,1328+0;
8.00 1,b0_6 Œld ;.8521+0;
8.50 1.7758+0; ;,;197 ˆl _.3285+0;
9.00 1.932;+0_ ;.7991+0; _,1223_0;
9.50 2.1091+0; ;,6958 Œh ;,3389+0;
lO.O0 2.:5;?+0; ;,;lbS ˆl ;*_10;+0;
10.50 2,708_0; ;.5;51 l ;,5;08L1,0 3 1 0 ˆd 7,;081p  0375´Èll.SO 3 39+0; 8572+0; ;,8507+0;
12,00 3.3000*0; 5.0090 €d ;.999;+0_
12.50 3._012 ˆp 1.8995+051,2213 @3 0 ,0781 ˆd ;,13_0 h ;,13;2+0;
13.50 2,960;+0; 3.6728+0; 3.6706+0;
1;.00 2._513 Œd 3,7600+0;3,756;+0;
1;.50 2.7;30 Œh 3,6659!Œh 3.6611+0;
15.00 2,b;;8 ˆh;,_B2o ´"5 602+0; 2.9;32+0; 2,9;18 °8#6 ;B67*0; .596 Œd 2,5961+0;
16.50 2,;216 Œh 2,530B+0;2.5506 4$7,0 ._1_7+0_ 2.5;65+0; ;57+0;
17.50 2,_03_+0; 2,5281+G; 2,5271 ¼,%"B.O0 103 350 Œl 2,5331¬¬8, 09_5+0; .;652 %Œd 2,;6_9°,&9 0 1.9 80 h 2,3133+0;3112+0;
PLANCK ¢ONTo PLANCK u[AN ROSSELAND cONT_ ROSSELAND MEAN
(CM2/S) (CM2/8) (¢M2/8) (CM2/G)
8,27;5 (ˆh 5,3957d 1 1098 (ˆt 3.0807*0;
_,_816-_3_-1_;B-03 2926 ?27 191 36
95 =
1968007961-117
TABLE t7 (sheet t? of 57)
THETA= 8.6168-01EV = 1.7972+01 DEG R : 1.0000 ØK
GAMMA: 9.3000+01
PRESSURE= 1,0110 ¸h (DYN_/CM2)= 1.0007+03 (ATM)








1,50 1,_3_5 ˆh ˆl 1.3508+01m
2,00 9,0727 <l 1,_3_5` 1,5223+01
_,50 5,U6_0 d 1.G555+0_1,6;6S+0_
3.00 _,b20a h 1.7978 „h 1,790_+0_
3,50 6.030; •h 2,S005Œl 2.1797+0_
_,00 ;.b573+03 ;.3390 •` _,3186„<5 1,6759 7,3720 d 7,3090+0;
S,O0 3,0669 Œp 1,196_ h 1.0569<5,50 _ b_17 •l 1,31 3h¸6.0 6. 3 _+03 1,6619 ` 1,_0_+05
6,50 8,_53_+03 2,1562 •d 1.5121°7 0 1 1063 1 1, 216 Œd 1.2 61+05
7.50 1,391_ •h 8,3_71   2963+01
8.00 1,b380 h _,9551Œh _,93_ 05 81_9+0_ ;.1993     .1951+0_
g.O0 1,Y718 d _,8881+0__,8862+01
g,50 2,155_ •` _,7823Œp _,7815<010. 76_7+0_ _,6115 •h _,6122¤1 0 3 6 Œh 7, 7 5    3110,_ 672 l _.g21_    g 59  2 6 d 5 0 _   5,0 _ + _
1_,50 3,_638+01 1,g030 l 1.029_œ3.0 136_ •l _,1901 •l ; 870!S 011 _ 3 7201 Œl •!;_,00 2.Y020 , 96 h 3,7961"790S h Œh 3,7086 "5 1   1.036_    , 361+05
15,50 2,6033 •h 2,9815 Œl 2,9815+01
16,00 2,b260 #•h 2.6330+0__,6329 $5 _ _61_ •h 2,5872+012.5870 €7 . SOY •l6_ 3378 •p 2,5670$Œh _.S6SS 8x%2_ 5    725h  02+0;
18,50 2.129_ •h 2,5021+0__._992 |&9 0 ,U 61 ”h 2,3_77+0_,31S p'PLANCK CONT. P_ANCK uEAN RO_SELANO CONT. ROSSELANO MEAN
(CMR/8) (CXg/8) (CM21G) (C_21S)








TABI_ t7 (sheet t9 of 57)
TH[TA= _.1202+00 _V = 2.336; ÔR = 1.3000 ÐK
GAMMA=1.8600+02
,,%
PRESSUR[= 2.0295+08_DYN[/CH2) : 2.0030 Dd (AT_)




U ¢ONT;NUO_S LOCAL PLSNCX LOCAL ROSSELAND
(CM21S) (CM218) (CM2/G)
.36 1.3826+05 X.5;?8 ˆl 1.5227+05
.7? 1.7293 d 3.8801Œd 3.8763+0_
l.XS 5._38S+03 2.1_69 h 2.1090,0;
2.31 1.1918 h 2.030210;2*0172+0;
2.69 1.086g_03 2.6651 Œd 2.8525+0_
3.08 1._085 d _.5757+0__,5_86#0_
3._6 2.0_06 d 7,0;;;_;6.9885+0b
 1.0078Œh 9,99_85.00 6._897+03 2.1502+05 _.5_0_ x,38 7.3 2_ l 8.696_ tŒl 8.657_ðb 77 9066 d 5.295;   S.27 2+0;
6.15 _.U27_ Œdhè÷¼èh 6.5_1.13_5 d 3.3_90*0;3.3377 d92 ;._;Oq*O_ 3.5_87 Œh 3.5;02 è7 31 ; 68; ` 3.5826+0_5708+_
7.69 ;._313+0_ 3,7915 hˆl 3,7859 à6,08 1,7_67 •d _,59_6Œd _,5780¸\8 _6 _.g81_ •d 8.5g06+0_7.851_  85 2 ;_59 Œh  . 2_Ü•l 5.906°T9.23 _756  h 6 001_ h  .g90Ð2 8 ”h 2.256h 1._112+05
_0.00 _._Sg6 •l _.5750 Œh _,566_hÐ1 38 137_ •d _.3339•l _.32_1dL!;0.77 2.;083+0; _.8630 Œh _.8_g_Ð!1 X5 0619 h ;._637h _._;37 H"; 5_ 136  h _.60_7 Ì"1 92 ;.9725_ _ 2 9193 lÀ#;2.69 8 d 2._71_+0;2._705 D$3 08 1 959g    7103$ p  .7068 Ì$_6 865; •| 5.33 3+0__ 737_+0_
;3.85 1,8217 Œh 3,0_76 Œh 3,0;0;¼%_ 23 ;.7_2gto; 3.2g62 l <&1_.62 _.b7 ; h _.1636•h ;.1_65È&S O0 6063+0_ _ 1995+0_ ;*1806 H'5 38 X, ;68 •h 3,7882' l  .77_0+0_
_5.77 _._gO5+O; 3.1995 'Œp 3.1gOg @(6,lS 1 351 •l 3.0253( l 3.6161XÀ(;6.5_ ;.3783 h _.7587•p 2.7520D),92 ,32_6 ”h  ,6 37)   2, 559Ä7 31 58_ ”d 2,5_5  _,536,$+P;ANCK CONT, P;ANCK _[AN ROSS[_AND cONT, ROSSE_ANO_[AN
(¢H_tS) (CM_IG) (CHriS) (CH2tS)





IIIII I I I q . , _._ .:". - _J_, ,.. ,, ._
1968007961-121
TABIJ_ t7 (sheet Z! of 57)
TH[TA: 1.1202+00 _V = 2.336; ÔR = 1.3000"0; DIG K
GAMMA=5.1000+QX
PRESSURE= 1.0091+09 (DYNE/CM2) = 9.9593*02 (ATM)




U CONTINUOUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSSELAND
(CM2/G) (CM2/G) (CM2/G)
,38 3.2053*05 3.3225+05 3.3201+05
.77 ;.0077+0; 5.0223 l 5.0197+0_
1.15 X.Ig01+O; 2.60;?+0_ 2.5981+0W
;.S; 5.0917 Œd 2._52g ` Z*;;56Ì<1.92 2.b08_+03 2.2575+0; 2.1;7g+0;
_.31 l*b325t03 2.2589 ”d42.59 l* O;g h 2.9125 h a.8935*Ok
3.08 1.9597 Œd ;.728?+0;_.7035 0_ 2*7663*03 "% 7.3355*0; ?.2710 @85 3 8;31+ _) 1.217 ”h 9.7017*0;
;t23 5t085| l 1.12_6•p 1.0157+05
;.62 b.b9B2*03 ;.332; l 1.0;35+05
5.00 8.250Z l 2.0;37•l 1.07;5+05
5.38 9._;25"03 1.0700+05 g.;g52+O;
5,?7 X.;8?g*o; 6.55_2 ”h 6.5173*0;
6.15 X.3702"0; 4.38;6"0; _.3757  5 5; *bX3A*O; ;.0268 ”l _*02;5"0;
6.g2 XtbSX3 h _.250g”p _.2sgo+o;
7.31 X.806;*0_ ;.2335+0; _*_316 œ?,6g 2,0171"0; _,2871" _ 28_;+0;
8.08 2.2837 Œh _,90g; p _.g02_*O;
8._6 2.575;+0; 8._07; ”hB.85 7_0_ Œh 5.9398*0;5.9230,0k
9.23 2,772B+0; 5*sgg_ ”l 5.8836*0;
9.62 2.7_18+0_ 1*g690 •h B*03_5lŒ;0.00 e6855* ; ;.5786  ”l _*5750h10,38 ,b276 _,;27? ”h ;*;27;*0;
;0.77 2,b680+0; ;.8111 !”h _.8111 !X1.15 _g32 Œd _.;551 ˜h _.;S51x"_l S; . 22 '0_ 1.08_6 ˜h 1.0B_6"1 ,92 1 " 3, 90"0_ 3.08e8'0;
X2.31 2.30gg*o_ 3.3050 ”p _.3010dð#_ .b9 _.2825 •l _.?OS?˜l 2.?0_9 l$3,08 ,_767+0; 2 8927*0; 2.8895+0;
_3.85 2.107_ %Œl 3.2721”h 3.265X+0;
_.23 2.01_9'0_ 3.;771 ”p 3._6_8+0k
ð&`t _5,00;.85_8+0; 3.g310 &”l 3.913g x'_: ;5.38 X.7813 '•l 3.57_7+0_3*5607+0;
_5.77 1.71_8*0; 3*127; (”l 3.118gT„(;6.15 X.6;5; •d 2 96 2 ”t 2.g611*0i
;6,5_ ;,_75X (•l 2,7131"0;_,?062*0;
P_ANCK CONT, P_ANCK u[AN ROSS[_AND CONTs ROSSE_AND M[AN
(CM2/G) (CM2/I) (¢M2/G) (¢M_/G)
8.03_0_03 6.63_3 l ;._1;7”l t._836 P,;,10g0"02 3.7572"03 3518 _2; 191 33
i iO0
'" _,•"' ' - :..- _ . • "_,,-_"_,-_ '11am". _ q_ r I l ' !'
1968007961-122
TABLE t7 (sheet 2Z of 57)
TH[TA= 1.3787+00 _V = 2.8756+01 DEG R = 1.6000+01 DEG K
GA_I_A: 3.7800+02
PR[SSUR[= 1.0167+08 (DYN_/CM2) = 1.0031+02 (ATM)




U CONI|NUOUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSSELAND
(CM2/_) (CM2/G) (CM21G)
.63 2._821+01 5.85_8 Œl 5.8530+0_
1.25 _.1066,03 3.0631+01 2.0353+0;
1.68 1.b070_03 1.7303+01 1.7711+01
2.50 1.0263+03 _.38_; Œl ;.3612l3 13 :33_ ”h g.678_ Œp g.6;;Sà75 .8111,03 1 0625+05 1.0766 T_ 38 2 1 7 3 1178 1 3 g?;+O;
5.00 3.0951+03 2.1855+01 2.1758+01
5.63 3.9188 d 2.1128+012.1075+01
6.25 5._183 •d3.2836+01
6.88 7.57;9*03 ;.0812 Œh 3.9311pÄ7 50 8 9696+03 5.621?   5 79;3H8 13 9 Y158,03 1. 3 6 ˆl 1.8331Ä75 1 0 11 •hd 2o0529L÷lD l, 70' 1 2,1065+01 2.10E7 (À÷(¼h 10.00_3 1 3 7 _9    _36D10 6 .112 6 ;3 Œl 8.18?8+ _
11.2_ 1.0261 ”` 3.0605Œl 3.0506+01
: 11.88 9.7792 h •l 5.33?7$¼2 50 16 3   6.3393+016.1770 43 13 8 6311+03 _.915g h 6.8293¸75 189" U.8 22 Œl 8.3092 4.3 7 89   1 16 1 51 0 °5 0 _57 1 1030 h 1.30966 02 3587 ˆh 1.2?_7´6 2 206 l 1.087,!7 ,b ;; d Œp¨!7 37 ¤!•h 5.3115    2288+0;
PLANCK CONT. PLANCK vEAN ROSs(LAN3 CONTe ROSS[LANO _EAN
tCM21G) (C_2/G) (CM2/6) (CM2t6)






TABLE 47 (sheet Z3 of 57)
THETA= 1,3787+00 £V : 2+8756 Ø h D£GR = 1e6000_0_ DIS K
GAv_A: 1,9700+02
PR[SSUR_= 2,0200+08 (OYN_/CM2) = 1,9936 H` (ATN)




U CONT|NUOUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSSELAND
(G_2/G) CCM2/G) (CM2/G)
,63 _,b_67 ”l 7,6_b8•h ?o6_SO (1,2S 6 5 9 ”l ”h 2,3 6_¤.88 2 0836   1,9568+0_leg;g3 @(a 50 1 3950   _,6937 p  696 3 1 21 ˜ h 9,_077D75 115 p 1,1_61  1 008 +05
_.38 3,b039 h 3,6268•h 3,6138D5 00 _ _8;5 l 2,6887+0_2,6802 ”63 5 7 21 œh Z.;69_ d 2 _622 6,_S 7 71_+03 _,80bg Œh 3_7952 •8 1.0_5 _ 5._355 ”l S,7S_27 5 66 7e6171 d 600781 8 1 5_ ˜l   $÷D h;,_16    Z ;27   _ +0_
;0,00 ;,610g+0; 3,67_2+0_ 3,65_8 „.63 1,3; 3 ˜h 6,1816”p S,0 29+0_
_1._5 1._36; d _,9838”d 2,g759+0_
;_,50 ;,ogsO ”h 6,06;5 ”p 6,017S+0_
 _3.7Sg,bgl2+03 8.7953 ˜h B,21101_,36 g,0876 l _._ 98 l 1,1373ð_5 00 8 b792 l 1,_775•d 1,377_+05
_5,63 8,_36_+03 1._22? Œh 1,33S3+05
;6.25 8,1325 ”p 1,1_39 l 1,1129,87 e 73;+03 7_9355 l 7e8196ØP"PLANCK CONTe PkANCK M[AN ROSS[LANO CONTe ROSS_LAND V_AN
(CN_/8) (CM_/G) (CM2/G) (CM_/G)








-- +-- ,+++.,+_ III I _ I_ ' l
1968007961-124
........... _ ........ _ .... • _*_ _,m_w_m_v_.r_._ w
TABLE t7 (Iheet 24 o£ 57)
THETA: 1,3787.00 LV m 2.8756+0_ DEG R = 1.6000'0_ DEG K
6AMMA= 8.3000,01
PRESSUR[: 5.0522*08 (DYN_/CM2) = ;.9862 Dd lATH)




U CONTiNUOuS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSSELA_D
(GN2/G) (CM2/O) (CN2/G)
.63 9.0117,0_ ;.0606+05 1o0605 È1.25 ;.1312,0; 3.6;51*0; 3.3707 ˆD88 3 _03;* 3 2 2378+0; 2.2278 Ä2 50 2. 556 •d 5.1083,0;5 08 g+0;
3.;3 2.90;Z_03 1.1311+05 g.;sgs °.75 3 206* 26,3+05 8 8653 0;.38 5 3 7 ;.; 2 ,0; ;.;00 _0_
5.00 6.7988t03 3.0207*0; 3.0133,0;
5.b3 8._g5;,03 2.8657+0; 2.8607 |¤6 25 ;.13;_t0; 3 g876 3e97_;*OU
6.88 1._51?,0_ 5.5017 Œl 5.;831,0;
?.SO 1.b797,0; 7.;;98 h 5.8260  8 13 ;.6_OOtO_ 2.51 1 ˆl 2e5170,0_
8.75 ;.b703tO; 2.6617 ˆd 2.660gt÷t l g.381.6389.0 .5861 Œl 2.58;5+0_
;0.00 ;.6063t0; 3.6;1_*0; 3.6318,0;
;0.63 1.b086,0; 5.7573 ˆl 5.0233+0_
;1.25 1._8;2,0; 3.0;20 ˆh 3.0362*0;
11.88 ;.3968*0; ;.7966*0; ;,?9_g+O;
;2.50 1.3008,0; 5.879;*0_ $.8533 (3 13 ;.2165,0; 6 ;_82 ˆh 6.;1;2,•75 13_7. _ 8 7080_0; B ;397 ;,38 ,0506* ; 1,1 78 5 1,0857"05
_s.O0 g.73_5'03 1.2679+05 1.1630 5 63 9 U;89" g bg 8*O_ g_o?gs ðP_ANCK CONT, PLANCK _[AN ROSSE_AND CONTe ROSSE_ANO_[AN
1_M2/8) ¢CM218) 1CM218) (Cm2/_)
T.779; Œl 5.7;85+0_;.80;0,03 3.8883 ä"e.;231-0; _.1656-03 2810 286 235 51
i03
p.
; ...... _,m_ . m .m mm m mm n mmmmm_mmmm m I
1968007961-125
i04
I" _ .... ' "-__ ]--1 '*_! I I P m I . I_ III _ II I I
1968007961-126
- t
TAB_.E t7 (sheet 26 of $7)
TH£TA= 1.?23_'00 _V = 3.59_S'0_ DEG R = 2.0000"0_ DEG K
IA_MA= 5,6600.02
PRESSUR[: 1.01SI*OB ¢D¥_[/¢_2) : 1.0018"02 (ATM)




U ¢ONTZN_OUS LOCAL PLANCK LO_AL ROS[.LANO
(G_2/G) (¢M2/G! (¢K2/G)
.SO _.XS6_'O_ 7.61?8"0_ ?.6166*0_
1,00 5._970"03 3._g11"0_ 2.3757"0_
l.SO 1._$80"03 1._62_'0_ 1._569.0_
_.00 1._91_'03 2.78g? ˆl 2.7783"0_
2.50 8.17S8"02 5.3898"0_ 5.0280"0_
_.00 6.7288*02 S._326"0_ S.$SS_'O_
_.00 g.f1899*02 2.0008"0_ _._662"0_
_.50 1._07_*03 1.9526"0_ 1.9_12*0_
s.O0 1.729_t03 3.2693"++ S.7865"0_
S.SO _.781_*03 2._370"0_ |._71g*OU
k. O0 3.7156+03 2.6353*0_ _.6677*0_
6.50 _._010"03 1.3169'0_ 1.3138,0_
?.00 _.g83_'03 1.5_8Z*0_ 1.52_6"0_
?.SO S._367"0_ 1.7783'0_ h7733,0_
i.O0 6._61S'03 _.0S_6"0_ i.19gl,O_
t.SO 5.b61_*03 8.32_3"0_ 1.3_82"05
9.00 5.266g,03 5.3270'0_ s.2q20+0_
g.SO S.Ol_3"O] B.SSS1*O_ O._00?'OU
10.00 • _._$30"03 8.7337"0_ 0.3937.0_
10.S0 _.b080,03 9.80_S*0_ 9._719,0_
11.00 _.67g_,03 1.0789"05 l.O001"OS
_1.S0 _o1957"03 1.1195"0S 1.0_1_*05
1_._0 _.1638"03 1.0661"05 9.g190,0_
l_.bO _o_16g'03 9.1669"0_ 6.6707,0_
13.00 5.U587"03 7.3985"0_ 7.188g*0_
13.S0 S.9_16.03 5.6526"0_ _.b?l_.O_
IS,00 70S3?_*03 1,8800"0_ 108736"0i
IS.SO 7.708?e03 1.5566"0J0 10553_'0_
16.00 7,7_35,03 2,_10|_0_ |,3011.0_
16.50 ?.7_$5'03 _,g833"0_ _.g_06"O_
17.00 7._517,03 _.?O_S'O_ t.6glO*O_
17.S0 7,7961.03 3,8320*0_ 307001"0_
18.00 8._768'03 3.?S_?'0_ _.5|S_*Ot
P_ANCK ¢ONT. P_ANCK _[4N ROSS_L_ND CONT. RO$S_ND UEAN
._ (¢N_Ii) (CM21G) |CMilG) ,CYril)
I.IZi_*03 3.0960,0'* 1._1_3,03 I.S311,01
a.S_*03 _._039003 936_ 685 S85 100
1968007961-127
TA_]L,E 17 (8heetZ? of S7)
TN[TAz 1,?23_+00 [V * 3,59_S+0q O[I _ • Z,O000*O_ O[_ X
OAMNA=a*86_0+02
PR[SSUR£= 2,0292+08 (DYN[/CM2I = 2,00_?_02 (ATM!




U ¢ONT|NWOUS LOCAL PLANCK _OCAL ROSS[LAHO
¢GM2/_) (¢M2#i) (CM21e)
,SO ?,0633+0_ l,ll_O+OS 1,11_940S
1,00 9,2185"03 _,t633"0_ |,66SS*OI
1,60 3,_708'03 1.?a28"0_ l,?lS_*O_
_,00 1.b920"03 3*2780*0q $,|SgO*Oi
_,SO 1,33_i*03 I,2t77+0_ Sellg3*Oi
_,00 _,4011*03 1.11_?*0_ i*Oggl*O_
_,bO |,t7_i*03 2,ttSO*Ot |*63_?*0_
i.SO 2.022?*03 |+0+_+*0+ 1*031g*Oi
6,00 2,7660*03 3,1801*0_ 3.13?_*_
S,SO _,_95g*03 I.g048+0_ t*_1_6+0_
k,O0 S,187g*03 3,_26*0_ |,8i_OU
6,50 6,_72_*03 1,S_30*0_ 1.5398"0_
7,00 6,b20_*0_ _,7631"0_ 1.7596*01
?,SO 6,_779"03 l,g3t?*O_ 1,93_1"01
8,00 6,990S*03 _,1556"0_ i*|OlT*Oi|,SO 7,_882"03 i*_O_?*O_ ?,i?]U*Oi
S,O0 6,778S*03 _,S071*O_ _*_8_I*0_
S,SO i,_ggl*03 7,3S_I*0_ _*OISI*Ot
_O,SO S,_0*03 8,6611+0_ i,_9?*Oi
II,00 +,++01*03 l,lOiO*Ol 1,9317*01
lZ,SO S,_S++*03 Z,O6+I*OS t*?lO0*O+
II,00 b,I_93*03 1,0711+05 _,78_*0_
11,50 S,+987*03 9,18+S*0+ 9,1111+0+
13,00 S,o_59*03 1006_+0_ ?,li3?*O_
13,S0 60b060*03 6,1q_l*O_ 6,|050"01
15,50 t008+0*03 1.5+4140q 1,S39_1_i
16,00 l,O?bS*03 1,131]+0+ 1,1361*01
-- 16,S0 1,0575*03 I,lSl?+Ol 1,111?*++
_7,09 1,_653*03 3,0_*0_ 3*Ol_ll*O_
PLANCK CONT, PLANC_ Y[AN ROSS[klNO ¢ONT, _OSStkAK¢_ v[4m
ICMlll) I_+/l) ICMilll (eMile)
_,_190*03 _,lli_*Oi Io1576*0_ t,Tiil+Oi
4.160_-0+ 301_77-03 6_61 161 $I+ IS
I06
..... + ...... ..t,.___ m +_, mI ! mp II _ '_'+I ' I _, n" _ m Imll mill
1968007961-128
i TABLE 17 (sheet Z8 of 571
TH[TA: 1.723_+00 _V : 3.59;5 Ô ` DESR : 2.0000  p DEOK
! 6AMMA= 1.1300+02
PR(SSU_[= 5.08;6*08 (DYNE/CM2) = 5.0181_02 (ATe)




U CONTINUOUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSS[LAND(GM2/G) (CN2/G) (CM2/G)
!_ .50 1.b275 Œh1.72;9+05
l.O0 1.9122 l 5.;990+0;;.2056 ¨• 1.5 5 _09; h •p 2.2167+0;
i 2.00 2.7735t03 ;.0766+0; ;.058;+0_
2.50 2.3628 h 7.7;13+0;5.8025 $3.0 .;0;2+03 7.;812"0; 6231+0;
3.50 2.b716+03 3.1;;0+0; 3.1278 ;.00 3 1133 d 2.9197+0;2 9115+0;
;.50 3.7756*03 2.2906+0; 2.285;+0;
5.00 ;.977Z+03 3.;082+0; 3.3g;?+0;
5.50 6.7589 Œd 3.3;95+0;3.3293 ÷h8 010; ` 3.7383+0;5126 •÷•p8;;; l 1 853 _1 8515,0;
7.00 9.;898+03 2.051;+0; 2.0;9_+0;
?.50 9.6623 •h 2.150; ”h 2.1;37+0;
8.00 9.6851 h ;.2675+0_;.2;60+0;
8.50 9._02g h 8.00;7+0;6.0918 9 0 35 l ;.1718+0;;.1565,0;
9.50 8.7;g5 Œh 6.69;9+0;7.1008+0;
10.00 8._;5Z+03 7.3078+0; 7.2679+0;.5 7.7582 d 8.1571+0;.97;3+0_
ll.O0 7.2905 h 9._;25 ”h 8.;67b+0;
II.50 b._662 h d 9.6;0;+0;
12.00 6._883+03 1.1?31 •` 1.0;0;+05
1_.50 6.5715 ˆh l 1.0121+05
13.00 6.9093 h 9.5;2; ”h g.1133Ìp"5 7 ;896 d 7 ;6;7"”l 7.2833 ì"_;.00 8 1635   5 3697+0;5.33;2+0;
Z;.50 8.Z810+03 3.5032 #”l 3.;800 ð#;5 0 _ 3 Œd 2.2; 3+0;2.23;3+0;
;5.50 8._2;9+03 1.5088 $•h 1.5059+0;
lb.O0 8.353;+03 1.3056+0; 1.30;8+0;
PLANCK CONT, PLANCK _[AN ROSS[LAND CONT, ROSS[LAND _E4N
(C_/_) (CM_/G) (C_2/_) (CM2/_)





rTABLE i7 (sheet 29 o[ 57)
TH[TA= 1,7Z30+00 LV = 3,59_5 Ô ` DEGR = 2.0000+00 DIG K
GAMMA: 5.5000+0;
PRESSURE= 1,0202 Äp (DYNE/CN2): 1.0068+03 (ATM)
RHo= 9,3961-02 (G/CMS) = 5.8660+00 (LB/FTS)
Z6AR= ;,0_16+00
UMAX D[LTA U F
;6.00 ,50
U CONTINUOUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSS[LAND
(CM216) (CM21G) (CN21G)
,50 2*_07+05 2,9719 p 2,9718+05
1,00 3,5553 ˜d 7,2612”h 7*2595+0;
_,50 1,0757 ˜l 2,8778+0_2,8723 
”2,00 5. 33 +03 _,6688+0_ _ 63_6+0;
_.SO 3,9176+03 6,5923+0_ 5,_80U+0_
3,00 3,8138 h 8,_323 ”h 5,32_2+0_
3,50 _,1_03+03 3,650_ h 3,6_09+0;
_,00 _,762S+03 3,1917+0 3.2803 5 5 693;+03 2,6675 _ 2,66_9"0_
5,00 7,2636 h_,0S_55 9 _16   _,$60; ˜h _,5;6gH
t6, _ 07_5+0_ 5,2113+0_ 6197+0_
6,50 1,158_ ˜h 2,30_1+0_2,3010 
p÷H
hl_19 +0_ 2,_638+0_ _593+0_
7,50 1,_292+0_ _,_282+0_ 2,_229+0_
8,00 _,_2_8 ˜h _,1217+0__,1031 
ì5 232S*0_ 7,36_ ”l 5.8671
9,00 _,155_ œh _,2159+0__,2008+0_
l _0,001,0306+0_ 7,3_28+0_ 7,3099 	è_O,SO 9 6863+03 8 _505 8 0888+0_
11,00 9,0798 ˜h 9,57b0 ”l 9,3307+0_
11,50 8,b187+03 1,1_60+05 1.0522 \2 0 1056*03 26_ ”l 1,1510+05
12,50 7,9_;*03 1,21_1 h 1,1109+05
13,00 8,11_7 d 1,0_03+059.7607 	Ì!5 .;927"03 8,0700+0_ 7,8271+0_
1_,00 9,0050 ”d 5,?_10 ”l	È"5 22 ˜ h 	L#5 388+03 2,360; p 2,3500+0_
IS,SO 9,0228 l _,$902#•l 1,5856+0_
16,00 6,9183+03 1,3_85 $”h 1.3_52+0_
PLANCK CONT, PLANCK _[AN ROSSELANO CONT, ROSS[LAND V[AN
(CM2/G) (CM_/_) (CM21G) (CM21G)
9*7963 ˜p _,785_+0_6,011_ ”h 3 5 2S
_,5350"03 _,0888"03 39_5 325 267 58
1968007961-130
i09
I I I •
1968007961-131
TABLE t? (iheet 3t of 57)
THETA= 2,15;2+00 £V : ;,;931+0; DEG R = 2,5000_0; DES K
GAMMA=_,6200_02
PRESSURE= 2,02;3_08 (DYNE/CM2) = 1,9978_02 (ATH)




U ¢ONTzNUOU$ LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSS[LAND
(GM21G) (CM2/G) (CM2/G)
,_0 8,5;08 •l 1,2_;2+051.2_0 ¬8 ;,055Z •l _,175g+0_2,9829 ,1,2 3 b3_8 d l 1.5521+0_
;,60 1,7795 l h a O0 ;,0652+03 3.6582+0_ 3,356g+0;
2,_0 a*_278 l ˆh8 7, 75; h 2,;761+0_2*;570 ”3 2 38q3 d 3 0229 l 3.0193+0_
3,60 6,0952+02 1.9830 ˆh 1.g750Œ_ 0 1 689 l Œp 3.2136 _ 6_3_ 3 _,60 5  d 1.5953  8 _ _077 ˆh 1,_g36    _8_6+0_
_,_0 2,5586 •d1.0755+0_
6,bO 2,8950 h h 1.265800 3 0_g_   1,7022ˆh„_ _ 11_ ” Œd 6.59828 2   8,_837 h 1 _0_„7 2 0 l •d 6,7 g3+0;
7,60 3,077; ”h 9,65_g Œl 1.2103+05
8,00 3,00S_ h 1,0160 Œ` 9.;526+0;
8,_0 2,b8_0+03 1,1158 Œh 1.05_3 t0 8 7511 d 1,1233l 1.0210+05
9,20 _,b5_6 ”h•l 9,7935+0;
9,60 _,7213 l 9,2238 Œl 8.5612 è;0,00 3 ;033 d 7,_013 •h 6.g999+0;
_0,_0 3,b867+03 5.8091 !•h 5,6752 d"1 2 6,0 23 ”h 3o3071"Œh  ,291g 
ä";;,60 _518 h _,2808d 2.2 13È
`#2,00 7690  ˆh 1.6761
à#,_ 9   1.552 +0_1.S_72 
 $_.6 17 l _.5111$ l 2.5009 
Ü$3 _   3 083•l 3._69 T%6 p 5,50?6 l 5,_732
Ø%I OG 0 1 Œl  * ; 5 &7 ;775  h S.86_
Ô&1_ 8 3 l6 3 25+0_
;5,_0 7,7550'03 6*7389+0; 6._5_9 Ä
Ø'_5.60 8 _3 6 h 6,1669'Œh 5,8_16+0_
_6,qO g,_73_ ”l 3,1_85(Œl 3,10_Ä
X);6,60 g_lO*03 _,_160 •t _,_073 @*P_ANCK ¢ONT* P_ANCK uEAN ROSSELANOCONT, ROSS[LANO uEAN
CCM_/S) (¢M2/G) (CM_I$) (¢M_/_)|*098; •h _,g20; +•t 1.398;p _,_30_0_
_,0615"03 3,52_'03 _15_0 703 5_ _lg
1968007961-132
TABLE 3T (sheet 3Z of 57)
TH£TA: 2,15_2+00 [V = ;,_931+0; DIG R = 2,5000 ÐK
GAMMA: 1,8200+02
PR[sSUR(: S,08_2 ´x (OYN[ICMS)= 5,01;8 Hh (ATM)




U CONTZNUOUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSSELA_D
(CMSIG) (CMS/G) (C_2/G)
,;0 1,806S d 2,2;69+052,2357 ,80 2 259; d 6,1269+0;;.5899 ¬1 2 6 7 5 ”h 2,1263+04.1213+0;
1,60 3,_21 ` 2,7623 •h 2,7;;_•	¨2.0 1 9900+03 ;,8322+0; 3,6130+0;
2,_0 1,6583 l ;,571S+0;3,6892+0;
2.80 1,_508 d 2,732S+0;2,722_ 	3,2 ;,;2 7 ` 3.0608+043 0;8; ”	•6 5795 h  1297 •h 2,1223	;cO0 2e0387+03 3,3723 d 3,0;63+0;
;,;0 2,9533 h 2,2987”d 2,2862+0;
;,80 3.7730 h 2.2;51+0;2.23;8 ”	Œ5.20 _,3179+03 1,;362+0; 1.; 36+0;
5.60 ;,8059 d 1.6279Œh 1,6215+0;
6.00 5,0393+03 1,9120 ˆd 1,90_8”	,;0 1 ;7+03 ;,2787 Œd ;.2568	„6 _ 2626 8.7 62 •h 6,6266+0;
7.20 5,0701 •h 6,2;1; d  0966+0;
7,60 _,8990+03 8,7;18 Œh 7,5915+0_
 8.80;,2272 •p ;,o_g? h 9.2880+0;
 9.603,99;7 h 9,;30?Œd 8.;619+0_
10,00 _,2687 •h 8,_821 •l ?,585;+0;
;0,;0 ;,9;26  ”h 6,7360 h 6.5077 	h!80 S,_sgl •d S,;OOS •l 5,362;	ì!;,2 6,9075 d ;.086;+0;;,0655 P	 "; 6 ?.2030 l 2,83_1"•l 2.8222+0;
12,00 7.;51;+03 1.997;+0; 1,988;+0;
;2,;0 7,8909+03 ;,bgSS #Œh 1,6938 	à#80 . 125 h 2,;102+0;2.;036+0;
;3,20 7.;292 •h 3,2695 •l 3.2;97+0;
13,60 7,3g;2 h S,0181 •h 5.3832+0;
1;,00 7,;209+03 _,8825 •d	Ü%;,; 9_79+03 5 6593 %•h 5.5523P	\&;_ 513 l 6,13;0+0_5,950; X	à&5.20 8 _13_ ”l ”h 6,2519+0;
16,60 8,7;_;+03 6,0_79 '•h 5,7171”è'*_ ;6,00 9 ;823 Ø'”p ;,6090  ;.?182 	d(_ ; S37 h 3,5073 •h 3,_8?2X	à(8 ;,033_ ”  2,5629   5;9
Ì)PLANCK ¢ONT* P_ANCK M[AN ROSS[LANO CONT. ROSS;LAND V[AN
(CNS/G) (CM2/8) (CMS/G) (CM2/8)
3,8537 *•p 3.3362˜  2,5 2_ l _,6203 È+;,;698-02 ;,07;_'03 8596 558 _S? ;01
- J., I l I ! I1,! I
1968007961-133
(XIT C*_[O _AP4 012151
ii2
_I I ........ ,.. ,+- m S I n IIII lgl I
1968007961-134
1968007961-135
TAB£,E 17 (*beet 35 u+ 57)
THETA= 2.5850*00 _V = 5.3917*01 O[G R : 3.0000*0, DES K
GAMMA: 6.9300+02
PRESSURE: 2,0321 l (DYNEICH_I: 2.005_02 (_TM)
RHO= 7.Z_91-03 (G/CM3) = _e5256"01 (LB/FT3)
._ ZSAR= 1.9686700
i UMAX DELTA U
• 18o00 .36
U ¢O_TZNUOUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSSELAND
(CM2/G) (¢H2/G) (cu2/e)
.33 9.a_tt,o_ _._269+05 1.3267,05
.67 l._sso+o_ 3.9360.0_ 3.23_2._
1.00 3.6829+03 1.6S91+0_ 1.6S2S+01
1.33 1.8360+03 1._1S6701 1.I111+0_
1067 909152*02 a03761+0_ 2o3612701
Z.O0 707?26+02 208_77*01 2.72_S+0_
1.33 6._516+02 2,2793+01 2,237770_
2.67 _.033_*02 2.7806701 3.169_+0_
3.00 _.7728+02 l.gOSo+Q1 I.sg71+OU
3,33 S.$632+02 2.8_17+0_ 1.ssg9+o_
3.67 7,511_+02 1.3227+01 1.3116+0_
_.00 _.0_77 h 1._g37011.7g06701
1.33 1.1136+U3 9.6607+03 9.6096*03
I.67 _.60q2+03 _o0691701 1.0639701
S.O0 1.3606*03 1._82_*0_ 1.1720+01
5.33 1._200*03 3.1257*01 3.1061*01
6.67 1.11_403 6.723570_ 6.795870_
6.00 1._00*03 ?.280_+01 7._6S3*0_
6,33 _.5090+03 g,6011+01 0.572_+0_
6o67 1.bI10*03 l*12go+oS g.?6SZ*O_
7,00 l.bOii*03 1,2332+05 101652+0S
7,33 1,1523"03 1,0532+05 _,573e+0_
7067 1.7171+03 g.?67S+01 0.9700+01
I.O0 1.b11_*03 1.1607*01 7.70g1+0;
I,33 10161_*03 7.0131"01 6.S137  3.67 2.b381*03 5 6503+ 5 26S +01
9.00 3._1_*03 1.316270_ 1.05_670_
9,33 1.1017'0_ 209756*0_ 2*0916*0_
9.67 1.7_7t+03 1.9097+0_ 1.9006+0_
10000 5.0135+03 1.3793+0_ 1.37q3*01
10,33 6,_370*03 1,397g+01 1.3g53+0_
1fl.67 6.1|81+03 2.1366+01 1.I176+01
_.00 6.1196703 3.S65S*01 3.S052"01
11.33 6.0866'03 5.3369 $•h 1.7125+0_
11.67 S.1076'03 5.761_+0_ S.S061_0_
12.00 8.2331,03 6.0781701 S.8_19_01
12.33 5.1g00*03 i016?0*01 1.1115+07
11.67 8.8656*03 6.1562+01 6.1332*0_
13000 k.263_*03 S.8195+01 S.I761*0_
1_033 iei2_O*OS 1.1993"01 I*0006"01
13.67 7._961,03 2.6216701 2.iliS*01
11.00 1*612&_03 10|73170_ 1.8671701
11,33 S.+Ol+*03 1.7077+0_ 1.7038*01
11.67 1.01_8*0_ 1.91g0*0_ 1.17&'*O_
IS.00 1.072?*01 1.9773*01 1.9016*01
Iie_ 1e1197*01 107760*01 1o711i101
16017 1.1S11"01 l.?lgi*Oi 1.7170+0_
11.00 _.1791*01 101190*01 10il69*01
11,33 102207101 I,211S+O+ t,lOS?+Ot
11.67 1.3171*01 loS6_l*O+ 1.1707*St
17.00 l,liSl*Oi 2.1191*07 2.1931101
17,3_ I,S311*01 I,I017*07 I,lOOi*Ot
17oi? l.iO03*Ot 1.1733*07 1.1713*0t
lloO0 loi39J+Oi leO(k_O*Ol Io0_61101
PLANCK CONY* PI..ANCK Ill[AN ROSSI[LANo ¢ONT. ROSSI[LANO Ill[AN
ICNIIl) (¢NIIl) ICMI/t) (¢NIII)
I_3611*03 3.0|31*01 lell03+ol leISTO*Ol
10131M3 1,1711"03 IM71 ?It 12S 139
1968007961-136
++_+,.+
L,..... = '_ - " I I I I I I I I i
1968007961-137
+_
TABLE iT (sheet 37 of 57)
TH[TA= 2,6850*00 _V 8 5,3917+0_ OEG R z 3,0000*0+ O[G K
4AMMAS1._500*02
PR[SSUR[z l,Ol30_Og |OYN[/CM2) Z q*gg?5+OZ (ATM)




U CONT|NUOU$ LOCAL PLAHCK LOCAL ROSS[LA_
(CM2/i! (¢M2/i) (¢MZ/I)
,83 _,6g_$*05 3.86_7"05 3.8611+05
,i? _,+937"01 8.6680"0_ 8,668S_01
1,00 _,_3S+*0_ 2,gOg+*01 2,9072+r_
1,3_ S,7111"03 2,6524*01 |06013_._
1,67 3.1131*03 10_201_01 IoSiZO*O_
|.00 1.2291"03 _.0033"01 3.0387"0_
1.33 1.7111*03 l.?5gi*0m 1.7139,01
I.i7 1.+700*03 $.0831"01 3,0661*01
),00 1,1713"03 |.1138"0_ |*lOil*O+
3,_3 _.731g*03 3,0g0_+01 |o1916,01
a,k7 1,3335*03 1,7636*01 1.7537"01
+,00 1.9111"03 1,7103"01 1.7015+0_
_.33 3.2731*03 1.1981"01 1.1910,01
loi7 3.6110+03 1,1616"01 1.1500,01
i.00 3.7101,03 1.0130"01 1.8391*01
I,_3 0,1119"03 +,018S*01 +,0301"01
J,i7 3,90S_10_ 1.1S26+01 Ioi$3i*O+
i.00 3o1301"03 i.+_Sl*Ol i*Iggg*0+
1.33 3.7311"03 8,9988.01 1o9111.0i
l,lT 30klt7"03 1,0380+05 g.lSOS*O+
7,00 3o_611"03 1,0771"0_ 1,0095,05
7.$3 3.2781,03 1.0151"05 S.I_59+01
7o17 3o1301"03 t,iSSi*Ol l,S60l*Ol
l,O0 ._01371"03 |,5735"01 ?,t09S*O+
I,)3 3,1+i_*03 7,3229"01 iol3gl*Oi
1,17 +,1|11'03 _,1369'01 S,866_*01
9,00 6,0303"03 5,1171"0 m +,?7|S+O+
9,_1 b,0677"03 3,9016*01 307815"0_
_,17 1._9_+*0_ _*i_6*01 I*ll?l*O+
10,00 b,b?07*03 1,_1_0"01 1,_193*01
I0._ k.S371*03 I.?I_3*01 IoTt0S*0+
10.17 1,7111*03 I.SlO?*Ol I.SOfl*O+
11.00 b.b31_*03 3.1366"0_ $.11S_*0_
11.30 Io_+0*03 5.0101"01 S.0110*0i
11.67 bobSOl*03 5.1193"01 S,ll+l*O+
11o00 Io1771"0_ SoiSSO*O_ SoSill*O+
11*3_ leSlgl*03 100161+01 +0iTS++01
Jloi? 7*JlS?*03 io0S_l*0_ S0058810+
lloO0 7o73T1*03 S.ilS$*O+ 1,1_4"01
l_o_ ioll_|*0_ _.3115,01 Iol_++Oi
11.17 1.9117*03 3.1116"01 3.10H*01
l+.00 I.II13*03 I.+010*01 1.39_t*0m
11,11 JoOtSl*Ol 3,1101*01 IolOSO*01
11,17 loli_*O+ IolSli*O+ I,IMI*O+
11,00 10_16_*01 I,S]Sl*O+ I,1_1+401
11.33 loiS'*0+ 1.1613"01 1.1107*01
11.17 1.1Oll*0+ 1.00++*0+ 1.0010*0+
lioOO lolS6i*0+ Iol0iS*0+ l*10iS+O+
PLJIU_K CONT, PioA/_CKId[lH NOSS[LANO ¢ONTe NOSSEkAHO_II[&N
|¢MllO) |CMIOO) lCH_III) ICMI0il
1.01+I.*0I I.UII*01 I.I_10*03 1.1731*01
l.l_3lo0l I.I001003 9911 St7 +79 101
1968007961-138
1968007961-139
TABL£ i7 (sheet 39 of 57)
THETA= 3._67+00 [V = 7.1890+0_ DES R : ;.0000 ØK
GANMA=1,3q90 TPRESSURE= 2.0230+08 (DYNE/CMI) = 1,9966+02 (ATe)




U CONTINUOUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSSELANo
(GMItG) (CMI/G) (CMI/G)
,SO I,zogs+o_ 3.3;22+0_ 3,3319+0;
1.00 1,9915 Œh p 1.56;3 È,5 7 23g+02 1,;8;7 d H2 _,7 97 h 1,5;08•h 1,5257+0;
2,50 3.6661 h Œd 1.;95gD3.0 ;,60_ *02 106118+0_ _,6755 Ä_02 l 7,6029”d 7.5_52 <;.00 , ;67   1,3_71+0_1 33 2+0;
5,00 5,_026 l 1.1597Œd 1.0787_05
5,50 _,_65; d 9,9_66+0;9.0665 86 0 ,8_93+02 9,8205+0; 8 _387 ´, 8 181   5 1523”l _*_350ð4÷ð4t 7.001 ; 7+03 2 96 0 ”d 2.6902+0;
7,50 ;,7968 •h _,285; •h 2,0738+0_
6,00 1,936_ l 2,6_01”h 2,5629 °8.5 09 •d 5 0 6p ,9 2 08_2 h 5,668_+0_5,3317 ¨_ 77 7 d  .93 1    *2052(_0 3 6 1 +03 3.3_50+0_ 2,9853 ¬505   1 _26Œd 1.59 _¬$11 5 _83  Œl¤6 6 ;75  h 1,2539+0;
1_.00 7,7_33+03 1,_308+0; 2,_299 ¬œ5 6 670_ h Œd 1,902_!_3 1 0259 !Œh 1,5636+0_1.5618+0;
_3,50 _,1187 Œpl 1,7362_0_
_,00 1,2_86 Œp _,75_6! h 1_75Z9_0_
1_,50 ;,6_56 l _,8291ˆt$_6 0 .5105+0_ ;,8596+0_ 1,8389 ˆ$1,_28_+0_ 1,735; Œh 1,735290;
_7.00 1,6035+0; 1,7333 Œl 1.7329°ˆ%1 ,5 2 Z _ ;,75_7 %Œl ;,7535 &;6,00 50 176   2 16;„ì&P_ANCK CO_T, P_ANCK _EAN ROSsELAND CONT, ROsSELANO _[AN




TABLE _7 (sheet 40 of 57)
THETA= 3,_67+00 [V : 7.1890 ØR = _,0000_0; DES K
GAMMA=5.3700PRESSURE= 5,0539+08 (DYN[/CM2) = _,9878+02 (ATM)
RHO= 1.2153"02 (G/CM3) : 7,5672-01 (LB/FT3)
ZBAR= Z.3330+00
uMAX D[LT A U
18.00 ,50
U ¢ONTZNUOUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSSELAND
(CM2/8) (CN2/8) (CM2/8)
,50 2.7521"0_ 5,38_3 •h 5,2685+0_
l,O0 3.b8_9+03 2,0651 •p 2.0390+0;]
1.50 ;,3331 h 1.9209+0_1.9078+0; ]2,00 7,b892+02 1,8;16+0_ 1,8272 	`5 5,S717 h „h 1,8526+0_3,00 8,0070 p 1,8056+0_1,7933+0;3,50 6,b690 p 8,95_1•d 8,8955+03_,00 7,b8Ol •h 2,0_35Œh 2,03_88	X5 8 7919*02 5,1930    5 1516<	Ø5 9 88+02 1 3_3 d 1,09;9+055,50 7,9299 •h 9,88_6 •h	Ô6 0 8 Z;_I     360 Œh 8,5766@	P÷@	Pp 6.501 313 '03 5,0059 d _ 83 0+0_
7,00 2,_65_ h 2,9663 Œl	P5 7708 •d2,1173 	Ìs O0 9876 _ 59 2 	LB,SO _ 327*03 _,8032+0_ _ 7616 D	È9 3 0 13 Œl ` 5,57_6	@g , _6 +03 5 6819  ` 5,3961+0_
_0,00 _o6;53+03 3,263_ ˆh	<lO SO 5,8977 ˆl„h 1,52;3¼;,00 7,0080 h _,379_ d  37_;+0_
_1,50 7,981_ p _,3927 ˆd 2,3910;2,00 8,8030 ˆp _,5876*0;1,5865+0_
12,50 g,771_*03 _,1709 •` 2,0720+0;
13,00 1,1705+0; 1,6887 !ˆp 1,6873 ¸"_,0 _ 6689 _ 8_7_+0_ 1,8202 	4#5 _297 ˆl 1,9617" h  o9615	°S,O0 76'0_ 7 1 #ˆd 1,8781 	0$5.5 b95S Œl 1.8781   . 78 	°6 1 8 •hd 1,9952+0_
_6.50 _,766_ Œp 1,8709$ˆd 1,8706+0;
_7,00 _,7_17 Œl 1,8_81ˆd 1,8_80	,&5 1 5_0_0_ 1,87S0+0_ 1,87_0+0_
_8,00 1,7307 Œl 1,830_&ˆt 1,8293 	 'PLANCK cONT* P_ANCK vEAN ROSS[LAND CONT, ROsS[LAND _[AN
(CN_/S) (CM_IG) (CM2/G) (CM21G)
|.3_67+03 3,5001 •ll 2,_606+0;
_,0_6_'0_ 3,61_0"03 _2_92 982 829 153
1968007961-141
TABLE t7 (sheet 4! of 57)
THETA: 3,;_b?  h EV= 7elBgO Ø ` DEGR : ;,0000+0; DEG K
GAMMA: 2,6500+02
PRESSURE: 1.0109+09 (DYNE/CM2) = 9.9765+02 (ATM)




U CONTINUOUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSS[LAND
(CM2/G) (CM2/G) (CM21G)
.50 _.9505 ”d 6.2186 •h 8.2065+0;
1.00 6._035 d 2.6358+0_2._9_6 5 2 ;786 ˜` 2._217+0;318_+0_
2.00 1.1509 ˜` •l 2.1353+0;
2.50 6._077 •p h 2.1662+0;
3.00 1.2;89,03 1.8698+0_ 1.86;;5 09_6 •h l 1.0306*0_
_.00 1.29;2 d 2.63_0+0_2.6310 5 _218 ”d •h 5.6;22€5 005+03 1.11Z9 •l _5 0022 x6 5 3 h 9 35;2U362   5 1981   S.06SO+O_
7.00 3.0170,03 3.1;63 h 2.9695;5 b263 h 2.1865 l 2.1737+0;
8.00 3.8896 ˜h h 2.7087+0q
6.50 3.806;+03 _.7322+0_ _.208;+0;
_.00 3.9067 ”h 5.79_2 h 5.7026+0;
9.50 _.b;6S*03 5.6271+0; 5._755 l_0 0 5 _1 6+03 3 3802 •h 3.3;52+0_
;O.SO 6.6310 h 1.6261Œl 1.62_0+0_
_1,00 7,6767 •h 1,_716Œl 1._680 ä.5 6.7 38 d 1.5362+0_1.5233 d;_.00 9 20 +03 1.6907+0_ 6896 `!3 1._8 1 _ 7679 766; 8à!3 5 3 5 ; 9 5    .8600+0;
;;DO0 ;._60; •h 1.9119"Œh 1o911_+0_
;_.SO 1.b216 "˜h 2.0550 ”lP#15.00 ;._5_2 •d lÐ5 667_ h 1.9767 d 1.97658P$6,00 0808+0; 2.13_9 h 2 0 9 Ä$_6 860090; 1_9Sb_ Œd D%7, ,802;   _,go07 0&P_ANCK CONT P_ANCK _EAN ROS [LAND CONT. ROSS[LAND MEAN
(CM_/S) (CM210) (CM21S) (CM2/6)





i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiii ii imlllllll ii i11111
1968007961-143
TABLE t7 (Iheet 43 of 57)
THETA= _,308_+00 _V = 8,9862+0_ D(G R = 5,0000+0_ D_G K
i GAMMA: 2,2720+03
! PRESSURE= 2,022_+08 (DYNE/CM2) = 1,9960+02 (4TM)
RHO: 3.0028-03 (e/CM3) : 1.87_7-01 (LB/FT3)
i ZBAR= 3,1189+00
i UMAX DELTA U19.00 ,_0
U CONTZNUOUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSS[LAND
(CM218) (CM2/8) (CM21G)
,80 2,1918+03 1,7100+0_ 1,7290+0_
1,20 8,_6_2+02 1,1339+0_ 1,0058+0_
1,60 _,721;+02 _,1517+0_ 1.1286+0;
i 2,00 2_U07_+02 1,0721+0_ 1,056_+0_2,_0 2,9907 ˆl 1,5_73+0_1.2805+0_
2,80 1,873_+02 6.6128 l 6,2736+03
! 3,20 _,9637+02 6,2_76 ”h 6,1977+03
3,60 _,6_30+02 2,6316+0_ 2,5321+0_
_,00 2,7;32 •`6,3352+0;
: _,_0 1,9_6;+02 6,9762 ”h 6,1193+0_
_,80 2,_260+02 7,8502 ”p 6,_072+0;
5,20 3,0828 Œh_*_6_7+0_
• 5,60 _;70_+02 6,3576"0_ _,0033+0_
6,00 5,3206 h 6.302_+0;3,7807 œ_ _ 960902 _.8150+0_ .561 8 _6 _+ 5,0985*0_ _,_538+0_
7,20 6,7266 d _,522_+0_3,9829 6 1 _7 _03 _,6_98+0_ 7 77 ˜8 0 _ 6_q9+03 1 67 0291 4_ 2 36_2 h 3,66 5+0_2 3 1 0”,60 8 2 2 26_+0; 1 6 _+0_
9,20 3,_256903 _,;629+0_ 1,3272 0”6 9 5 1 2552 •h!XO,O0 _ 6032_ _625+0_ ,_089+0_
10,_0 5,6_72 d 1.3522_0_1,3_97 "8 6 75 0+03 1,5_3+0; .5228+0;
_1,20 6.3581+03 _.6009+0_ 1.5g_3 #1_ 6 9,2609 1,565 _ , _9 +0_
_2,00 1,0298+0_ 1,_9_S #•p 1._906à_ _,_363 _* 603 l 1,_597 x$8 9_0 Œh 1,_97_”l 1._970+0_
_3,20 1,_80 Œh _*_31$Œh 1._8 x%;3,60 2710 %ˆd _,_683+0;1,_673 x&,_0 _ 3 ˆl 1,5058& p  .50_8 €)i!! ,8 25+0_ 1.;262 •p 1._253 l'15,_ ;,2885+0_ ;,3951 'Œh  .39_1x(6 0 78 h 1,8913+0_,83826 g 5375+0_ .$ 58 t)6 6   1, 69_0_58_9 Ô7 66_ )•d |,09 _+0_l,Tg3g Ôl*_7 _,_71 •  l*_l_Sè+8 8 1 p  22_0l 1,_21_+0_
P_ANCK CONT* P_ANCK vEAN ROSSE_AND¢ONTv ROSS[_ANO _[AN
(CMl/8) (CHriS) (¢M_IG) (CMI/I)
6,_5_9*0_ &,3_58*0_ _,98_1.02 1,6S_6*0_





TABL£ 57 (Jheet45 o[57)
TH[TA= _,308_+00 £V : 8,g862+0_ D£G R = 5,0000f0_ OEG K
6AM_A= _,q600"02
PR[SSUR(= 1,013g+og (DYN[/¢M2) = 1,0006 Dh (ATM)




U ¢ONTZNUOUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSS(LAND
(GM2/_) (¢Mg/G) (CM2/6)
,_0 5,_137+0_ 6,176_+0_ 8,172_+0_
.80 6.USqS*03 2.8"63+0_ 20526g*0_
1020 2,503_ p 1.887_+0_1,87_3+0_
_,60 1,230Z*03 1,7179+0_ 1,7072+0;
2,00 7,b6_*02 1,5980"0_ 1,5888+0_
2,_0 8,_933+02 1,8915+0_ 1,8g_7 <8 5,9305 8,9301 3 8. 8_1_03
3,20 6,_838*0_ _,3832+0_ 1.3775"0_
3,60 6,$195+02 _,30_?+0_ _?27_0_
_,00 7,_15_*02 1,0_2"05 1.0333"05
_._0 5.Y0_8"02 6.7662+0_ 8._360_0_
_,80 6.X283'02 6,3785"0_ 7,7921"0_
S,_O 8,b962"02 5,0_g2+0_ +.828_+0_
6,60 1,_300"03 q,1615+0_ 3,6188+0_
6,00 1,_5_8"03 3,8286+0_ 3,3583 L¬+ 7 0 61+2 _ 5761+0+
6,_0 1,71_6 ”h 5.1627+0++,T868+0_
7,_0 106_6_*03 5,25_6+0_ 5,1627+0+
7.60 _,_3qg_03 +,9779+0_ +,7766+0+
8,00 3,1252"03 3,1816+0_ 3,106_+0+
I,+O +,08+0*03 2,01+5+0_ 1.985S+0_
8,80 +,62gg*03 1,5507+0_ 1,5119+0_
, _,_0 5,b572+03 10_g11+0+ 1.2895,0+
9.60 6,1875+03 1,38g0+0_ 1,3881+0_
10,00 ?,0205+03 1,8S30*0_ 1,75e0"0_
10,+0 8._11+03 1,52_0+0_ 1.5_21*0_
10.10 g._51_+03 1.7+13+0 _ 1,658+'*0_
11020 1,0858+0q 1,7525+0_ l*7+gg*O+
11,60 1,16+3+0_ 107856+0_ 1,78_1+0_
12.00 1.2+11*0+ 1.6939+0+ 1,6931+01
12,+0 1,_603+0+ 1,6687+0+ 1,6683+0_
1|,$0 1,6955+0+ 1,?677+0+ 1,7351+0+
13,20 1,_g65*0_ 1,6502+0_ 1.6500+0+
1_._60 1,+871+0q 1,6561+0 + 1,6561+0+
A_,O0 1,_035+0+ 1,6738+0+ 1,6129*0_
1_,+0 _*_Sg_+O + 106796+0_ 106?8T+0_
1_,80 10_868*0+ 1,5g_0+0 _ 1,5938"0_
15,|0 _,bOg_*o_ 1,5glo+o_ 1,5980+0+
1_.60 l._g_g*o+ 1,6611+0_ 1,660_*0+
16000 |._959+0_ _,770g+0_ 105+8++0+
16,+0 1,_8_5+0_ l,gS_O*O+ 1,g511*0+
16,10 1,+73+*0+ 1,?001"0 + 1.6_87"0+
PLANCK ¢ONT, P_ANCK _[A_ ROSS[LANO ¢ONT, NOSSE_AND _[AN
I¢q/I) " ICMl/S) 1¢X1/6) ICMl/l)
_,+17++03 3,7772*0+ + 1,876+++1 1,3166+0t
6,|?57-03 3,6117-G3 1+108 968 801 167




TABLE 5? (sheet 47 of S?)
TH[TA= 6*03|6*00 [V = 1.2561"05 O[G R = 7*0000*04 O[G K
GAMMA=5o0500"03
PR[SSUR[= 2,0215'08 (OYNE/¢M2) = 1,9950*02 (ATe)
RHO: X,6862-03 (G/C_3) : t*0527"01 (LB/FT3)
ZBAR= 4.139_*00
uMAX OELT_20.00 .57
! U CONTINUOUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSS[LAND
• (GM_/&) (¢M2/G) (¢M2/G)
.57 _,9373*03 8,5321*03 0,4876*03
l.lq 3.1470*02 6.6488*03 6.6991*03
_.71 _,b363*02 0*0008*03 6.9801"05
2.2g 9.9717"01 5.3474*03 S.2957+03
2.86 8.900_*01 1.404_*04 1.3971"0_
5,43 5.970|*0) 4.1422*04 3.3200*0_
4.00 9.0000*01 6.6029,04 4.7912,04
4.67 7.4642*01 6.3731*04 3.9497"04
6.14 I.632J*01 3*3195+04 10S361"04
5o71 106_69"02 5.361?*04 2.9060"04
6.29 2.7071'02 4.1221"04 2.7994"0_
6.16 S09211+02 2.6871"04 1.7910+04
7.43 1._533"03 1.g615*04 1.4411*04
1.00 3._1g0103 1.1625"04 1.5260*0_
1.57 _.9_*03 1.7244*04 1.6947*04
9.14 b._785,03 1.536?+04 1.4381+0_
g.71 7.2570*03 1.2245*0_ 1.2242.04
+ &0,29 1,9301*03 1,2250"04 1,2123"0_
10.16 1.6635+03 1.1549+04 1.1541+04
! 11.43 903011*03 1.117_*04 1.1873,04
X2.00 9.1102*03 1.5095,04 1,3J90104
12.57 9.0073+03 1.1271,04 1.1191+0413.14 1,9709"03 1.0103"04 1*0076"0_
i 13.71 Jeb_SO*03 1.1119*04 9.4349*0314.19 1.3360*03 102494*04 100311*041_.16 7.7000*03 1.1673'04 9.2S60"03
15.43 7.0331'03 1.2181"04 |.65gS*03
16.00 i.2101"03 1.0117*04 ?.9452*03
16.67 S.7027"03 1.0624"04 6*9913*03
17.14 4.9005"03 1.252g*04 $0_543,03
1?,?1 4.3454*03 2.0315*01 10166S*04
11.|9 301331*03 3.9067*04 1013S1"01
11,16 304051403 1.1014"05 3,9999+04
19.43 ).03S1"03 1.132_*04 4.01_1"04
P_ANCK ¢ONT. P_A_¢K v[AN ROSSEbANDCJNT. ROSS[LANO _[AN
(¢M2tG) (CM21G) (CM2/G) (¢N_tS)
_.337t*01 2,g460*0_ 1,1535+0_ 1.4331"0_







TABL[ t7 (sheet 49 of $7)
TH[TA: 6.0_18+00 (V Z 1,2_81'05 D£1 R = 7.0000_0_ D(G K
sAMMA= g*9_00+02
PR[SSUA[: 100139"09 ¢DYN[/Cx2) = 1.0007"03 ¢ATM)




U ¢ONT|N_OuS LOCAL PLANCK LOCSL ROSS[LAN0
(GM21i) l¢M2/6) (¢M2/$)
.ST 7.b3||*03 |.0596,0_ 2.083?*0_
1.1_ ).17_0,03 1.X593,0_ 1.1S63,0_
1.71 S._Sg_*02 1.1_93,0_ 1.1;_*0_
8.a9 2.7051*02 8.0368,Q3 7099_0,03
i 1.86 3.0_S*02 2.9208*0_ 109356_0_
3.e3 100122_02 508678'0q S.3?gg*oe
i _oS7 2,6S75_Q2 7_30&0_0_ 60*.72890_
6._9 8.b6_8'02 3.1_18"0_ 3.R131,01
6.06 1.3_80"03 106817"0q 1.5791,0_
7._3 _.S_61*03 1._103_0q l._?lS*o_
|oO0 5.06_8"03 1._8_0"0_ 1._707+0_
8,57 6.11_7"03 l._gO*O_ 1,3979"0_
9.71 9.bt19"03 X._i?S*O_ 1._87_*0_
IO._Q 1.0703"0_ 1.3210"0_ 1.3110,0_
[ 10.86 1.0?61"0_ 1._163"_q 1.t16_*0_
11,_3 1,08_0"0_ 1,3671"0_ 1,366S*0_._|.00 l.Ok *O_ _.ogsg*o_ 3.96_1,0_
1|,_7 1.0387,0_ 1.38_5"0_ 1._188,0_
1_.71 S0797_*03 1.0363.04 100331,0_
IS,_ 707S97"03 1,39_860_ 1,1071"0_
16._7 b._lO|*03 1009_9"0_ 8.0ed3,03
17,1_ 6._101,03 1.:767.0_ 1.0583,0_
1?07_ _.91_*03 1.6613,0_ 1.1815,0_
Pi-ANCK ¢ONT. P_A'_ICKv[AN NOSsEkANO _ONT. ROSS[LANO _[_N
I 8o_;b|*O_ 3_S665*O4 3.6003t0_ |*0_66'._








TABLE t7 (sheet 5t of 57) _
THgT_= 7.7551  h _V= 1.6175+05 DEG R : 9°0000+0; DIG K
GAMMA: 9.;100 xPR[SSUR[= 2.0282+08 (DYN[/CMI) = 2.0017+02 (ATM)




U CONTINUOUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSSELAND
(CN2tG) (CM2/6) (CMI/G)
.;; 2.Z;16+03 6.8596+03 6.8;36 x89 3 6760 2 3 08 h 310716+03
1.33 1.176_ p d 2.5505+03
1.78 8.6817 p h 1.6866ì2 22 ;.1576*01 2.0601 dl67 _ SB;Z Œl5.0615+03
3.11 ;.2018 ˆd 1.2811 ”d 9.6216h56 3.1995+01 1.7319+01 1.1015*01
;.00 5.5339+01 1.$609 ”l 9.7161+03
;._; 3.6758+01 2.1626 Œd 1.3511+0_
;.89 5.1275 Œd ;.3787+012.1109 „`5.33 9 _993 ` ;.1161+011 9_67+01
5.78 1.6727 Œh 3.3125ˆ` 1.5371 \÷€\ l3 75;3+02 2.2387 ˆd 1.5107+01
6.67 6.9180 h 1.8518 Œd 1.6111+01
7.11 1._SS2 l 1.6112+011.;110 „Ü56 _ 3290 d 1.1311 Œd\8 00 3 082 ˆh  36 ˆl 1.3199+01
8._; 3.5131+03 1.1167 Œh 1.1118X89 ;._773 h 1.0350_0_1.0313 Ð9 33 5 _ 02 p 9 8517` 9.8197P78 6 3653 l”hÌ;0.22 .82; dL10 67 999    $ 7 ”p 8.6897È1 11 8 ˆl 1. 969_018.81 0 D!56 329   7 62 6  7 105+ 3
1_.00 S.5793+03 7.5286 h 7.1100+03
12.;; 5.1005 •p6.7;3; ¼"89 ;.DTSZ ”l 8.5916 l 6.3321<#3 33 4 919,03 1.1956   6.7852¸#78 3 8_60* 285 ”d4$1 _2 626 $ˆp 1.2513 h 9.1917 L !
11.67 3.0626 h 2.5600+011.2621 4%S.11 2 6169 Œh _.2318+011976 L¬%5 56 _ _991 l 2.8099 ˜h 9.1368(&6 00 1 9 S •h Œd 1.1962+0;
16.;; _.0111+03 7.6121+01 1.1911  ';6.89 1 68 7 Œh&•  ;*$598L¤'7 33 33 l•p 1.781_ (7 78 _76_ l 8.3807_015106+01
_6.22 1.3118 Œp 7.7011( l 1*3383L$);8.67 _600 h _.9223˜l 6.61 3 ˜)19.11 137S ˆh 1 2557_013.1751 *66 :.0577 )•p 5.5817”l |.13 3 *0,00 9,b;O_ •p 6._159˜t 1. 666+03
PLANCK CONT. P_ANCK _[AN ROSSELAND CONT. ROSSELAND M[AN
|¢N_/G) (GNu/G) (CN_/G) (CM_/6)
3.?_SS ´p 1.SIS_,Œp 6.?_Ob ˜p 6._01t-_.6_9_-03 6.5288-03 _6555 |766 _211 S||
1968007961-152
1968007961-153
TABLE 17 (sheet 53 of 57)
TH[TA: 7.7551+00 [V : 1.6175 R : 9.0000 Ô l DEGK
GAmmA: 1.8090+03
PR[SSUR[= 1.0137 l (DYN£/CM2)= 1.000; h (ATM)
RHO= 6.2372-03 (S/CM3) = 3.8939-01 (LB/FT3)
i ZSAR: q.55;3 (ÄuMAX O[LTA
18.00 .;,
U CONT|N_OUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSS[LAND
(GM2/6) (CM2/G) (CM2/G)
._q 8.389_ Œhˆl 1.7882 Ô89 1,2_; •h 7.82;3”p  7876+03
1.33 _.7538 ”h l 7.9019+03
1.7B 2.5397 h _.71;1h ;.6911+03
2.22 1.b;_0+02 8.637? p <I 67 .1921 d2.0770+0_
3.11 ;.3_75 •d 3.7305 l 3._175 ¸56 9 Z9 9,01 3.6102     0551 4_ OC 1 1881 h 2 3 0+0;2.2;80+0;
_.;_ 1.2256 d 3.5093 Œl 2.g111+0_
i _.89 ;.6529*02 _.3887 Œh°5.33 3.76_5 Œl•l 3.0067+0_
5.78 8.;317 l ”h _.1_17,0_
6.22 ;._92; •l 2.;572+0q_.1295 x(67 _._080+03 2.185_+0; 2 036g ¬i 7 11 3 9937 Œh 1. 792 Œh _.715_+0;
g.33 8.0250 d 1.3915 l 2._303*0q
V g.78 8.321X h h X.osg_+o;
;0.22 B._996  •d 1.0_25+0_;.0]23+0;
10.67 8.37_; Œh  1.033;+0_
11.11 7.9289 Œd 1._570 l 1.128;Ä•!;1.56 382_ l 1.0g87+0_9.8210 À"_ 00 6 8775 "Œl  112_ ”h g.3_55„"_ _ _ 6_03 1.0178 ”l 8.8683#_2 8g 65 Z l 1.069   8 13_+03
X3.33 _.9230'03 1._08g*0_ 1.031__ .78 ;.678_'03 8191 Œd 1.3998+0;
_.22 3.891; ˜d 2.7855$”h 2,_781+0;
;7.78 ;.7608 •l _.3016(Œl 1.3;73l)PLANCK CONT* PLANCK M[AN ROSS[LAND ¢ONT. ROSS[LAND M[AN
(CN_IS) (CM_IG) (CM_tG) (CM21G)
_.0_08-03 S.19_5"03 _7333 156_ 1_67 _g?
[XIT CALLED ;ROM 0_251
1968007961-154
TABLE t7 (sheet 54 of 57)
THETA= 9._785+00 _V = 1.9770"05 DEG R : 1.1000.05 OEG K
GAMMA: 2.9000t0_
PRESSURE: 1.0180_06 (DYN_/CM2) : 1.00_?+02 (ATM)




U CONTINUOUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSSELAND
{CM2tG) (Cu2/G) (CM2/G)
.36 1.D521.03 1.5975 „d,: 7_ 2.=232  Œd 2.9257d 2.8211+03
1.09 9._788+01 3.1863 ˆ` 1.5_3Z+03
1._5 5.U;90+01 6.1775 Œh  .B2 2 _7 _ Œd 8.5713_02U._19_ 
 2,18 3868_ 1.3681 •h 3.876_+02
2.55 1.7051 Œd 3.3678 d 9.16_+02
2.91 1.b121 l 5.5056Œh 1.2031+03
3.27 1.o372+01 6.3592+03 1.8901+03
3.6_ 1._91+01 1.1233+0_ 3.1375 Ì
•_.00 88 0+01 3 376_ •h 5.579_36 0528 979 •h 6.0111+03
_.73 1.:2_7+01 2.1109 ”h 6.5_01+03
5.09 2.3182 ˆ` 2.0116+0_6.9027 ˆ÷È
t l 5._5_ 6771 „„h 1. 698”d _.8766 82 1 09+01 7.1629 h _._867+03
6.18 S._060+01 1.0507 •d 6.9028 55 7.b1 1 315u+0_ 8,6239 
€91 1 032_ „h ˆh 1.0_01Ä7 _7 _.7067 Œ` 9.7q03”  g 59_1
€6_ 5 685 h 1.2378+0_1.1625 8.00 550   1 0216 „  1.0158
x36 9 1 t„d 1.1016    03¸73 _ 3 .5 93 p9 9 8 9  d 6.2596+03
9._ 7._392+02 5.7370+03 5.6228+03
9,82 6.7788 ` 1.0305+0_5._266 
ð!10.18 _ 7_ ì!ˆh 9.5 52 •hp";O SS ? 061 €d 1.1167+ __ 8 99 ð.91 1,133 d 1.2q16+0_;,_92+03
11.27 1.39_2 `#„d 1.59;u”p _.58_7 è#6_ .bS00 „h 1 1968 ”h _.S_3
h$_ 00 7865 Œh 2.17_7$•  5.5936
à36 11 d 3 1d  0\
`%2 73 1 €`  9_ +0__.5135 
Ø3. 9 _699 d 1.1713%Œd 3. 7 7
X&_5 73 ˆ  2 76 0 ;3 7_63 Ü&82 . 35    0158+0_6.2389+03
I_.IB 1._521 Œd d'ˆd 1.0560 
ä'11.55 1110 h 9.65_l 1.1251
h(91 0 06 lˆl  ,0 1L
ä(5 27 9 9375 ` 6.6828 •l 5._798
`).6_ _ b6 _02 _.1816 )”h 2.8 79
Ü)6 00 7 7_3 €l  80_ +0_2.50_0 
T*36 . 099 „d  .05 0 h 2.2190Ð*73 , 2 •h ; 2330h  ._331
 +7 9 6 7 d _. 310 L+•d 1,0072_03
17._5 8,_81S d _.1967h 1.0_31
H,.6_ .1S7_*0_ 1.5878 d 8 99 38
È,8 18 7 6S8 Œl _,256_ lH-$ 353    9856”l 9,3_7
À-91 6. 197 ¸-•l 2.7170_038.2705 0
@.9 7 3   1 6 8•  8.1 6
 .06_ 0 9 . d 1. 860_037,6g37+02
P_ANCK CONT. PLANCK MEAN ROSSELANOCONT, ROSSELANDMEAN
ICH2/G) (CM2/G) ICM2/G} (CN_/G}
8._015 0ˆp 1.1107l _._1_1•   871
¬1e.3131"05 1.038_'0_ 37_5 _3_ 3_66 96B
t33 _
lie ............... = ,
1968007961-155
1968007961-156
_ABLE t7 (sheet 5& of ST)
TH[TA= 9s_785+00 _V = 1,9770+05 DEG R _ 1.1000_05"0£G K
GAMMA=5,8150_03
PR[sSUR£= 5.0719+06 (DYN_/CN2) = 5,0056+02 (ATe)




U cONT|NUOUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSSELAND
(_2/G) (CM2/G) (CM2/G)
.36 5.657_+03 1.8_28 ˆh 1,8208+01
.73 8,5539+02 ;,3120 l _,3221+03
1.09 3,00|2 h 5,5615403;.3361_03
1,_5 1,6673+02 5,533_ ”d _,_988_03
;.62 7,7621 l 1,05_+031,0_76 
`2.18 .33g0+01 2,0536+03 7 92+03
2.55 _,9562 d 5.1706+03_,1266 
\,gl ;,_121_01 8,9088_03 6 0579+03
3,27 5,_9q8 Œhp 6,7221 X.6_ 3 o660 ˆl 1,5333+0_9,6900 
Ð_ 00 _ b12 •h 3,6963+Ot_1 7162 
T36 5_9'01 3.6232 ˆh 1,g377+0_
l S,_S2,;_66 Œhˆh 1.3217+0_
S.82 _,bSO0 Œh 1,2665ˆh 1,1651 
Ì6.1_ 7 _367 Œd  ,_7 8l  .31_g 
H,56 9 8_1 •d  _72   . 2..0_ l T,6_2,970_*03 1.20_0 ˆl 1.2007+0_
6,00 3,8206 l 8.998_+038.9830 ¸.36 _ 6767 hd 8.6955+03
6.73 _,_931 •d 1,3577 ”h 9,319g9,69 U705 ˜h”l 7*6gsg
8!_S 3 62_ ` 6._235  6,_172+03
g,82 3,6912 l 6,5121•h
4"10.18 1096 ˜  9,_382-036,6263+03
10,55 2,9195+03 8,167_ d 6,0967
,#_ 91 , 32 h 8 _6 3   21|2
¬#1 27 _ 8976'03 9 8;07 ”d
($6_ 388 h
 $2.00 67_ Œd$”  8,71_6+03
12,36 2.3821 •h 1.3160%”l 7_6865¨%73 ,12 _ ˆ   ,0933d 6.1656+03
13,09 1,6196+03 2.1286 &•p 7,1338  &_S 836 ”l 2.810_Œh  .0601
0'82 .0 _5 d'ˆd 1,638 
´'_.1 _7 ˜h g. 360•h 2 $6g_¤
8(,SS 6  •l 2,8351
´(_ 1 1_ d Œh
4)6 7 193 h 7,15_0)ˆ   ,5 91'0_
_6,6_ l,u_gs h 2,_061)”h 5,8960
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TABL_ 17 (sheet 57 of 57)
THETA= 9._765+00 _V = 1.9770%5 DEG R = I.I000+05 D(G K
GAMMA=2.9060+03
PRESSURE: 1.0138+09 (DYN£/CH2) : 1,0006+03 (ATM)




U ¢3NTINUOUS LOCAL PLANCK LOCAL ROSS[LAND
|_M2/G) (CM2/G) (CM2/G)
 ;,09_,9313 l5,83_7+03
1,_5 2,b319_02 _,6111+03 3.8082+03
1,62 ;,2816 l 1,7360+031,7297 l2 18 1,;590+02 3,8_73+03 3,6612+03 i
2,55 8,3169+01 8,_802 th91 6 b68_ ˆl 1,1788+0_9.6726+03
3.27 8*7390 ˆh 10207S •l 9,9789+03
3,6 _ 5,975_ ˆh   1,_700+0_
_,OO 7,05q2+01 _,0693 Œd 2.5182+0_
_,36 8076q5 •p _0_255+0q2.6860+0_
_,73 _0320_+02 30336_ Œd 2031_9+0q
s,og _,312_+0_ 2,_598 •l 2,0_95+0;
6,62 9,9280+0_ _,56_2+0_ 205220"0_
6,16 1,S_77+03 1,6166 Œd 1,5_0+0_
6,SS 20007_ l 1,5667+0_1,_916'0_
609_ 2061_3 Œl 103_76+0_1,3_2_+0_
70_7 3,1515"03 101366 ˆl 101356 d ;
706q _,_32_ ˆp 1,1678 Œp 1,1669+0_
8,00 5,_025+03 9,1875 •p Ø.36 6 0367 l 9,$608h 9,2103X73 q Œh 106_37+0_1,0008+0_
i 9,09 5,6171 h 1,1886 •d 6,8905P!g _S _ 0_ ”l 7,_658! p 7,_656 Ô!62 q 76_+03 7,5157+03 7,1817 H"10 16 _ 359 d 9,0650*03773_ ÄlO.S 0_2 +03 8 3_ • @#_ .91 3 78 1 02 1 _ 6575  #1,27 b 33 392 ? g221 $; ,6 6 *03 81 9 2 8 +03
_2000 300_99+03 1,8726+0_ 102608+0_
_,36 _b;78+03 1,6625 %ˆl 1,2330è´%1_,73 0_363+03 5750+0_ 1.0636+0_
13,0g 1,9960 Œh 3.6_35 ˆh 1,_350+0_
X3,_S _005_S •l q02709&•l 2,109_+0_
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We have also considered the sensitivity of the opacity to rmcertainties
in the cluster width. For the case T = 50, 000°K and P = t00 :_tm, we
increased the width of all clusters by the factor t.5. The efiect of this
change is to increase the overall Rosseland mean opacity by only t3 percent.
At isolated frequencies, however, the local Rosseland opacity may be
increased by aboL'.t a factor of three.
6.2. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
In Figs. 5 i_nd 6 we compare theoretical and experimental values of
opacity. The experimentalvalues are inferred fromMeggers (24) meas-
urements of the intensity of the line emission from an arc containing one
(25)
atom of uranium per one thousand atoms of copper. The theoretical
values are computed for T = 5i00°K and P = 3.58 x i0 "4 atm.
There are a great many uncertainties in both theory and experiment
that could account for quantitative diffe'_'ences between c_,lculated and meas=
t
ured results. We have mentioned some of the theoretical uncertainties in
Sec. I. The results derived from experimental data are based on intensities
of observed lines, which number far fewer than the lines actually emitted.
In this respect, theoretica] values of _p(U) satisfy expectations in exceeding
the values in/erred from experimental data. Theory and experiment agree
qualitatively in showing two distinct pe_ks. We expect that the experimental
! results give an accurate measure of the posit;ons of the peaks on the fre-
quency scale. Thus, the theory should be modified to reproduce this feature
of the experimental result.
We computed the curve in Fig. _.iusing the eigenvalues and quantum
defects as described in Sec. 2. t. In order of increasing frequency, the
two peaks in Fig. 5 come from the transitions 7s_-,, 7P3/2, and 7s_-- 7P3/2,
respectively, in the ground configuration 5f37s 2 in UII, which constitv.tes
6t. 9 percent of the ions in the UI-UII plasma. That the pe_ks are so. sharp
owes to the narrow cluster width that results from the very high degree of
t39
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the spherical symmetry in the interaction between the 7s and 5f electrons
in UII. By contrast, the same transitions from the ground configuration
5fB6d7s 2 in UI give clusters that are broad by virtue of the large degree of
nonspherical symmetry in the interaction between the 7s and 6d electrons.
To obtain the curve in Fig. 6, we adjusted the eigenvalue of the 7s ! electron
and, correspondingly, the oscillator strengths for transitions out of the
7s± state, so that the positions of the calculated peaks agree with the meas-
a
ured positions.
6.3. THE EFFECT OF THE BOLTZMANN FACTOR
In calculating the absorption by a transition array, the mean transition
ener_,y and dispersion should be determined using a proper Boltzmann weight-
ing of the levels from which the transitions proceed. Instead, we have
calculated strength-weighted frequency moments that are independent of
temperature and reduce to properly weighted moments only at infinite tem-
perature. Moreover, we have assumed that the total strength of an array
is determined only by the population of the subconfiguration from which the
transition proceeds. These assumptions should be good approximations
only when = kBT exceeds the mean energy spread of levels in the initial
' subconfiguration. In practice it is difficultto develop a generally correct
but simple method for calculating moments that properly include the
Boltzmann weighting factors. We can, however, get some indication of the
magnitude of the considered effectby examining a particular transitior.
array. For this purpose, we choose to study the 3d 3 -* 3d24p transition
array in titanium-II. We make this choice because of the almost complete
energy-level data for the 3d 3 and 5d24p configurations. Calculations at an
infinite temperature T. and a finite temperature Tf equal to one-third the1
total splitting of the d3 configuration yield
<,>T i = 0.2Z76 RZ








"_ 2> 2 = 0.00416 Ry 2
[ (( Tf " ((>Tf
for the mean square deviation of transition energy. The detailed line spectra
i for the two temperatures are shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b).
i, For the 3d 3 _ 3d24p array in titanium-II the effect of finite temperature
i is to increase the mean transition energy and to reduce the spread about the
i mean. We expect the increase in mean transition energy with decreasing
! temperature to be a general feature of complex transition arrays. To have
i confidence in any such conclusion, however, would require a more com-
prehensive study of line absorption in complex atoms.
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APPENDIX A





i k = net ionic charge (= 0 for UI, = i for UII, etc.)
Pk - fractional population of kth ionic species





z = mean ionic charge = _kPk = n /N;' k e
@ = kBT
Ik = ionization potential of a free ion with net charge k
' = ionization potential of ion k in plasmaI k
PARTITION FUNCTIONS AND POPULATIONS
0 for specified ® and r using
We make initialpopulation estimates Pk
the ionization potentials Ik and setting the electronic partitionfunctions
equal to the degeneracy gk(1) of the ground subconfiguration:
0 Igk(1) "(in_ iPk = ZO exp _nr - /@ ,t
n=i
where
[ ± ,]Z 0 =Egk(l) exp _nF = (In=l/® •k n=i
PKEG_DING:PAG_ BLANK NOT l:iLl_EO, i47
....... , .=__.- ._.,.mm mm m I I lie II
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Table i8 gives the values of the unlowered ionization potentials I k used in
our calculations. These values were suggested by Patch. (26) (The value
for UI is Mann's result; [i3;"" the other values were results of RHFS cal-

















The Pk provide the starting point for an iteration procedure that gives
the composition and thermodynamic functions in the presence of plasma
effects and internal states of ionic excitation. As the mathematical basis
for iteration we take the Saha equation in the form
nk U k exp(k_n F - _k )
Pk =-_ = z ' (A-z)
L,
i48 :"






Z =_U k exp(k_n F - ¢ k } , {A-3)
k
k
Ck =_I!J-t/® , (A-4)
j=l




and calculate the pressure-lowered ionization potential from




J/-_ = H(s) s > s o
= H(s0) s < s o
2_
t e
H(s) =_s s_-_ + I - I (A-7)
and so is a parameter at our disposal. In the calculation we have taken
i' s o = 2. The introduction of s o is the ad hoc device by means of which we
avoid the difficulties that we may encounter when-{ is small (see Sec. 3. i).
The partition function Uk follows from the equations of Sec. 3.2. The
summation in the equations for U 0 include only those subconfigurations in
which the unperturbed binding energy of every electron is g:eater than the
lowering produced by pressure effects:
k+iJ®
IGk({Ni})I> . (A-8)"_ Ry
we limit the sum in v.q. (74) for U_ x by the conditionSimilarly,





We express Uk as
5
E +_-_ iUk =U_k _giUk , (A-t0)
i=1
.1 H i
where Uk is the contribution from states with e>4; Uk, i = 1.... 5 is the
contribution from s i, P!' P__' d, and f states, respectively; and the gi are2 2 2




Uk = E (2m2 - 321 expln0, k/m 2) (A-it)
m=5
_k (i)
E 2 k/[m . _k(i)]2} (A-t2)i exp{ n0,Uk = ,L
t m=nmin, k (i)
where the I_k(i) are asymptotic quantum defects for the k th ion. Here i
2 i)2 Ry (A-i3) ,n0, k =(k+ ® '
[ ] '_k = int (k + t) E (A-t4)® '
_k (i) =_k +_k (i) ' (A-IS)
and int[... ] means the integer part of [.. ]. The lower limit nmin, k(i) is
the smallest principal quantum numbe: that an E-electron may have in the
angular momentum state i in ion k. Table i9 lists the values of nmin, k(i) =
nmin(Z', I) use-I in our calculatious. One-electron states with principal
quantum number n greatel than _k or _k(i) in the kth ion are pressure-
H (Uk) vanishes.ionized. If_ k (_k(i)) is les'_ than5 (nmin, k(i)), Uk
The sum in Eq. (.bo ll) may involve an inconveniently large number





by an integral. More specifically, the terms with m _ t0 are calculated
term by term, whereas for the remaining part of the sum we make the
approximation
i z2 k/m 2) = (2x 2 - 32) exp(n0, k/X 2) dx (A-t6)
i _ (2m 2 - 32)exp(n0' ./2t/2
m=tt
= Q(_x'nO, k)" Q(_'nO, k) " (A-iT)
The result
Q(x, y) = _ x 3 + 2x(y 2 - 16) (A-t8)
follows on expanding the exponent in Eq. (A-t6) and ret_.ining the ]_ading
terms. It is not very difficult to verify that the appro;-'imations (A-t6) and
(A-J7) are poor ones only when the terms with re. > 4.0 make a relatively
small contribution to U_, in which case the spproximation also makes a
relatively small contribution.
We apply similar considerations to the calculation of U_1).- In this
caqe
exp{no,k/[m- Pk(i)] 2) __ H(_ k, no, k ) - H " Pk (j)' no. k '
m=lt
where
H(x, y) =x - y2/x • (A-20)
We can now calculate the full electronic partition function Uk. The
fractional populations follow from Eqs. (A-2) and (A-3), and the thermo-







The specific internal energy E follows from




and F is given by Eq. (41) with Nk = PkN0/A, where N = N0/A = Avogadro's
number/atomic number = number of nuclei per unit mass of material. We
express E in the form
E = Eki n + E. + E + E ,ion ex p
where Eki n is the kinetic energy of free translation, E.lon is the ionization
energy in the absence of plasma effects, E is the electronic excitationex
energy, and E is the plasma energy:
P
N 0
= 3 (I +7.)® (A-22)Eki n _
N O k
Eion = --_- Epk Eli. i (A-23)
k j=i
No%
Eex = "_ EPkEex, k (A-24)
N o
Zp= - ½-i--(t + . (A-ZS)
The quantity E is the electronic excitation energy of the k th ion measured
ex, k
from a zero energy corresponding to the ground state of the ion;
ex, k 8_ _ _
153 "




p =o.010125[®(eV)]_ -3F A/i gm cm (A- Z7)
PRESSURE
where v = t/p is the specific volume. Neglecting the volume dependence
of the elect,'onic partition function, but including the plasma effect, we
can write
P = Pkin + p ' (A-Z9)P
where
N 0
,' Pkin =_ p(l +z)® (A-30)
and




W = E +-- . (A-3Z) ;
P
HELMHOLTZ FREE ENERG/
We separate the plasma contribution to F and write
F = F 0 + F , (A-33)P
where
F 0 = _- ® I.5688Z + I in A + _11 + In F) + In(_ F)






F = -½ NO
P -_-®G(x) , (A-35)
4_ where
[L _ an- -
G(x) =x +½x 2 _ in t + (t+x) + (t+x) + t t 2(t+x) + t (A-36)
- _ 3 45 4-_
and
: I
! x = I + 3 s_--_ - I (A-37)
For s < s O we set 1
(, e ,x = + 3 s0_ - I s < so • (A-38)
ENT ROP Y
S = (E - F)/® (A-39)
SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT VOLUME
Cv = Ee = -_
= _- (I + z) + + + Pk, 8 ex, L +X® z0 ,PkEex, k, @ k + Ep, @
(A-40)
SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE
P p
-c +E "Y4 +P _ ' _,_
v v p _:_:_i
i55 / .
.... _"," .."__r:P I qllll
I_ :.,..,
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TEMPERATURE AND VOLUME DERIVATIVES OF THERMODYNAMIC
QUANTITIES
To determine C and C we must calculate temperature and volume
p v
derivatives of Pk' E k' and E . For temperature derivatives, we have4 ex, p
I
; Eex, k, 0 - I " (A-42)
._ Ifwe neglect the temperature dependence associated with the cutoff of the
sum over states, the calculation of Uk, _ and Uk, _, _ is straightforward and
requires no further discussion. The temperature derivative of the plasma
energy at constant volume is
: 1 NO E
_ Ep, 8 = -'Z-A--@[s(fs8+ g8 ) + Fss] +--_@ . (A-43)
Setting
F = 5/_ , (A-44)
we have
-i 2
F 3 Ix + i) ef=---+- -- s>s
s ) s D@ 0
(A-45)
F 3 (x + I)-I e2
= ---+- s< s .
so 2 s o D@ 0
and go is given by Eq. (A-54)below. To obtain Cv we require Ev and
(Sv/8®)p. Neglecting the volume dependence of the electronic partition
function
3 NO_
Ekin, v - 2 A Zv_
(A-46)$






1_. = _ Pk, vEex, k ' (A-48)ex, V
k
_ N0




gv z p _ (I + x) , (A-50)
= P ®_ - E (1 + z +®-_8) +-_ (A-51)
V p, V
The population derivatives follow from differentiation of the Saha equation
, (A-Z); we find
i
I gs)(k 2 + k -£ ]+ _(fs e + - _ E z) , (A-5Z)
where
3k_ + 2 I. + E (A-53)
Rk8 = _ 3 ex,
"j=0
2
3 e (I +x)-i . (A-54)ge = - Z® D®
We now derive a pair of equations for -ie and se. Multiplying Eq. (A-52)
first by k and summing over k, and then by h(k + I) and performing the
sum give s
aleze + azeSe = a3e ,
( A - 5 5 ) _ T_ "





at@ = - t +-_ - z* , (A-56)
a38 =7 PkRk@ +$g@ z + - PkRk8 - + ,
-(7- 2bt@ = z + z - + _ ,
b28 = - t-½f -_- -
n
and z is calculated from
V=EPkkn
Finally, we get-_ o, sO from Eq. (A-55) and Pk, 8 from Eq. (A-52).
Similarly,
2
Pk, v = Pk -_v - p_ + kp - k-_v/-_+ ½(Svf + + k - z - ,
(A-59)
2
gv = "½p_ (I +x) "I , (A-60)
alv'_v + a2vSv = a3v , (A-61)







a3v = - zgv(Z 7 _2
- (77)biv ="£ + z 2 - + /z , (A-66)
b2v = - t + ½% + + z - + z , (A-67)
b3v = -ggv z + 2z 3 + - - P + - - "g •
(A-68)
_59 . ,_




CALCULATION OF BOUND-BOUND, BOUND-FREE,
AND FREE-FREE TRANSITIONS
Z
We obtains., from either the STF tables, the Bates-Damgaard
U
tables,(27) the Burgess-Seaton tables _28I¢ _or by meats of Kramers' theory.
Which of these applies for bound-bound transiti'Jnsdepend,_ on _ and g' and
the values of the effectiveprincipal quantum r, :nbers n_ and n*' of the
jumping electron in the initialand final state respectively. The tables
are entered according to the following scheme for absorptions by an s, p.
or d electron and for nf-* n'd transitions.
l
* >is n*> _ +_
I is the n_ .
+ electron an
E-electron
I 'I "is n*'> _' + g
I iS n* I - n*> t. I Burgess-Seaton _I
Bates-Damgaard 1
161 ."
PREGEDING:PAGEBLANK NO]', FILMED. __:.../:
m
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Here we have made use of the observation that 2 for bound-bound transitions,0
ij
can be accurately obtained from the Burgess-Seaton table when n* _ - n*_> 1.5.
The connection between r.. and the Burgess-Seaton tables is given inlj
Eq. (B-10).
1
For (I) 5f-_ n'g transitions, we enter the STF tables;
(2) nf -_ n'g transitions, g -_ f transitions, and _ :_>4 -_ _' >_4
i transitions, we use Eq. (B-8).
When we require STF wave functions we enter Table 20 if n t <_ 7, but
2
we obtains., from the STF bound-free tables when n _> 8. The connection
between the bound-free tables and 2 for bound-bound transitions is containedo.
ij
in Eq. (B-20).
For bound-free absorptions by ans, p, or d electron and for nf-_kd
_, °
transitions, we enter the tables for ¢ij according to the following scheme:
4
i is the n_
J - electron an
l _" E-electronis n_ >_ g +_
+
For (i) 5f-_ kg transitions we enter the STF tables;
(2) nf -_ kg transitions, ng -_ Id transitions, and _ _>4 -_ kg' _>4






%1 1,' P,OUND-B¢)IfND ,_
i l
2 ? , 2
• . 1 I _vi ii I r* 1.1 it .
/i /i - _l /i -
4 _s|/2 7-pl/? 5. 7qcl-fl,l gst/2. 7p1/2 _. 7ql-II.l r',_,l/? 7pt/? 7. 141o-I)4
* 7p_,/2 t. 077-r),i 7p',/2 t. Ilr_7-r)'| 7|_,/_ |. 74_-ll4
6st/2 7p|/? I. 16Q-O? 6-1/2 7pt/2 l, _1-o4 6,1/? 71H/2 1.60P-02
7p_,/2 4 i"lc,_-_)4 7p_/2 7. 746-r)4 7p_/2 _,. ',67-(;.1
%p1/2 7,,1/2 ! 27|-r)_ _pl/? 7,.,1/2 I. 226-0 _,pl/? 7st/? t.429-0 _,
7,'1_/2 l. 529-l)6 6.'1_/2 _1.327-ll6 6r1:_/2 |. 20_-l)7
6pt/2 7.',1/2 t. r,06-0t 7,'1_/2 4. 6r,7-06 7,'1_/2 t. },87-05
7d _,/2 2.078-04 6pl/2 7st/2 I. 421-01 6pl/2 7s'I/2 1. 59cI-l_!
_p_/2 7sllZ 2. 2q6-0_ 6dt/2 t. 218-01 6d:_/2 t. 290-0t
5t1_12 *,. 777-l)2 7d_,12 I lq7-() _, 7,l_,12 t. 551-03
6¢1_/2 2. tt5-04 5p_/2 7sl/2 2. _49-0_ 5p_/2 7st/2 2.6t8-0_
7d_,/2 I. _64-05 6d_,/2 2. 8ll5-1)4 6d_/2 L 924-04
6p3/2 7st/2 4.044-01 7d'_/2 5. 829-05 7d_,/2 t. _69-04
5,1_/Z 9.063-q)t 6p3/2 7at/Z _. 893-01 6p*/2 7sl/2 4 221-0t
6¢13/2 t. 757-0t 6d'_/2 t. 878-01 6d3/2 t. 944-0t
7d3/2 :_. 294-06 7d_/2 6.458-0_ 7¢13/2 5. 200-07
5d3/2 7pl/2 _.097-04 5d3/2 6pl/Z t. 561-02 5r13/Z 7pt/2 4. 538-04
7p3/Z 2. 659-04 7pt/Z 3. 86"_-04 7p3/2 4. 82t-04
5f5/2 t. 869 OZ 6p_/2 8. tqt-03 5f5/2 t. 882-0_
6f_/2 3. 643-08 7p'_/2 3. 505-0_ 6f5/2 t. 526-05
7f5/2 8. 824-09 5f5/2 t. 859-02 7f5/2 4. 730-06
6d3/2 7pt/2 4. 7_8-0t 6f5/2 L 225-06 6d_/2 7p|/_ 3. 008-0t
7p3/2} 4. 0tlo0t 7f5/_ 2. 427-07 7p3/2 ?. 352-0t
i 5f5/2 2. 80t-02 6d3/2 6pt/2 I. Zt8-0t 5f5/2 "L099-02
7f5/2 "L 256-03 6p'_/2 t. 877-0t 7f._/2 • 640-0_
Sf5/25f5/2 5d3/_ t. 869-02 7p3/2 Z. 717-0t 6d3/2 .099-02
6d3/_ ! 2.801-02 5f5/2 2.444-02 7d3/2 2.013-051
7d3/_ 2. t78-05 ._fS/_ Sd3/2 t. 859-02 SdS/2 i 597/2 t. 799-04
I
5g i t. 0Z9-07 6d3/2 2.444-02 697/2 t.6t6-041
6g t. tt3-07 7d3/_ |. 430-0S 7g7/_ !. 335-04











l l2 2 i , 2ii i ,I " il ij
z' = ,I /' 5 _' _ (ctmtinued)
5.qI12 6pi12 _.115-0_ 5_l/Z _pl/2 i. _94-o1 5,1_/2 5pI/2 _.06_-02
7pi/2 ').575-04 6pI/2 5. 962-0_ 6pl/Z i.7_5-02
6p3/2 2. 744-04 7p1/2 t. iZ4-01 7pt/2 6. tt7-04
7pT/2 2. 292-04 5p_/2 t. 437-0t 5p_/2 _. 79_-02
6.qI/2 6pi/2 6. _47-01 6p3/2 4.493-04 6p_/Z 9 _2Z-l)_
7pi/Z 2. _80-0Z 7p_/2 Z. 778-04 7p_/Z 6. 964-04
6p_/2 6. 244-01 6_1/2 5pt/2 !. 70X-02 5f5/2 t. 90_-02
7p_/2 |.209-0_ 6p1/Y 6. IZa-0l 6f5/2 4,500-05
5p112 6_I12 I.57_-02 7pI/2 Z.OHZ-OZ 7fS/Z 2.369-05
7,1/2 i.573-0_ 5p31Z 4. 968-04 6d_/2 5pi/2 5,652-08
6d3/2 S.8Z7-06 6p_,/2 6.049-0f 6pi/2 t.293-01
7t1_/2 Z. I_9-0S 7p3/2 6. 714-04 7p|/2 2. 279-01
6pi/2 7sl/Z I.764-01 5pi/2 5si/2 I. _94-01 5p_/Z 4.662-04
6d_/2 I. _I0-01 6._I/Z t. 708-02 6p_/2 I.870.01
7d3/2 I. _77-0_ 7sl/Z I.73H-0_ 7p_/2 t.692-0t
5p3/2 6a1/2 6. 2,14-01 5d_12 _.063-02 5fS/Z 2.805.02
7st/2 2. 894-0_ 6t1_/2 5.652-08 6f5/2 9. 755-02
6d3/2 Z. 995-04 7d3/2 Z. 902-05 7f5/Z t, 104-0_
7d3/2 Z. 06_-04 6pt/2 5_;t/Z 5. 962-03 5f5/2 5d_/2 t. 903-02
6p3/2 7sI/2 4.451-01 6_1/2 6. 128-01 6d312 2,805-02
6d3/2 t. 956-01 7st/2 t. 5_t-01 7d3/Z t, 805-06
7d3/2 1.665-04 5d_/2 t.735-02 597/2 t. 583-03
5d3/2 6pi/2 1.646-02 6d3/2 i.293-01 6g7/2 i.279-03
7pi/Z 5. 352-04 7d3/2 t.598-0_ 797/2 t. 149-03
6p3/2 8. 769-03 5p_/2 5sl/2 1.437-01
7p3/2 5.958-04 6s_/2 4. 968-02
5(5/2 I. 189-0Z 7_2 3. 182-03
Gf5/2 6, _06.05 5d312 3. 795-02
71'5/2 i. 275-05 6d3/2 4.662-04
6d3/2 6pi/2 I.310-0i 7d312 2.709-04
7pi/2 Z.._99-0! 6p3/2 SsI/2 4. 493-04
6p3/2 i,956-01 6silZ 6.049-01
7p3/2 2.282-01 7si/2 3.904-01
5f5/2 Z. 864-02 5d3/2 9. 522-03
6f5/2 9. 668-02 6d3/2 t. 870-0!
7f5/2 i.781-02 7d3/2 I.019-04
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5_I/Z 5pi12 I. _I-01 5.q11:_ '5pi12 I. _bT-Ol 5_IIZ 6pt/2 I. _7o-Ot
i6pi12 _.614-0"_ 6p1/2 .l.lS94-O_ 6p1/2 5. 185-0_
7pt/2 t. 495-0] 7pI/Z i. 740-0_ 7pt/Z t. 87t-0_
5pt/2 t. _q2-O| 5p_/Z t. _09-0| 5p_/Z |. 4,|-0|
i 6p1/2 3.772-04 6p_/2 2. 1to-04 6p_/2 2. 594-04
7p3/Z t. 238-04 7p_tZ 4. t91-04 7p_/Z 4.64=,-04
5pl12 5_I/2 I._St-Oi 5pilZ 5qilZ t.167-0! 5pi12 Ssi/Z I. 370-01
6=1/2 I. 540-02 6sl/2 i.453-0Z 6st/2 t. 5t_-02
7_I12 Z. 115-03 7sllZ 2.'_62-03 7sl/Z 2. 501-03
5,1312 Z. 961-0Z 5d_/Z _. 000-02 5d3/2 ]. OOq-OZ
6d312 1.492-07 6d_'2 t. 164-05 6d_12 6.688-06
7d]12 3. ]72-05 "i¢I]12 5.029-05 7d_/2 6. I02-05
5p31Z 5,ilZ i.192-0! 5p}12 c_,112 i.409-oi 5p_/2 5,i12 i.411-Oi
6.t/2 4. 556-02 6.1/2 4. t91-02 f, st/Z 4. 494-02
7n|12 I 4.087-03 7s112 4. 3ZO-O_ 7st/Z 4.451-03
5.1312 3.632-02 5dI12 1.68Z-02 5dI12 3.686-02
" 6d_/2 I 5.700-04 t,d3/2 4. t8Z-04 6cl3/2 4. 927-04
7d]/2 3. 682-04 7d3/2 4. °07-04 7d3/Z 4. 8t0-04
5d312 5p1/2 Z.%3-02 5d3/2 5pt/2 3. P(_o-02 5dt/2 5p1/2 3. 009-02
6pt12 I.513-02 6pt12 1.489-01 6p1/2 t.516.02
7pllZ 8. 515-04 7p1/2 b. 586-04 7ptlZ 8. 578-04
5p312 3.632-02 5p3!2 3.6N2-02 5pI12 3.6.%-02
6p_12 8. 178-03 6pI12 8,9t0-02 6p_/2 8. t77-0"_
7p3/Z 8. 537-04 7p3/2 8.97Z-04 7p3/2 9. 008-04
-o, 5f512 i.852-02 5f512 i.885-02 5f512 t, 891-02 I
6(5/2 2. 501-05 6f5/2 8.470-05 6f5/2 5. 355-05
_"_ 7f5/Z 4. 53_-05 7f5/2 7. 7t4-0._ 7f5/2 9. 953-0_
5f512 5,!3/2 t. 852-02 5f512 5d3/Z |. 885-02 _f5/_ 5d3/2 i.891.0Z
I 6d3/2 t. 671-0_ 6,13/2 t.626-02 6d3/2 t. -_,70-OZ
?d31 2 2. 444-04 7d3/2 |. 924-04 7d3/_. |. 861-04
! 587/2 7. _t6-03 58712 9.75]-0_ 58712 ! iS9 02
68712 4. 092-03 687/Z 3.96_-0] 6_7/2 _,483-03
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7f5/2 I t. 216 -04
5f5/2 5.'1312 t. 893-0.
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We obtain I from
J
I = I +-- +- , (B-3)
_o n*- _ (n;',-" - _)2
where I , J, K are obtained from tables by means ofoo
i
A) _=i
= -_ 100 I08 - 14 (B-4)
75 90 15 12
B) e=2
=-_ -24 30 - 14 (B-5)
16 -24 13
C) ¢=3
= -27 32 - 15 (B-6)
18 -24 14
Here the subscripts on I refer to the n*(£j col.umn headings in Table 2t
and






KRAMERS' APPROXIMATION FOR BOUND-BOUND TRANSITIONS
We express the Kramers approximation for r.. in the form1j
r.. =- 2 k_i_/ (B-8)13 _-3 n (n$n$')3
i BOUND-BOUND STF TABLES
Z
i STF values of _ij are given in Table 20.
BURGESS-SEATON TABLES (28)
! For bound-free transitions,
i n.4 2
r - g (B-9)
: z,4
! For bound-bound transitions,
ZzW2 n,4 2




_[• g = GZE - cos _ . (B-If)
_2:_ The functions G = G_£, and T = Y.,_Z,follow from Table 22:
= _ +¢] , (B-13)
E-i E-t
%b= _, = X_$,+ n* +E- i a_, +_ _, • (B-14)







_,_ ...... I_. " -- . -_:
2
M' =_a +/dM'_' (E' + E ) (B-15)kdE/a a
E' = KE = kinetic energy of electron in the
bound-free case
I
"'-' = - _ in the bound-bound case. (B-16)
! n_ ,2
i' We calculate #a' and (dM'/dE) a from Table 23 using the quantum defects at
; high principal quantum numbers.
[
KRAMERS'APPROXIMATION FOR BOUND-FREE TRANSITIONS
For bound-free transitions, we express Kramers' formula in the
form
r - t6 7.,4 CB- 7




>'r -- (4g - 1) c2(KE). (B-18)
•- Table 24 gives values of • and the energies at which they are evaluated.
If KE is in the range KE._ < KE_< KEj+I, and¢(KE) does not change sign,
we linearly interpolate
, 1
;, ,2(KE) (-'_E) g • 2(KE)
= (B-19)
on a scale that is logarithmic in both _,2 and KE. If_(KE) does change






ASYMPTOTIC QUANTUM DEFEC'I S
J
z' J (Ry) (&) [(RY)'I] I " (!el'P-) [(Ry)'II
Eas _as z' Eas (Ry) _as I JE asa8
s1/2 Pt/2
t 7.9t09-02 --_4 -t.3553-01 t_ 6. t968-02F[-_1 -4.0245-0t
2 t.5048-0i 4.84 -_.9951-02 1.3i39-0t I 4.4b -2. tt00-0t
34.37tt-0t4.46 -5. 6456-02 ,.8209-0t .14 -7.6642-02
4 6.8_75-0t 4.16 -3.623t-02 6.0949-01 |3.87 -5.0687-02
5 6.7382-01 3.9t -2.4874-02 6.1848-0t g 3.64 -L5247-02
6 9.0675-0t 3.70 -t.9320-02 6 [ 8._874-0t 3.45 -2.67t4-02
7 1.t65t_00 3.5t -t.5t77-02 i [ 1.08_4_00 _.28 -2.0643-02
8 t.4476_00 _.35 -t.209t-02 t.3540_00 3.12 -1.7009-02
9 t.7539400 3.20 -t.0104-02 t.6467400 2.98 -1._847-02
t0 2.082t_00 3.07 -8.4679-03 i0 ] 1.96t8_00 2.86 -t.t46t-02
tt 2.4310_00 2.94 -5.4889-03 _2tt 2.2985+00 2.74 -8.992t-03
12 2.80t7+00 2.83 -4.4566-03 2.656t_00 2.63 -7.4882-03
P3/2 d
t 2.77t3-01 4.78 -t.t759-0t t 3.8t62-02 _.88 -3.7608-0t
2 6.4795-0t 4.29 -t.2975-0t 2 9.7223-02 3.58 -t.9t84-0t
3 t.1t26400 3.99 -8.2499-02 3 2.8t40-01 3.34 -t.1t27-0t
4 t.6384400 3.73 -4.203_-02 4 4.652t-01 3. t3 -7.474t-02
5 5.9238-0t 3.50 -3.56t7-02 5 5.0267-0t 2.94 -4.8402-02
6 8.0434-0t 3.3t -2.7022-02 6 6.9236-0t 2.79 -3.6t32-02
7 t.04t0+00 3. t4 -2. t309-02 7 9.0674..0t 2.65 -2.7308-02
8 1.30t0+00 2.98 -t.669t-02 8 t.t442400 2.52 -2. t592-02
9 t.5835400 2.84 -t.3879-02 9 t.4039 $\ 2.40-t.7942-02
t0 t.8876+00 2.72 -t.t445-02 t0 t.6852_00 2.29 -t.4660-02
tt 2.2t30"00 2.60 -9.0365-03 tl t.9876400 2. t9 -1.2003-02
t2 2.5588+00 2.49 -7.259t-03 t2 2.3103400 2. t0 -1.034t-02
f
t 2.0467-02 2.00 t.2t69-0t
2 6.3532-02 2.00 t.89t8-0t
3 t.8790 2.00 7.4583-02
4 3.2995-0t 2,00 5.8416-03
5 5.0524-0t t.965 -9.3t8t-03
6 5.4649-0t t.880 -t.7579-02
7 7.2924-0t t.800 -t.6537-02
8 9.3443-0t i.720 -t.5225-02
9 t.t6t4+00 t.650 -t.3263-02
iO t,4095+00 1.570 -t.i745-02
tt t.6784+00 t,500 -9.9834-03 '
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For bound-bound transitions with n' > 8, we obtain r in Eq. (93) from
2z '2 [Ry_ ½ 2(KEtr =_ _ ) , (B-20)
 n,,3 \KEi/
where _(KE i) is given in Table 24 and KE I, the lowest photGelectron
kinetic energy at which the STF values of • are evaluated, is much less
I
" than the binding energy of the jumping electron in the initial state.
D
" I FREE-FREE TRANSITIONS
The free-free contrlbvtion to the opacity is given by
gff - 3#-3 7r--_ a a 0 _- u (B-Z1)d .
1968007961-200
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APPENDIX C
CALCULATION OF TRANSMISSION BY A LINE CLUSTER
The mean transmission by a line cluster over a frequency interval !
6u = /k centered at u is
_ _ /u+(_/z)= T(u - u0) du , (C-I)
T(u) _ Ju-(A/2)
_-- where u0 is the frequency of the cluster center and T(u - u0_ = Tj(m,u) is
:i*_ given by Eq. (I07). The calculation of T is somewhat difficultin the case
that T(u - u0) and A = _ - T(u - u0) vary significantly in the interval; other-
wise, the calculation is relatively simple.
When T and A do change significantly over an interval, the greatest
variation of T(u - u0) occurs, in general, in the interval containing the
cluster center, u = u0. When T varies from nearly zero at the center to
nearly one at the edge, T renrlainsnear unity in intervals not containing
! the cluster center. Similarly, T in off-center intervals does not vary
i greatly with u so long as the same thing is true for the interval containing
the cluster center.
The foregoing remarks provide the basis for our calculationof T in
all off-center intervals, in this case we perforn_ the integration in Eq. (C-i)
after linearly interpolatingin Tfu - u0) between the interval'send points.
The result is




i_ ,', "-. _" t' _" '" - - :.,. "_' - ' "
._ i
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For the _verage transmission in the centr_l interval there are two
cases to consider. If practically all of the frequency-integrated absorption -=
comes from the central interval, we can estimate T accurately from the
curve of growth, If this is not the case, we subdivide the central interval
into a number M of intervals and numerically integrate by summing the
contribution from each subinterval. This contribution is obtained from
I
-'- Eq. (C-Z) by replacing A by A/M.
The curve of growth is defined by
W(a, T0) .:_ [i - T(u)] du , (C-3)
where D is the Gaussian cluster width in units of 8 and
TO = N • (C-4)
--'"_ We require
._, "_ =_ A _ [i - T(u)] ,,u
":' J-A/Z
D
i - _ wta, T0) . (c-5)
When the number of lines N is large, W(a, TO) is formally equivalent to the
curve of growth of a Doppler-broadened Lorentz line. Numerical calculations
of the latter curve of growth have been made by Hummer. (Z0) We find that
Hummer's results can be fitted extremely well by a weighted root mean square
of the purely Doppler and purely Lorentz curves of growth. (30} If we
introduce
, !
W (a, v 0) = ='*H(a, 0) W(a, TO) , (C-6)








WL('r O) = 2L('ro/?-,) , (C-8)
': where L(x) is the tabulated Ladenburg-Reiche function. (i7) :['his function
" is well approximated by
±
_ L(x)=x . (C-9)
_' i + 1.8x + 1.57x 2
" I The function ;:.- ±
I WD(T 0) = Z_r-2 F(_I) (C-10)
can be obtained from the tables of
F('r0) = [t -exp(-r0 e-x )] dx . (C-it)
given by Araki. (31) The values of F(T0) in Table 25 are taken from Araki,
For m0<t, we use
F(vO) =½Trz v0 i - ,012Q_ + • /6Q_ - v_/48 + v0/IZ0q-5 , (C-IZ)
and for TO >i0, we use
l[ .r0).l]F(T0) = (In v0)_ I + 0.Z886(In . (C-13) '
Finally, to e',aluate (C-Z), we require Eq. (t07) and the Voigt
function, Eq. {I12). For speed of calculationwe make the following fit
{good to about 20% at worst)to the Voigt function:
H{_,x_=[e"x +_{_)a]_+_a "_ +_(x) C-_4)
_-_7_.
= - 2e "x . (C-151
,2
1968007961-203
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TAB LE 25
THE FUNCTION F(T0)
vO F(v 0) vO F(T 0)
I.0 O.643 6.0 I.482
1.5 0.839 6.5 1.511 ]
, 2.0 0.986 7.0 I.538 I
' 2.5 1.099 7.5 1.562 I
, 8.0 !
! 3.5 I.261 8.5 I.604 i
" i
4.0 I.3ZO 9.0 I.623
4.5 I.370 9. 5 I.641
5.0 1.412 lO.O 1.657
< 5.5 I.449
_, _ TABLE 26
.._ _,_ I
:: THE FUNCTION U(_, x) = _r"_ H(_,x)
x u(½,x) x u(½,x)
0 3.4737-01 2.60 2. 9837-02
0.Z0 3.3937-01 2.80 2. 4785-02
0.40 3.1665-01 3.00 2. 0946-0Z
0.60 2.8270-01 3.20 i.7969-02
0.80 2.4227-01 3.40 i.5611-02
I.00 2.0023-01 3.60 i.3708-02
_" I.Z0 i.6059-01 3.80 I,2147-02
I.40 I.2596-01 4.00 I.0847-02
I.60 9.7503-02 4.20 9.7510-03
i.80 7.5200-02 4.40 8.8179-03
2. O0 5.83i4-02 4.60 8.0t58-03
2.20 4. 5802-02 4.80 7. 3207-03 <






The values of _ H(_, x)in Table 26 are taken from Hummer's tabulation. (20)












OVERALL PLANCK AND P.OSSELAND MEAN OPACITIES
/
The overall Planck and Rosseland mean opacities, respectively,
including the corrections for induced emission, are given by
;t5 u3 -u'<p = _'e'-'T e _ (u) du (D-i)P
and
f4_T4 u e
•_f The values of these quantities both with and without line absorption are
included in Table i7. Their behavior as a function of temperature at constant
pressure have been given in Figs. 3 and 4.
In performing the numerical calculations required to ,evaluate _ and
P
_R we replace the upper limit of integration by u < _, where u ismax max ,
chosen so that the contribution to • from the internalu < u <oo is
p max
almost certainly less than a small fraction R of • (inthe calculationwep
chose R = 0.05). We shall also show that the relative contribution to ;cR
from the interval u <_u < oo is almost certainly less than the quantity
max
ERKROS shown in the tabulation of the local Planck and Rosseland mean
opac it_e s.
Our present aim is to find a Urnax such that the quantity 8 defined _/_tp





is less than the given number R << i (here we take B(u) = i5_r "4 u3 e'U).
For this purposewe sha,l (i) invoke the sum rule (32)
fo"_:(u) du = _,e Z h (D-41rnc Am H ®
, to obtain an overestimate of the quantity on the left-hand side of (D-3) and
(2) replace g(u) by _:c(U) to obtain an underestimate., of the right-hand side
v of the inequality. In (D-4), m H and m arc thc hydrogenic and electronic
masses, respectively. If u >4, we may writemax
f; f;<(u) B(u) du < B(Umax) _(u) du
m ax max
i /0"< B(Umax) r(u) du
)k < B(Umax) mc Am H 8 "
' To obtain
/0°° (I + (D-6)
15
_:c (u) B(u) du = _ Dff u i) ,
we have used the Raiser approximation (33)
u
e





= DIf _ u > u t
1968007961-207
whe_.e _! - Id/O, with Id the ionization potential of the dominant ion species,
and
7 o,.0°Dff = A--_xH F 343
, Finally, for a given value of R we can find u auch that17lax
3
u exp(-u )3Q"_ 1_\ z max max
6 < R =-- _r [_yy]--F (D-9)p _6 2 ut + I
z
By similar arguments we can determine that the contribution to the Rosseland
mean from the interval u < u < _ is less than
T]flax
ERKROS = 15 '_R 7
t[e_PI'Zu_-exp(-ZuiI+Ze_p(-Zu_)C(ul)]84 Dff ul n_ax , J
u < uImax
!5 _R 7
- u exp[ _ _,-4Tr4Dff max "(ul Umax)] G(Umax)
> uI, (D-10)urea x --
where
_ 7 -x
-7 x e dx.
Glu) = u (D-Ill
_'_ ., ......... _ _





, APPENDIX E ,
i DESCRIPTION OF THE I-IALIDE PROGRAM
J i
The diagrams of Figs. 8 and 9 show the relationship of the routines
to one another and the flow of the calculations.
The HALIDE block diagram (Fi_. 8) illustrates all of the routines,
function routines, drums, and input-data tape necessary for the calcuIation
of composition, thermodynamic properties, and opacity. The double-
i
ended arrows indicate that information flows in two directions.
"_ The HALIDE flow diagram (Fig. 9) shows the basic structure of the
_._ program; for more detailed information the reader is referred to the
_::_&_ program listing at the end of this Appendix. Input parameters and output








,'L'ESI I AcT]_I(ENERGY LEVELS) _ ' _ (FACTOR'ALFUNCTION)
CARD INPUT I





_ OPAC (MEAN TRANSITION BB





_, STORAGE) _ _ (STF BOUND-
FREE TABLE)
_ORUM2 _'X








FUNCTION) (NUMBER OF LINES)
Fig. 8. HALIDE block diagram
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Fig. 9. HALIDE flow diagram (sheet i of 3)
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,ION
PRINCIPAL OUANTIIM INUMBFR Of FINAl
ELECIRON QR _NERCY "-
INTERVAl IN WHI(.H
_. ITS BINDING ENERGY
LIES n' OR n'




' PRINCIPAL QUANTUM ]NUMBER OF I_ITIAL
ELECTRON OR ENERGY
P_ePOP INTERVAL IN WHICH
ITS BINDING ENERGY
LIES. n OR nint
_- NO
] ' .,N,_,oL NO ISTRE_'GT_1_ _ AhGULARHOMENTUM (i')_i" IONIZED ! PLANCK I I
I CONTI_UO__l_
l's BEEN I
CONSIDERED _ ' _'_
' 1NO NO I LINE WIDTHCLUSTER WIDTH
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DEFINITION OF INPUT PARAMETERS
The terms primary and secondary refer to the sets of subconfigurations
i associated with an ion. The primary sets are listed in Table 9 and the
secondary sets differ from them only in that each of its subconfigurations
_, has one less electron. For UI, for example, the secondary configurations
, ! turn out to be the same as the primary configurations for UII (see Table 9).
LIES Data Cards Input
i VA R IA B L E
i (FORTRAN IV) SYMBOL COMMENTS
NZI Z Atomic number of uranium
HEAD(12) An alphanumeric array that stores
72 character "title" messages
*..,: LIES Data Tape Input
NZT Z Atomic number of uranium
_ NP Maximum number of M shells
NUMZCS Maximum number of ions
MORB(6) Maximum number of electrons that
can be put in orbital i (i = i ..... NP)
KZC(t2, 3) An array that contains the indices
necessary to relate an ion to its
primary and secondary sets of
subc onfigu rat ion s
EN(t200) An array that contains the following
for each ion: Z, core charge, ioni- 1
zation potential (ev), the subcon- |
figuration with the least mean energy, l
eigenvalues for the occupied shells
(Ry), f's (Ry), Slater integrals (Ry),
and the two electron variances
AZEij (RyZ)j
, i96
'11 i i i i i |11 ii i iiiiin "':......
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LIES Data Tape Input (cont.)
VA RIAB LE
(FORTRAN IV) SYMB OL COMMENTS •
K(1920) An array that contains 16 sets of
subconfigurations; each set contains:
the set index number, the number of
, electrons in a subconfiguration of
the set, the tot_.l number of sub-
configurations in the set, the occupied
shells in a subconfiguration, and the
subc onfigu ration s
HALIDE Data Card Input
HEADE R(12) An alphar,ume ric ar ray that store s
Z2 character "title" messages
_: KMAXIN The maximum number of ions allowed
in the calculations. (Example: If
'_o KMAXIN = 7, then U, U + U 6+
_, , • • • p
1_ are the only ions used)
KRANGE The maximum number of ions allowed
on either "side" of the principal ion.
(Example: If KRANGE = ? and the
principal ion is U4+, then U 2+, U3+,
U 4+, U 5+, and U 6+ are the only ions
used)
AMASS A The :mass of uranium (235)
r
Ci An arbitrary multiplicative factor for i
the ionization lowering variable i
(i. 06) i
C2 An arbitrary multiplicative factor for
the energy spread of all subcon-
figurations (t. 0)
EPSI Convergence criteria for _ iteration
(o.ol)
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THALIDE Data Card Input (cont.)
VA RIAB LE
(FORTRAN IV) SYMBOL COMMENTS
MK(t2) m k = mK. 1 An array containing the values, for
each ion, of a parameter in the energy
level distribution (mt = 0.44 [m k, k =
2, 12 = 0])
I
UMAX u Maximum frequency allowed in the
max
opacity calculations (If UMAX _ 0,
then the input UMAX is used at all
0, F points. If UMAX = 0, then the
OPAC routine computes a UMAX for
each e, r" point)
EPSEND R Dsed in computing UMAX (0.05)
EPSION Minimum fractional population an
_,_: ionmu:c have to be included in the
opacity calculation(0.005)
EPSCON Minimum value that the quantity
_k(K)/UV..must have for the sub-
configuration K in the ion with net
_ ....._ charge k to be included in the opacity
.....it_-:_ calculation (0.00t)"i,_"":_Jz_ EPSC L This parameter determine s whether
-:ii_I or not the continuous absorptionbecomes distributed according to
Eq. (I03) (0.5). If the relativechange
in Sc(nfj,ki'jt)over a cluster widthis
greater than EPSCL, the strength is
distributed according to Eq. I03; other-
wise the entire strenth is placed in the
interval in which the cluster center lies
CCL An arbitrary multiplicative factor for
the cluster width (i. 0)
C L An arbitrary multiplicative factor for ,
the number of lines (i. 0) _.....
EPSB | These numbers are used to determine if _'°_"
EPSI_2 a given cluster is making significant con- ......•
tribution to the local Planck mean opacity
EPSWK Criteria for selecting strong clusters
(o.
:L
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HALIDE Data Card Input (cont.)
VARIABLE
(FORTRAN IV) SYMB OL COMMENTS
BIGX Determines the mesh for integrating
transmission over mass depth
G1 Determines when the curve of growth
, is to be used to calculate the trans-
, ' mission by a cluster of lines
CGMESH Determines, when necessary, a fine-
frequency m.e_h for integratingthe
transmission over the standard
interval of size A
EPST Determines the largest mass depth at
each frequency at which the trans-
mission is calculated
'.'J:['.i. EPSTR When N_" is less than EPSTR, T.
is set to unity at all frequenciesJ
NMIN(12, 5} nrnin(k,I) An array that contains [he minimum
n for each ion and each angular
._i_ momentum
I DEF(12, 5) _k(1) An array that contains the asymptoticdefect for each ion and each angular
momentum
OPAC Data Card Input
OPAC does not read input data cards. HALIDE reads the cards and
transfers the necessary information to OI=AC.
OPAC Data Tape Input _
EIG(12, 7, 7) Ik(i ) An array containing,_-sheU elgenvalues (R_ _;_.._
as a function of ion, an_nlar momentum ___;_:,
state, and p,rlncipal quantum number
DEFI(12, 7, 7) , An array containing the required
defects for each ion, each angular
momentum state, and each principal
quantum humber
I i II _
_._ir "_' : ............ I/l.' lllii It Ii I Jill " i IU III i
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OPAC Data Tape Input (cont.)
VARIABLE
(FORTRAN IV) SYMBOL C O',vflvIENTS
DEFAS(i2, 7) _k(I) An array contaifing the asymptotic
defect for each ion, and each angular
momentum
FII_7, 7) An array containing a factor in the
:-_ calculation of ¢', Eq. (90)
IPRME(7, 3) An array containing the allowed final
". angular mom,.,ntum states associated
with the initial angular momentum
states in a tyansitio::.
JMAX(7) An array coataining the maximum
number of allowed final angular
momentum states associated with
._ the initial ;_ngular momentum states
in a transi_ion
LHI(7) An array containing the maximum
number of electrons allowed in M-
shells (one-electron degeneracies)
_-_: LI(7) An array relating the index I with
the quantum number
LNASKI(I2, 7) nas(k, I) For n > has(k, I), we find oscillator
strengths by extrapolating back from
the c ontinuum
LNCKI(t2, 7) n (k. I) If n > nc(k, I), the electron is anC E-electron
LNFKI(t2, 7) nF(k, I) Shells with n <_ nF(k, I) are alwaysfilled
LNMINI(7) nmin(k, I) The smallest principal quantum
numbers considered in the calculation
of opacity
LNPEKI(t2, 7) n'e(k, I) The principal quantum number of the
first (lowest n) possibly empty shell ::-:_:;_
with ansular momeutum index I
NFKI(7) I- shell occupation numbers
zoo
_ _ J I1[11 Iu_ I
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OPAC Data Tape Input (cont.)
VARIAB LE
(FORTRAN IV) SYMB OL COMMENTS
SIOi(5, 20, t3) _r.. An array containing the bound-free
1j
• 's for the first five ions: U, U +,
U 2+, U 3+, and U4+ (atomic units)
, SIG2(7, it, i3) _.. An array containing the bound-free
-_ i I}
_'s for the next seven ions: U 5+,
I .... U If+ (atomic units)
AI(5, 20, 12)
A2(7, II, 32) I Parameters used in interpolatingbound-free _'s between free-electron
kinetic energies at which they are
tabulated
2
SIGBI(5, 20, 3) crij An array containing the bound-bound
0"2's for the first five ions: U, U+,
U 2+, U 3+, and U4+ (atomic units)
2
SIGB2(7, l i, 3) _,, An array containing the bound-boundE/
ij _2's for the next seven ions: U 5+,
i_i_ .... U li+ (atomic units)
._-_- SIGFI(5, 20) An array containing the bound-free
'I cr's for the first two ions at an energy
_ , of i. 0 x I0 "3 Rydbergs and for the
next three ions at an energy of
3.0 x I0 =2 Rydbergs
SIGF2(7, ll) An array containing the bound-free ,
's for the next seven ions at an
energy of 3.0 × I0 "2 Rydbergs
AFI(5, 20) I These arrays appear in the programAF2(7, IS} • but play no computational role. At
first, it was intended to use them to
increase the accuracy of the method
we used for extrapolating back from





DESCRIPTION OF INPUT DATA CARDS
Data cards are required for all three principal routines of the
program, LIES, HALIDE, and OPAC. The data cards necessary for OPAC
are _-ead by HAblDE.
LIES Data
_ Element Identification Card. The atomic number of uranium. The
format is {I6).
Title Card. Any remarks may be punched on this card with a maxintum
of 72 characters. The remarks are printed at the beginning of LIES output.
The format is (12A6).
Switching Card. Any negative integer; it is used to force a call to
HALIDE. This is a repeat of the element ident_¢ication card. The format
is (16).
HALIDE Data
Title Card. Any remarks may be punched on this card with a maximum
I
* • ] of 72 character6. The remarks are printed at the beginning of HALIDE
I output. The format is (12A6)
HALIDE Parameter Card i. This card contains the control param-
eters for HALIDE and the thermodynamics. In standard FORTRAN notation,
#
the list is KNIAXIN, KRANGE, AMASS, Ci, C2, EPSI, _ZER(', and the
format is (2110, 5El0.4).
HALIDE Parameter Cards 2. These cards contain th_ elements of
the m k array. In standard FORTRAH the list is (MK(1), l=i, KMAXIN),
and the format is (SEi0. 4). Therefore, if KMAXIN is greater than eight,
two cards are necessary.
OPAC Data _ _'*_
OpAC Parameter.Cards. The next t%roo cards are par_neter cards [ _'_=
for C)PAC. In standard FORTRAN notation the list is as follows: - _;_
- 11I i .lli J
-" "' _ " _ "" • • "# "e " - .... _'T'_":. _': _ _ _"_ _' " _ _' _-_- _-- - ,_.._
,'==I
ii i m | b i _ is
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Card 1. UMAX, EPSEND, EPSION, EPSCON, EPSCL
Card 2. CCL, CL, EPSBI, EPSB2, EPSWK
Card 3. BIGX, GI, CGMESH, EPST, EPSTR
The format for each card is (5EI0.4).
The next two types of cards are to be used in sets. There may be as
many sets as desired.
I
-_ T. emperature Card. This card contains the following list: THETA,
!
DELNU, NOGAMA. The parameter DELNU is the increment in frequency
in the opacity calculation. It is also tested; if DELNU equals zero, the
opacities for the associated temperatures are no___tcalculated. The format
t
t is (2Ei0.4, Ii0).
t GAMMA Card(s). This card(s) contains the garnma's associated with
/
.:j the preceding temperature. In standard FORTRAN notation, the list is!
(GAMMA(I), I=1, NOGAMA). The maximum number of gamma's that may
be used with one emperature is twenty; therefore, more than one gamma
._ card may be necessary for a "set." The format is (8EI0.4).
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DEFINITION OF OUTPUT VARIABLES
The term orbital is defined as orbital plus spin orbital.
LIES Output Data
VA RIAB LE
(FORTRAN IV) SYMBOL COMMENTS
!
G(t2, 2, 20) gk(K) An array containing the degeneracies
of subconfigurations
E(t5, 2, 20) Ek(i) An array containing the mean energy
for eachion, primary and secondary
Ek(K) set of subcorffigurations, a,id each
Ek({Ni} ) subconfiguration in a set (Ry)
EM(12, 2, 20) An array containing the mean energy
relative to the mean energy of the
ground subconfiguration for each
;- ion, each set of subconfigurations,
ii_,,] primary or secondary, and each
''! subconfiguration in a set (EMij k =
Eijk - Eijkmin ) (Ry)
DELE2(12, Z, 20) &ZEk(K ) An array containing the dispersion
A2Ek(rN?)t J in energy of a subconfiguration for ,.each ion, each set of subconfigurations,
dip
primary or secondary, and each
subconfiguration in a set (Ry 2)
EPS(t2, 2, 20, 6) An array containing the eigenvalue ,
associated with each occupied orbital
for each ion, each set of subcon-
figurations, primary or secondary,
each subconfiguration in a set, and
each orbital (Ry)
HALID:_ Output Data
KD KD = integer [E + 0. 5].
KMIN An index that represents the ion with
least charge used in the calc-'ation
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HALIDE Output Data (cont.)
VA RIA B LE
,IF O RT RAN IV) SY MB OL C OMMENT S
KMAX An index that represents the ion with
greatest charge used in the calcu-
lations [KMAX = MIN(KD + KRANGE,
KlViAXIN)]
i I
THETA e Temperature in electron volts i
Ti R Temperature in degrees Rankin
T2 K Temperature in degrees Kelvin
GAMMA F Current F associated with temperature i
(GAMMA = GAMA(I), where I is the I
current index)
PK(i2) PI¢-t An array containing the population
, ._z_ for each ion as a function of O, F
An array containing the partition
UK(i2) Uk-i function for each ion as a function
ofe,F
An array containing the firstderiv-
DIUK(I2) Uk-I, _ atives of the partitionfunction for
each ion
An array containing the second




DtUKi(i2) U 0 *k-up
0
DZUKI(I_-) Uk.l, _p
E exp( )EX(i5) Uk. i -Ik.t/0 ;
EXt(i5) [Ukl t exp(-Ik_t/e)]pp
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HALIDE Output Data (cont.)
VA RL_ B LE








DZUK2 U k ,_
max
ZBAR _ The average number of free electrons
per nucleus
ZBACKi The value of ZBAR computed on the
next to last iteration
ZBACK2 The value of ZBAR computed on the
second to last iteration
ZSTAR z'_
_: A JAY J
i TEMP JS/E
ITER The number of iterations for ZBAR
EKE Eki n The free translational contribution
to the total internal energy (erg/gm)
EPL E The plasma contributionto the total '
P internal energy (erg/gm)
EIN E The exitationcontributionto the total
ex
internal energy (erg/gm)
EION E. The ionizationcontribution to the total
ion
internal energy (erg/gm)
PKE Pkin The kineticcontribution to the total
pressure (dyne/cm "_)
PPL P The plasma contribution to the total
P pressure (dyne/cm z) :
O UKI(KMAX + i) is eet equal te zeroUKI (KIVIAX+I) Uk
max if KMAX is equal to t2
2 i 0 r'
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HALIDE Output Data (cont.1
VA RIA B LE




D2UKI(KMAX+I) U k ,_
, max
"' 3
RHO p The density in g/cm
TAU r or v The specific volume in cm3/g
PRESHR P The totalpressure in dynes/cm z
ENERGY E The totalinternal energy in ergs/g
CV C The specificheat at constant volume
v
in ergs/g/cV
._ DEDTAU E The derivative of internal energy
v with respect to volume in ergs/cm 3
CP C The specificheat at constant pressure
P in ergs/g/eV
-_f_. ENTHLP W The enthalpy in ergs/g] SS S The entropy in ergslg/pVRi The density in lb/ft 3
TAUi The specific volume in ft3/lb
Pl The totalpressure in atmospheres ,
El The totalinternal energy in Btu/Ib
CVi The specificheat at constant volume
in Btu/Ib/R
Di The derivative of internal energy with
respect to volume in Btu/ft 3
CPl The specificheat at constant pressure
in Btu/Ib/R
ENI The enthalpy in Btu/Ib
ETi The entropy in Btu/lb/R
E2 The total internal energy in cal/g
CV2 The specific heat at constant volume
in cal/g/K
! 21 i ....._"
m ........
.............. _............... i ,i] ill -- m
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HALIDE Output Data (cont.)
VA RIAB LE
(FORT RAN IV) SYMB OL COMMENT S
D2 The derivative of internal energy
with respect to volume in cal/cm 3
CP2 The specificheat at constant pressure
, in cal/g/K
EN2 The enthalpy in cal/g
I ET2 The entropy in cal/g/K
I OPAC Output Data
i
! UMAX The maximum u used in the cal-
culation; u - hv/e
DELNU A The mesh size in u space used in the
"_ calculation
_. MMAX MMAX = integer [UMAX/DELNU]
_ APC(300) An array whose elements are pro-
''I portional to the continuous opacity
except at the time of output in which
case APC(M) = M* A, where
M = i.... , MMAX.
CONT(300) ,:(u) An arr,_ycontaining continuous local
c
P1anck mean opacities
PLOCAL(300) _p(U) An array containing the totallocal
Planck mean opacities (cmZ/grn)
AROS(300) _R(U) An array containing the totallocal
Rosseland mean opacities(cruZ/gin)
PKAPl _p The overall Planck continuous opacity
c (cmZlgm)
PKAP2 _p Thezoverall Planck mean opacity
(cm /gin)
RKAPI The overall Rosseland continuous
_Rc opacity (cm2/gin)
RKAP2 "_R The overall Rosseland mean opacity
(cm2/gm) '_
Z12 i
mu mm_ i i ms
1968007961-230
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OPAC Output Data (cont.)
VARIAB LE
(FORT RAN IV) SYMB OL C OMMENTS
ERKROS A conservative estimate of the con-
tribution to the Rosseland mean
opacity from frequencies greater
than UMAX
I
T_I_,C The time in seconds per transition
used to calculate the opacity
MAXPTS The total number of transitions
involved in calculating the opacity
for this 0, F point
MAXPTD The number of unmerged clusters
that were stored for later calculations
NWKPTS The number of weak clusters in the
stored group of transitions; these
_'_._ are not involved in calculating the
transmissions
NTOT The number of strong clusters in the
_ stored group of transitions; these
are used to calculate transmissions
(MAXPTD --NWKPTS + NTOT)
2t3 ....
....... i I I! • i | IP • • ii l I





i 2 ULF(12,5) w DLLE2(I_t2p20)p DIUK(12) p DIUKI(12} e
3 U2UK(12) e b2UKl(12) e EM(12e2e20) p [PS(12e_,20Pb)e
_ FMNK(12_lO) w G(12P2,20) p GKM|(12wS_IO) e dMIN(12p2) pb Nl(12e@Op6) e NMIN(12eb) w NSET(12e2) e PeI|K|12) p
i b PK(12) e PK|(12_20) e POTENT(12) e UK(12) w
7 UKI(IZ) p V|12) w WKI(12e2p20)
COMMON//
@ AJAY o AMAHS UETA , BETA2 p B|GX : CCL w CGMESHp CHI ,
3 CL e CONSTIe C_ p CV e DEDTAUp DELNU e DIEXUKe D2EXUKe
DIUK@ , D@UK2 p ENEHGYw ENTHLPo _PSDI w EPSU2 p EPSCL p EPbCON,I
b EPSLNDw EP$|ONp LP_T , EPSTR p EPSWK _ EXUK p GAMMA _ GAMMA2e
b G[ e KO p KMAX|Ne KMAX w KM|N e LASTITe LNAMASe L.NGAMAe
7 NP e PRE_HHp RHO e SMLS e S_ e SZERO e TAU e TEMP e
e TNETA w THETAR, THLTA2t TH[TA3p UK2 e UMAX e ZUAR e ZSTAR
'I C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXC LIL_ CALCULATL5
C MEAN CONFI&URATION ENERGIE_p
C O|SPLRS|ON IN LN[RGf OF A CONFZOURATIONp







C INPUT TAPL UNIT
C NT= 11
100 RLAD(be701) N_I














































170 UO I_O d=Iflb
dl= d !
Ml= 12U*(J1 - 1) + I
IF(KZC(NZC,NY).LQ.K(M1)} 60 TO 190
180 CONTINUL
CALL LKROR(I,G180)
190 d2= MI * 2
NLEC]= K(J2 - I). NXK= NK-INSET(NZCpNXK)= K(J2)
NN= NSEI(NZCwNXK)
DO 200 J=I,NP
d3: d2 + d




NXK= NK - 1
210 |F(KOUNT°GT,NN ) GO TO _05




dS= M2 + d
AN(J)= K(Jb)
IFINK,E@,2) NI(KIONwKOUNTpJ)= K(Jb)
220 ATOT= ' ATOT + AN(J)










SURf= SUM1 + AN(K1)*FZRO(K1)
SUM2= SUN2 + AN(K1)*(AN(KI) - I,)/2,*Q(KlwK1)
IF(KI,EQ,NP} GO TO ZSO
SUM3= O,
K2= KI + t
DO 2_0 K3=K2fNP
2_0 SUM3= SUN3  AN(K3)*Q(KL_K3)
SUM4= SUM_ + AN(KJ)*_UM3
250 CONTINUE











IF(TLMPI.EQ.O..OR.TLf_P2.EQ.O.) GO TO 252
5UMII; SUMII+ TEP4PI/TEMPZ




t _0 25q K2=NpNP
TEI4PM2= MOR_( K2 )





DO 2bd KI= IPhP
C
_"_ IF_AN(K1),NE,O,) GO TO 2bO
EPS(NXZCeNXKpKOUNTe_I} = Oo











MF= MORO(J1) - NF













IF(KOUNT.LQ. NN) GO TO 3_0















_10 11_ M1 + 3 + NP + (KOUNT - II*NP
IF(KOUNT ,GT, NN ) O0 TO W20






KOUNT: KOUNT + 1
GO TO _10
q20 IF(NK,EQ,3) GO TO _30
NKg
IF(KZC(NZCeNK) ,EG* O) GO TO _30
60 TO 170








751FORMAT(IHOebHATOMIC_SX_gHNUMBLR OF_9X_9HNUMBER OF_/7H NUMbER_5Xe15
2HAC¥IVE OROITALSebXei;HOUTEk CORLS,/_XeI_wlOX_I3_16X,I3/)
752 FORMAT(19H EN ARRAY CONTAIrJ_ _/(IO|IXelPEIO,_)))
753 FORMAT(lbH K ARRAY CONTAIN5 _/(20(IXeI3)))
755 FORMAT(29H1ZCOR£ 1ST OUTER 2r_U OUTER_/I_X_HCORE_TX_HCOREe/3Xe
_I3_?XeI3e7XeI_)
75b FORMAT(3bHI CAUTION- NUk:BER OF ELECTRONS IN K=_I3_ 5H_SET _]2e32H
_DOES NOT EGUAL REQUIRED NUMuEP.I
757 FORMAT(IHO_3X_IHZeqX_ZHZC_bX_IHK_/IX_IW_WX_I2_qX_I2)
759 FORMAT(_OHO 6 FUNCTLON IS DEFINED AS ZEROe _NI ,ET. MI),}










@I FOR FACI/A I
FUNCIION FACT(M) _












__ ....... " _ ,._v,_,_ _._'_,_r_.,,;_l_,,.._._ _ _ __
t
l_I FOH HALIDE/A_UUkuUlINL HALIDEC XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
COMMON// !
UEF(12fb) w bLLE2[12p2w20)p DIUK(12) p DIUKI(!2) p
3 D2UK(12) p D2UKI(12) p EM(12_Zw20) w EPS(12f2p2OI6)P
4 FMNK(L2flO) w b(12p2w20) w GKMI(I2_5_IO) t JMIN(12t2) w
NI(12p2Uf6) p NMIN(IEpb) p NSET{12,2) I PHIK(12)
b PK(I_) p PKI(12w20) p POTENT(12) p UK(/2) P
7 UKI(12) _ V(12) w WKI(12p2w20)
COMMON//
AJA¥ p AMASS P _LTA p UETA2 w BIGX p CCL p CGMESH, CHI f
3 CL _ CONSTJ, CP w CV w DEDTAUp DELNU w DIEXUK, D2EXUK,
W _IUK_ _ U2UK2 _ LNLHGY_ ENTHLP_ EPSBI _ EPSB2 _ EPSCL _ EPSCON,
b EPSLND_ EPSIO_ EPST _ EPSTR _ EPSWK _ EXUK _ GAMMA , GAMMA2,
b _I , KD _ KMAXIN, KMAX _ KMIN _ LASTIT, LNAMAS_ LNGAMA,
7 NP _ PHESHR_ RHO _ SMLS _ SS _ SZERO _ TAU _ TEMP


























80 MK(II)= (MK(II) + I)
V(l)= O_
DO 90 II=2,KMAXIN























KION: II - 1
AK: KION
PK(II)= O.• UO llO I2:lfKION













- 140 ZBAR: O,
' ZSTAh_ O,
UO 150 II:KMINPiCMAX
KION= I1 - 1
AK: KION
ZBAR: ZUAH +AK*PK(II)
150 ZSTAk: ZSTAR +AKs_K*PK(II)
Z_TAh= ZSTAH/ZUAH
SMLS: ZBAR*tl, 4ZSTAR)
IFISML$.LT.$ZLRO} GO TO 155
CHI= (1. + (;b.153*ZBAH*(I, + ZSTAR)**I.5)/
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AJ= I1




_U I7U IZz2tIl -_
17O PIIIK(II)= PHIK(I1) +POT(I_-I) ','
PtlIK(II)= PHIK(II)/THLTA
180 CON11NUL
KD= INT(ZUAR + ,_)
KMIN= MAXO(KU - KRAh_L,I) ;_
KMAX: MINO (KU+ KRArJGL,KNAXIN)
C
j C
IF (LASTIT ,L_, 2) GO TO bOO
IF" (ITLR ,NL, O) GO TO _o0
C
190 LONT INUL
IF (IO ,LU, I ,ANu, ITEk ,Eu, O) GO TO 200
IF (KMIN ,LT, KMINI) O0 TO _lO



































HKI= 1. + THLTAR_DELKI/MK2




SUKI= " EKI - MK2*DLLKI*lS,595/HKI
VKI: (5UKI**Z) + (HKI**(-Z))*(DELKI**2)*184.824
d= 1
31b IF (d ,GT, NP) GO TO 320
EPSJ= EPS(KION,IDO_ICONwJ)
IFIEPSd) 317_519,3gb
317 IF(A_StLP_d),LL,TL_T) GO TO 325
319 d= d+I
GO TO 31b
320 IF (I00 ,L@, 2) bO 10 3Z_
UKIIKION)= UKI(KION) + _KI(KION,IDOwICON}
l UIUKI(KZON)= UIUKIIKION) + _KI(KIONwIDO,ICON)*SUKI
U2UKI(KION)= D2UKI(KION) + WKI(KION_IDO,ICON}*VKI
' GO TO 32b
322 UK2= UKZ +_KIiKIOH,IUO,ICON}
DIUK2= DIUK2 + WKI(KIONplDO,ICON}*SUKI
U2UK2; D2UK2 + _KIIKION,IDO,ICON}*VKI
325 IFllCON.bL.NSET(KION,IUO}} uO ]0 330
ICON= ICON + 1
GO TO 310






IF (N .EG. I0) GO TO 3_0
M= M + 1
AM: H
: GO TO 335
.. 3_0 1= I
-_ 3q5 M: NMIN(KION,I)
AM= M
350 GKMI(KION,I,M)= LXP(ANKZ/IAM-DEFIKION,I)}**2 -POTENT(KION)/THETA}
IFIM .bE. IO} GO lO 5bb
M= M + 1
AM= M
GO TO 350
35b IF (I ,G_. b) O0 I0 360
I= l + I
GO TO 3qb
380 IF((KION.OE.KMAXIN) .Arab. (IDO.EO.I )) GO TO 385
KION: KION +'







qO0 IF _(AU$(I, - ZUACKI/ZUAR) - LPSI) ,LE, 0,) GO TO _30
IF ILASTIT .LQ. O) bO TO _lO
LASTIT= O































: 909 FUHMAT(1HUe7X_HH_ AHHAY_/6X_6IIPEIO._bX) e/6X_6(IPEIOo_fSX))
950 FORHAT(1H1)
951FOHMAT(7HUTtILT_=_IPLIO._bH EV =_IPLIO._p8H DEG R =flPEIO._
2_H DLb K)
?b2 FORNAT(7ttUGA_HA=_IPLIU._)


















b_.8_IUHICAL/CM_) _IPLIq._tUH(CAL/blK) eIPEI_.8_IOH(CAL/G) _IP_I
6q.B_IOH(CAL/KI_) )
960 FOHMATIIIHOPHL55UHL= _lP_lO.qeZqH tUYNE/CM2) = elP£10.qe6H (ATM))
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_. (_TL_": G(_NK PANK wPOTLJJT (KZON) p TH[TA ) "0( 10, bw AI_K ePOTENT (KION) _1
;'tlr.TA)
t- TLMP_. FMNK(KI(_Ne | )
_. HUK= HUK • FTLMP
i IF (LA_a1|T U) bO TOe _(i) o _U
i A= %
UIHUK: 01HUK + TANK2*I-°TEHP/(A*A)
U2HU_.: D2HUK + TANKq*FTf-NP/(Ae_,_)
i ,._0 CO_'tlT| #_lUir.
H'JK" HUK • (JILMP
IF" (LAC_TIT .LU. O) taO TO 3_
UIHUK-- DIHUK "I'TANK2.* ( P (UNK p Ar,/KePOTLNT (KZON) wTHETA )
2 -P( 10. b'eAHK I POTt_NT (KZON) w;'ttETA ) )
U-"HUK : D2HUK 'l'T ANKq * ( _ (B;_IKe ANK_,POTEt',IT(K ]Ohl) e THIETA }
2 -_ (IU, beANK wPUTi'NT (K|ON) e THEIA) )
•_b _0 TO IOU
_ qO flOK- O*
UZHU)_= O,
UZHUI',: 0 •
' (aO TO lOO
:" q5 IF (%UIdK ,LT, b) OO TO IJu
IF ClohK ,OY, 101 O0 TO _5
HOK= O.
UIHUK: U,
U,_HUK " 0 *
_' UU 5U |"be|UNK
FTLMP= FMNK (KION_ !)
HUK- HUK '_ F'IrP.IP
IF (LAb1/T o_G, O) bO TO _0
A= l
..,--- L_IHUK: UIHUK 4, TANK2*FTENPt{A*A}
U_HUK= U;"HUK • T/_NK_81-TFMP/(A_q ,'
bO CONT1NUL
bO TO ,tOO




FTLMP-- FMNI_ (K|ON_ % )
HUK" HUK • FTEMP
IF (LAbIIT ,LO. O) (aO TO _0
A: 1
UIHUI_,: UIHUK _ TANK2*F'TLdP/(AaA)
U2HUK-" U2HUR _' TANKqeFTLMI'/IAeeq)
bO CONT INUL
bO TU 100
b,_ HUK= 0 •
UJ,HUK: 0_,
U2HUK: 0 •
QT[NP: O CbNKe ANk ePOTLIdT (KION) e THLTA) -0 ( J_0. b, ANIK_POTENT (K;ON) e
ZZ6
b










HUK= HUK t FILMP ._
IF (LAST1T ,L_, O) GO TO 70
A; I
_IHUK= DIHUK  TANKZ*FTL,4P/(A*AJ
u_HUK= D2HUK + TANK4_FTEMP/(A*_)
7U CONTINUL
FJUK= HUK + OTLNP




' _ -S(IO.b_ANKePOT_NT(KION) eTtt_TA ) )









110 UNKI: _HK + ULF(KIOheID)
IUNKI: INT(UNKI)
: CNKI= FLOAI(NMIN(KIO_IU)) - DLF(KION_ID)
; M: NMIN(KION_ID)
• | U: OEFlKlOtw_Iu)
_'I N: MINO(I_NKI_IO)IF(ANK,GT,CNKI) O0 10 14b








IF(LASTII,EQ,O) O0 TQ I_0
A:I
OlEUKI: DIEUKI + TANK2*uTLMP/((A-D)**2)
[_EUKI: D_EUKI + TANKq*GTEMP/((A-D)**4)
1_0 CONTINUE
LUKI: EUKI +HTLMP














LUK]: EUK| + bTEMP
IF (LAST|T ,LO, O} GO TO I)_
( DZEUKI; UXLUKI + IANK2*OTEMP/((A - b)**2)
l, u_EUKI: D2EUKI + TANK4*@TLMt'/((A - D)**4}
13b CONI INUL





145 IF (bNK ,LT, CIIKI) O0 TO 18UIF (UNK ,GT, ANK) GO TO 155




i OTEMP= OKMIIKLONwlDpl)LUKI: EUKI + GTEMP
IF (LASTIT ,LG, O) GO TO ZbU
A= I
_' UIEUKI: DILUKI + TANK_*OT_Mp/({A - D)**2)
!' D_EUKI= D2EUKI + TAHK4*@ILMP/((A - D)**4)
lbO CONTINUE
O0 T_, _OU




_. HfEMP: H(BNKeANKpPOILi_T(KION)eTHETA) -H((IO.5-D)pANKpPOTENT(KIO
2N),THETA)
__ DO tbU I=M,lO
• @TLMP; OKMI(KION.ID,I)
EUKI= EUKI  6TEMP
IF (LA_IIT ,EQ, U) GO TO lbU
A: I
UIEUKI= DILUKI + TAHK2*GTLMP/((A - D)**2)
U2EUKI= D2LUKI + TANKq*GTEMP/(IA - D)**4)
lbO CONTINUE
LUKI= EUKI + tlTEMP
IF (L_T1T .LQ. O) bO TO 105
UIEUKI= DIEUKI +TANK2*IR(UNK_ANK_POTENT(KION)_THETA)
2 -RI(IU.b-D},ANKePOTENT(KION]_THETA))
: U2EUKI; D2EUKI +TANKW*(T(UNK_ANKePOTENT(KION)_THETA)
2 -T((IO,5-D)_ANK,POTENTIKION)eTHLTA))
lob O0 TO _OO
170 EUKI: U, =
UIEU_I= g. ,-
D_EUKI= O.
DO 17b I=MeIBNKI l
@TEMP= @KMI(KIONeIOeI) I
EUKI:. EUKI + @TEMP )
IF(LAbTIT.EQ.O) bO lO 175 (
A= I t
UIEUKI= DIEUKI + TANK2*OT_MP/((A-D)**2)










200 LUK= EUK + UI(IU)*LoKI
IF (LASTIT ,EO, U) _0 TO gOb
_ILUh; DZEUK + OI[ID)*UILUKI
U2LU_= D_LUK + UI(ID)*U_LUKI
205 IO; I_ + 1
IF (I_ ,GT, b) GO TO _tb !bO TO 11U210 EAUK: IIUR  LUK
IF 'LAST/T ,LU. U) O0 TO Zlb
UIEXbK= DIHUK + DILUK




215 PTEN1 = POTLNT (_ION)/1,,LT_
IF(KICh,GL.KMAXIN) GO TO _20
UK(KIOh): UKI(KION) +UKI(KIUN UK
IF (LASTIT .LO, U) _0 TO 22_
UIUK(KION)= _IUKI(KION} 4(DIUKI(KION*I)*LXUK 4UKI(KION
2 + I)_DILXUK - POIENT(KION)_UKI(KION + I)*LXUK)
U2UK(KION)= D2UKI(KION) - POTLNT(KION)*(DIUK(KION)- DIUKI(KION))
2 I(KION+I)*LX_K+2,*D_UKI(KION EXUK
UKI(KION 4 1)* U2LXUK - POTENT(KION)*(DIUKI(KION 4 I)*[XUK +
UKI(KION + 1)* UILXUK))
_0 TO _2b
220 UK(KION): UKI(KION) +UK_*LXUK
IF (LASTIT ,LQ, O) GO lO 22b
_IUK(_ION)= DIUKI(KION) +(_IUK2*LXUK 4UK2_DIEXUK
2 -POTLNI (K|O,J) tUK_EXUK)




225 PK(KION)= UKtKION)*LXP((KIOH- I)_LNbAt,IA - PHIK(KION))




25b IF (K ,_T, KMAX) bO TO _U
PK(K)= PK(K)/ZLE
K= K + 1
60 TO 235
2_0 IF (LASTIT ,L_, O) RLTUR,_
K: KM1N
245 IF (K ,hi. KMAX) HLTUHN
2bO IF (I ,6I, 4_ETtK_I)) GO TO 265
PKI(K,I)= PK(K)*WKI(K,I_}/UK(K)
1= I + 1
GO TO _Su







; _ _LF(I:,',b) e bELE2(1212p20), DIUK(12) w DIUKl(12) P
.5 p2U_.(12) e b2bKl,/2) p EM(12e2e20) w EF'S(12e2t2Up6},
_ FMN_(12ptO) p G(12rPp-_U) f GKMI(12P5oIO) p Jr.IIN(%2p2) p
* b NI(12w2Otb) w NMIN(12pb) w NSLT(12f2) t PHIK(12) P
O PK(1 ,_) P PKI(12a';O) q, POTENT(12) =' UK(12)
7 UKl(l_) _' V(12) !, WKI(12,2,20)
i COM_40_w//
; 2 AJA_ p AMAHS e ULIA e _,LTA2 a,UIGX ,_CCL t CGNESHw CHI ,
_ ,} CL P CONSTIw CP a,CV t DEDTAUr DELNU w DIEXUKt (J2EXUK,
• =$ UIUK:" I,D2UK2 ,'LNENOYr EtJTHLP=' EPSbl , EPSB2 w EPSCL e EP¢.COHp
' b LPSLhD, EP_IOIJ, LHbT , EPSTH _ EPShK e EXUK e GA,_NA _ GAMMA2,
O _I _ KD _ KMAXIIJ, _NAX e KMIN _'LASTITe LNAMAS_, LNGAMA,
; 7 liP , PRFSfIR, HttO , SNL5 , SS , 5ZFRO _ TAU , TE'MP ,




: C IHEkMODYNA,,II C PHOPERI IES
C




RHO: ,01012 b*ANAS3,,o'THE TA.-'/(GAMMA *ZDAR )
.I TAU: 1 •/RHO
CKUAk= ( Ib,UbI,_ZUAR* ( 1, +Zt, TAK) **, 5 ) / (THETA3*GA_.r.IA2)
C






EIK(I_)= "UIUK( II)/UK( ] _)




! ENERGY- EKL +EIN Hh _PL
C
i C PNLS_URE C ALCULAT I Or,,
* C
PK_= CONSTI*RHO* ( I_ZL_AK ) *THETA








FSZRO= ll,568t_2 +I.5*LNANA5 +ZBAR +(ZBAR +I,)*LNGANA+ALO6(ZBAR)
UO l:aU II=KM_NeKMAX
SAVE-- PK(II)/UK(II)










Fb/RU: -COH.%T l_r TIILTA'It bZ_O
CtlI2- CHI*CllI
ARG]" CHIZ/3, +(,HI '.l,L.
AR62: (2.*CdI _3.)/1. /3,'ObI
GCHI- CHI +CHI2/2. -._*ALOb(AROI) +(ATAN(AI<G2)
2 -I,047197_)/1,73_0bl
FSPL- -COHSTI/2, *THL TA*bCHI
F_): FSZ.k_O +FbPL
5SPL== (EPL -F SPL ) / TPf_,TA
C







I.)PDTAU: -. b*CKUAF_*IJIO/( Z_AH* (I •+Cr_I))
FF- AJAY/ZUAIR
IF(S_LS,LT.",/LNO) C,O TO 130
SMLF= (-FF +I,b*CKIIAR/IZUAR*(I,+CHI)) )ISML.S
(ak)TO 13b
130 CONT J,I,UE






UO lU, U 1,1.:KI41I,I_KMAX
AK" I 1-1
CKUAt<O'- CKbAR3 _ (AK**3)*P_(I1)
CKBAH4= CKUAr(_ +(AK*¢q)*PN(II)
UROTItT(II)-1._)*AK*hLTA *L_LTA2*(V(I1) +EIK(II})
U,(DTAU(11) = AK ,P<HU
,tu,O CONT Ii,,UL.
AITHI" -1, +ZL_AR-ZSI',_R











A_THT" ZI:IAR*I_UI41 +,b*UPUTHT*(CKDAR2 +CKLIAR1)) -sur42
@ -,5*L)PUTIIT*(CKBAH3 +CKl_H2)
UIIH]== SMLS -(CKbAR3 +CK_AR2)/ZUAR
B)TH'[" -1, -,5_,SMLFW_SMLStSHL5 LFt(CKIIAR_+2.*CKDAR3
2 'I,CKr_AN,P)
_STHT== SMLS*(SUMI +,b*UPUTHT*(CKHAR2 +CKUARI)) -SUM3
2 -,5*DPDTHT_(CKt_AHq +2,_,CKUAR3 ,_CKBAR2)
ZURTHT== (A2THT'_U3THT -ASTHT*B2THT)/(AZTHT*UITHT -AITHT*H2THTI




@ 'i'.b*{$MLFISMLSTH +[)PUTHT)*(AI*AI +AI -CKBAR2 -CKBAR1))
231
t
,f j. _.,, . .... '- ............ :
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100 CONTIIqUL
AITAU- -1, -(CKBAR2 -.,'UAH*ZBAK]//BAR
A2TAU" -,b*ZdAR*_MLS*bMLF +,b*SMLF_(CKUAH3 +CVBAR2)
A3TAU- HHO*ZitAR*/UAR bAR*SHLS*DPDTAU-,5*DHDTAU*(CKHAR3
2 _)-RIIOtCKUAR2
BIIAU- 5MLS -(CKUAH3 +CKUAR2)/ZBAH
B2TAU= -I, -.b*_NLF*SMLS*SMLS +,5*SMLF*(CKBAR4 *?.*CKUAR3
H-')
B3TAU- RtlO*ZUAH* SMLS+. b*UPUTA U* _MLS*_MLS -, 5*DPDTAU* (CKDARq
+2.*CKUAR3 +CKUAH2) -RIIU*(CKBAR3 )
ZUHTAU= (AZTAU*U31AU -A3TAU*UETAU)/(A2TAU*BZTAU -AITAU_H2TAU)
bMLSIU" (A3TAU -AZTAU*ZURTAU)/A2 TAU
DO tTU II:KMINtKMAXAI= I1-1
PKTAU(I1): P_(I1}*(HHO*(_ -ZBAR) LF*SMLSTU U)*










HOLD1- HOLD1 +PK(I1)*_- ITHT(I1)
HOLD;.-- ttOLU2 +PKTHT(|I)*(EIK(II) +V(It))
tIULD_" HOLU3 +PKTAU(II)*V(II)
_c_'_i HOLDS: tlOLb4 +PKIAU(II}*LIK(II)
' 2,50 CONTIHUL




-o-_'_1 C CV= CON_TI*(1,5*(1,._ZUAR4THETAtZBRTHT) 41.1OLD1 +HOLD2)+EPLTHT
,,:_"__ LKETAU'- 1 • b*CONbTI*ZHRTAU*THF-TA
EINTAU- CONbTI*HOLU_
LI TAU-" CONSTI*HOLUU_




UEDTAU = EKLTAU +EITAU +EPLTAU
AH(_I' CONSTI*(I,, +."bAR +THETA*ZDRTIIT} +EPLTHT/3,











bUU,RbuT I NL OPAC
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX×XXXXXXXXAXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXYXXXXXXXXXXX
COMMON//
2 DEF(l_tb) p L)ELE2(1."f_,20)P DIUK(12) e DZUKI(12) p
& USUk(IZ) w U2U_I(12) , EM(12p2p20) , E_'S(12w2p20,G)t
W FMNK(i;_plO) r (a(1;_,Zp',U) P bKMI(12,bt10) f J:_IN(12,2) f
_a
5 NI(1;apPU_,b) d, NMLN(12mb) p NSET(12_2) e PHIK(12) =, .._
b PK(J-') e F'KI(12,20) p POTENT(12) p UK(I?) , _.v
7 UKI(12) p V(12) I WKI(12,2,20) ._
COMMON//
AdAY p AMASS I, ULIA e ULIA_ p HIGX , CCl f CGNESHp CHI _' Y
3 CL , CONSTlt' CP =' CV , DEDTAUp bELNU p DIEXUK, I_?LXUK,
4 UIUK_ p DSUK2 p LNLHGY, ENTHLP, LP_iJl , EPSB2 t EPSCL ,,[PSCON,/
b LPSLNDe EPSIONI' LPST 4,LPbTH i, EPSWK _ EXUK ='GAMMA , GAMMA2,
b bI 4' KD , KMAXIN_' KMAX e KMIN _'LASTIT_ LNAMAS, LNGAMA,
"I NP e PHLSIIH_ RHU _ SMLS _ SS e SZERO e TAU , TEMP
8, THE1/_ _ THEIAI(_ THLTAS_ TIILTA3=' UK2 p UMAX e ZbAR , ZSTAR
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
COMMUN/bAL/LX(Ib) ,FXl{ lb) ,EX2(15)
COMMON/bALU/LN (12UU },K(19_0)
COMMON/(_ALC/L 1 tL_ _!1 _,I2 _LN I eLN2, N INT 1, N IN T2 _MZ_ ¢..'01_,::JHE I _I_C_KS,
U1 _U2_FNSIH1 ,FNSTH2, FKAPP,DEFt
COMMOI'i/BALU/SIG1 (be 2U, 13) eS,[(.,2 (7_ 11,13) ,AI (5_'20e 12) ,A2(7, 11,12)
COMMON/OALEISIvLII (b, ;_U,3) ,SIbt_2(7_ 11, J' ,SIGFI(be2C} ,SIGF2(7, 11),
2 Ai"I ( b,,_U ) ,AFS(7,11)




¢C PLOCAL (3UO) ,AHO_(3UO )ebAVL( lbOUe
UIMENSION F'ZHO(bJ,Q(b,6),U2L(b,b),L,.TRNG(_.3J_,FTAUL_ (20),DI(b)






LHF (X)-" 1,-1 ,/( ( 1, +X* (, 27_393+X* ( ,_30389+X* ( 9,72E-U,,_









IF(IPASS,NE,U) GO TO S
IPASS= I
¢

































" b IF(UNAX]N.NE.Oo) bo TO 11U
C































K I ON" KMI N
t_0 IFtPt_(kIOH),bT.LP_ION) GO TV lbU
lb0 eLI ON" KJOH+I 'g
IF(KIUN.LLoKMAX) C,O 10 l_O





: LNC= LNCKI (KlOhP I 1)
LNMN; LNMINI ( 11 )
i LNAS'- LNA_K I ( _ I ON_,11 )
J Jl: 1
1_0 1V(JI.LL.dMAX(II)) (aO TO 190
11: 11+I




190 12: IPHML (II_,Jl)
F: FII(IIpI2)
L-': LI ( I ,_)
C





2gO If (,J.bTot_P) (ao TO 2/40
LPbJ: LPS (KIONp 1 e ILO_=.d)
"',_':] |F (EP_J) 21Op2ZOf_3b
't .. 21U IF(AUL_ILPbdl.LL.TLST) _O TO 230
220 ,J: ,J+l
1 _0 TO 20U
230 I_ON: I COl,l_'1




IF(FK.LL.EPb(.ON) (_0 TO :'30
_U: 0
IF(I-'.b_-,7) (aO T(; 2_b
,JION: lob. (KION-I) 415
UU 2_;2 ddl: ],NP
F/HOld01)= LN(JIOI_J,JI )
dd2" OION +NP* (ddI)
UO 2_1 dO.S: I_NP
2_1 6)(,Jdl ,o,J3): LN(d,J_'d,J3)
2_2 COhIT I_UL
T_P$-'- FZHO ( I _ )
DO 2q,.t ddl:leNP
AN= N| (KIONe ICON_UOI)








255 IF(LNI.bT.LNFKI(KIONflI)) GO TO 260
KT= 0
kP,_l" FIG (KIONp I I wLNI )
FNSThI= F,-UAT(KION)/_GRT(-LPS1)
NI= NFK| (11)
MZERO I = 1
257 LNw= LNI
FNSThw" FNSTHI
FNI= NI (KIONt ICON, I 1)
FLHI- LHI(II)
_- L_W: 1. -PNI/FLHI
;- F_" FII ( 1-"p II)
_' KA" 0
' _ bO TU _,U
2bU 1F(KU,cQ.I) GO I'U J'lU
,. 27U IF(LNI.(31.LNCKI(K_,ONtIl)) GO TO _OO
IF(NI(KIUNfICON,II),LU.O) GO TO 25U
NI: NI (KIONp ICON, I 1 )LP_I" LPS( IONr 1, ICO,,I_ I 1 )
FNSTI¢I= FLOAT (K IO1,_)/bOF_T (-t PSI )
MZEROI= 1
* 280 IF(LNI.LQ.(LNFKI(_,ION_I1)'_I)) O0 TO 257
KA= 1
bO TO 3bU
_,00 IF(KU.LQ.O) bO TO 2_0
_10 LNI= LNCKI (KIONp I1) '_1
32U IF(LNI.GL.LNAS._I(KIONpI19) bO 10 3_0
KT= 2
pI-Fl: DLFI {KIONa, |1 ,L,_I )
FNbTHI: FLOAt (LN1) -L)LP 1
MZLHOI" 1
FMZEHU" DELNU*T_LI A* (Fl_bTt_l**3)/(2.*FLOAT (K ION**2) * 13. 595)
M/LRU..'= FM,/LHO
._.." bO TO _oO
3_0 ULFI= DEFAS(KION, I 1)
_U FNSThI= FLOAT(LNI) -UL[I
FMZEhO" 4.UELNU_,TIILT A* (F dSTHI**3) / (2. *FLOAT (K I ON**2) * 13 • 59b)
IF(FMZLHO.GT,I.) bO TO .xvO
Kf: 3








3bO AHG= ,-FLOAT (K ION*e:a) *THETAH/(DE.LNU*F N_THI*FNSTR1)
NINTI"- 1 4.INT (ARG)
IF|(AH(a-INT(AHb)),LT,O,) NINTI= NINTI-1
GO TO 38U
370 IF(NINrI.GT.O) _O TO lob
XTI: I./(.b-FLbAT(NINTI) )






















AN(a: -FLOAT (KC **_ )*THE TAk/( L)ELtdUIFN_TR2*FhSTH2 ) :-
NINT,.: 1 +flit(ARb}
IF ( (AH(_-If_T(AH(_)) .LT,O. ) NII_r2:NINT2-1
bO TU 5bU
5bU KAS: 1
IF(N|NT2,oT,O) GO TO bbO
XTI: -1,/(FLOAT (NIt_T;,) -.5)
XT2: bQkT (FLOAT (KC* 4,.*') *THLTAR/ULLNU)
MUNEI= , b*XTI4'*I, b,X1.;'
hONE 2= NONE 1
F,:ST_.,'= SORT (XTl) 4=XT;_
LN_= IHT(FNSIR.:: +bLF2 +,5)
bOO U.'= bLLrJUi (I-LOAT(hlNI:.')-.._)




b7U IFllr;INT_-NINTII.LL,U) GO 10 5bO h*
- IF ( (I,III',II:,'-NINT1}.LL,MM;.X} GO TO 70U
C
C
' IF(Kb,OT,I) 00 TU b3U
: LN2: LN;' (_0 TO _9b
580 laO TU (bg0pb00='bl0eb20)wKb
' bgU LN_.= LN_'+ 1
bO TU _gb
600 kt;2: LN2 "60 TO _U
.,10 LN2= LN2'I' 1
GO TO _SO
62U NINT2 " NINT2 ˆ$60 TO bOO
b30 CONTINUE
(aO TO (bq, Oo670)fKVC
b_O IF|KT,GT,I) GO TO bOO
CALL f.HHOh (2,06_0)








6bb IF(K1,GT,3)GO TO bbU
Lhll= LNI+I
6bO NINT 1- I',IINT 1+1
bO TU 57U
bTO LF((KV,LT,KVL),ANU,(KIOh,OT,KMIN)) GO TO 680 ""
LNI" LNI+I
IP(KI.LO.O) GO TO 2bb
L,O TO ;"70
bSO KC= KION -1
KV: KV+I













C POPULATION OF A STALE
C
IF(KTo_T.1) _0 TO 1070
IF(KT.LQ.I) (_0 IO 10_0
GO TO (IUVOtlOIUtlOlOtlO10)fK_
1000 IF((t',ION.LO.I).OR,(KV.LC_,I}) GO TO 1003
_, HK= 1• -UK1 (KION-,),/UK (KION-1)
bO TO 1005
1003 tti,',= O.
100% POP- FKe(PK(KION} 'ei_KePK(KION-I)eUK(KION)/UKI(KION))
(,U I0 1200
1010 uO TO 'lu,PO,IOJO),KV
IOE.O PCP= PK(KION)*UKI(_'LON)/UK(KION)
(aU "IL, 12bU
1030 HK= I.-UKI (K 10N-1 )/UK (KION-1)
POP: PK(KIO_J-I)*HK
_0 IO 1200
10_0 _0 TO (loOOelObOelO_OelbbO)eK_
lObO bO 10 (IUO0=.IOoO)fKV
JObO tiK= 1,.-UKI [K ION- t)/UK (KION-1)
ltK= HK*_KI (K ION, 1, ICON)/UKI (KIor,I)
POP= PK (KIOh-1)*HK
¢_0 TO 12U0
1070 1F(LNI.rr(_.NSAVE) O(s TO 1_00
N_AVL= LNI
HK-: 1.-UKI (KION)/bK (K IOH)
IFIK1.L(_.2.0H.KT.L(_.3) (_J TO 10_0
I_(KI,L(_,_) GO TO 112U
1090 IF(II.(aT,..5) (aO TO 1100
IF(LNI,LL.10) OKMIX= GKNI(KION,II.I-N1)
_F(LNI,@T,IO) GKMIX: LXF'(THLTAR*FL. AT(KION*:2)/
2 (FLOAT(LN_I-DEF(KION_II))**2-POTENT(KION)/THETA) !
















IF(II,NL,o) (_0 TO 1110 ,
POP; PK (KION) *ILK* 1_;. *FI4NKX/(LX (K ION) •
(2,*ALNI*ALIVI-32,) )
_0 TO 120U
1110 POP: PK(KION} *HK* (2,_ALNI*ALNt-bO,)*F-MNKX/
2 (LX (I',ION) * (,','_ALtlI*ALNI-32,')I
oO TO 1200
1120 A_G- -U1-POTLHT (K lO,d)/ IHETA
IF(I1,GI,5) O0 TO 1130
POP-- PK(KION)*HK*L_I(II)*EXP(AHO)/EX(KION)
bO TO 1200
1130 IF(II.01.b) (_0 IO 1140
POP: PK (K ION) *tlK* 1_;. *EXP (ARG)/EX (K ION)
_0 TO 1200
1140 POP= PK(KION)*EIK*FLOAT(2*LNI*LNI-._O)*EXP(ARG)/EX(KION)
STHLNGTH OF THE TRANSITION
_B IS S,T,F, UOUNL)-oOUr_
UU IS DATLz,-DAMGAARD
UF Ib 5,T,F, UOUP,,ID-FI(EE
US Ib UURGLSS-SEATON
HYL) IS HYDI_ObLNIC APPROXIMATION
1ZOO _0 TO (l(-lOf121Oe1210t12101,12704,12_U_,1280)ell
1210 iF(I',_IhT2°LE,O) _oU TO 1220
IF(FNSTHI,GE, (FLOAT(L1)+,b)) GO TO 1200
IF(KI,OL,;-') GO TO 1,::o0
1215 CALL bF(THLTA_,L)LLI_U_,K|ON_U,_N0, R)
O0 TO 1`5_9
1220 IF(FNSIHI,GF,(FLOAT(L1)*°5}_ GO TO 1240
12,50 IF(K1,GL,:,') (_0 TO 1250
1,235 CALL bb(I',IOI4_QUAN,R)
vO TO 1,599
1240 IF(FNSTit._,SE,(FLOATtL2)+,b)) GO TO 1250
GO TO 1:.'30
1250 IF((f-NST_t2-FkSTR1),b¢.,1,b) O0 lO 1260
CALL UD ( THETA _DELNU _ _UAi'__R )
GO TO 1,5_9
1260 DEFT; [JEFA_(KCeI_)
CALL U5 (TIILTA _DELNU_ KION_DEF T _QUAN_ R )
GO TO 1399
1270 IFII_,LO,4) bO To 1210
IFILNI,LO,b) 60 TO 1270
CALL HYD (THETA _DLLNU_KION_ (_UAN_R)
(_UAN" ,642807 l*_UAr_
_0 TO 1399
1275 IF(N|NI2,GT,O} O0 TO 1215
CALL bb (KION_QUAN.R)
GO TO 13_9
1280 IF((I:_,EO.b),OR°(I2.L_,7)) 60 TO 1290
Z40
IN lU l l l I mr l lll l IIIUIUIIn IN mill II l l l I
1968007961-258
CALL Eki_OR (2,12t_U)1290 IF(IZ,LQ.5) O0 TO 1SUB .......,-
GOCALLTOHYU ( THLTA, ULLNU_ I OT/;,odAl_, t_)13':)9I 1300 |FILNg.LQ.b) O0 10 bdO
CALL HYb (THEIA, DL LIJU.K JO._,OUAI_, H) !I
1399 CONT INUL
C
¢I " ( (C b.lou3L+b/,qA_o*! U IS TOTAL STRFNGTH OF A LIN_
PG)= POP*OUAh {
IF(Kv,.Lo.1) bO To 1500 ,_
C
C CLUbTLk nIDIH :,
C
IFII_AVEK.LQ.KION) o0 TO 14.'0
I_AVLK: KION






14 :,"0 CUNT llwUL
bO TO (1430,14b0,1450,1450), KS
1430 IFIKI.GT.O) bO TO 1440
U" U.
YI" NI (K IOl,,I, ICOI,Ip I,') ,_
IF(YI.LL_.O.) GO TO 1433
Y._: DI(I_)IF((YI.LQ.I.).ANL}..Y:_.EO.2.)) GO TO 1431
U: YI*IYZ-YI-1. )/(Y2-2. )*b2L(12,12)
uO TO 1435
1431 u: D2L(12,12.)
1433 UO 1455 dJI-1,NP
IFIJJI.LQ.I2) bO TO 143b
YI: NI (KION, I(.ON,dJJ )
: IF(YI.LU.O.) O0 TO 143b
Y2: DI (ddl)





¥1: NI ( KlOhlf ICON_ I I)
Y2.: UI ( I1 )
U: (Y1-1,)_ (Y2-Y1) / ( Y2-2, )*I)2E (I 1, I1)
YI= NI (KION, ICON, I_')
Y_= DI ( 12 )
L)= D +YI* (Y2-YI-I,)/(Y2-2, ) *U2E ( I;'e I2)
DO 1445 JJI:I_NP
IF((OJI.LQ.II}.OR.(OJI.L(_.I_')) GO TO 1445
YI= NI (KION, ICON,JJI)
IFIYI,I:.Q,O,) GO TO, 1445
Yk_: DI (,Jdl)















IF(YI.L_.O.) O0 TO 1455
Y_= DI(JJI)




i _ _0 TU 149U
; 1460 IF(KT,GT.I) GO TO 1475
U= O.
! IU2E: U2L(II,11)
IF(Tb_L.L_,O,) GU 10 1_66
' fl: NI (KION, ICON, II}
Y2= UI(II)
U= (YI-I.)*(Y2-Y1)/(Y2-2.)*TD2E
1465 CO 1470 JJI:I,IJP
IF(JJL.EO.II) GO TO 1470




i _0 TO 1490
Jd2= _MINIKIoNp I )
_E " U_ 14UO dJ1=IpiIP
.;._._ YI= NI(KION,JJ_,JJI)
IF(YI.LO.O.) O0 10 14_0
.') Y_= OI(dJl)
FNSTRp= -FLOAI (KION**2}/LPS(KION, loJJ2_dJ1 )
-, ARG= ,OI*FLOAT(KION**2)*FNSIRD/(FNSIRI_*6)




IF(KS.bE,4) bO TO 1491
IF((_T,LT,4),OR,(NINT_.GT,O)) GO TO 1492


















IF(Nlr_T;'.LF...,O) GO TO 154u ._
IF(BYt'A_,EG),U) OO TO 15.50 _
ARG= D',' Ab _ ( QUAh-SAVEO ) / ( DELNU*OUAN ) "_
IF(AKu.GT.E.PSCL) L,O TO 1b310
UYPASb: 0 "
K,_: 1 _'
-- UO 14_b M:lt_;MAX
1495 FFTHSk(M}- O. C
I_AVLM-- AHS(MNIIwT ) C
lbO0 CoNT llqUL
LM- ADS(;4NINT)
,, FFTHSI(( IM)= PQ
II"-(IlVi,LT.MMAX) GO TO b,3U




IF(M.bT.I_AVEM) G(_ TO IblO
ARE,= CON*FLOA I ( ISAVF M-M)
IFiAH_.E,T.4.) AH(_"-4.
APC (HI= APC(M) +F c,AVEN* (I .-ERF {ARG) }
@0 TO 1520
1510 AHG: CONtFLOAT (M-IS,\VEM)
IF{AHO.GT.4.) AHu: 4.








• _O TO lbbO
1540 CONTIi_UL
C NUMdLR OF LINL_
C
CALL NLINLS(KIONflCONpK1,FLINE)
IF(KS.LT.3) E,O TO lbbO
_tR: _L* (FNSTR2**3) I (27. I9*FLOAT (KC**2) )







C MNINT TRANSITION FREQULNCY
C FLIN r" NUMuER OF LINES
C O CLUbTER W IL)TH
C PQ TOTAL 5TRENE,TH OF A LINE
C WL LINE, WIDTH
C
ML}ATA= MOATA +I







IF(MUAIA,LT,IDUU) _O TO _0
IbbO KURUM= KURUM +I
WRITE(NU) ((_AVE(_DItND2)eNu2=lpS)pMDI=IwMDATA)












IF(IU_UM.GT.O) MAxPTU= _,_XPTD +I50U*(IDRUN-I)









































PHIMI_" , b* (LRF (AROI)-LRF (AkG,_)) ::
PTLMP= PQ*PrtXHN '
Id,,_= PH ]. t,iN/P HI Z RO
167b IJEL#- FLOAT(M:_UNL)*DE hlU
bl" O,
IF(DLLN._T.UNAX) (.,0 TO lu60
IF(JA,I-Q,I) APC(t.;_,UH)- _PC(14SU;_) +PTL',1P
IF(JA,Lu,2) APL{MbU_I): AP_.(MSUM) +PTE_,P
01: PTEMP/( APC (t4bU,I)+APL (NSUM) )
1080 b,5: O,
N,42: 2, NSUM-NbU,.,',
IF(NM._,LT,I) 60 TU Io90
• IF(JA,L.Q,I) APCIHN2)- APC(NM2) +PTLt..P
_F(JA,LO,2) APL(Hh_2}" APL(NM2) +pTFN:P
03= PTLMP/(AI"C(t,I:.I2) +APL(NN12))
,1.690 IF((uZ,6L.,FPSbl).UH, (_2,vE,LPSII2),OR.(bS,GF,EPSBI)) GO TO Ib7U
IF(K(..C,L(J,I) bO T'J boo
IFIKSb,LO.I) GO TO l_J_(J
! IF IMUATA.LT,HAXU} GO TO Io40
IF(IDHUM,LQ,U) GO TO 17Du
bO TO lu50
1700 COt,_TII_UL
CON: b, 15 b-5F..._b/At,_AS..,
NMSH: MMAX
" ILMPLI" LXP (-L)ZLNb)
TLMPL_ " _Of(T(TLI.,HLI )
Tl- MPLS: E-XP(I_ELhU)
UO 1710 t.i-lpN_AX
APC (F:)= CON* APC (:.I)
APL (t,,)--- CON,APL(M}
PLOCAL(H)" AI-'C(M} +APL(h')
I CONT (I',1) = APC ("4}
C1710 CONI INUL





PKAPI: (1, -TLMPL2)*t,t'C(I)/OELNU +,5*TE,"4PF..q,'t'TEMPLS*APC(P,,MAX)




PKAPI= PKAPI +F M,_H*APC ( MSI'I ) * TF,.MPE2
PKAP_" PKAP2 +FMSH*PLOCAL(MSH}*IE_.PF2
1720 TEMPL,,': TLMPE2*TI- MPEI
PKAPI= ,1t)398_7" (IJELNJ**4) *PKAPI




RKAPI= (O,2bE'-3 +5,20d33_.-3*DELNU)/((DELNUi_3)iAPC(1)) + L
2. ,5*TEMPEW*TF..:4P,-b/( ( ( I,-TEMPES} **5)*APC (MIUAX) )
C





































































IF(KbI(UN,LQ,O) GO TO 1()03 *"
WKITL (NDZ) ( (SAV_ (MDI p"_b2 ) e MD2=I _b) pr.c{)1:1P NSPTS ) '_
N_T= N_T +1 j
N_THN_(NST)= N_PT_






N_PT_= NSTRNG (,,,) JNTOT= NTOT +NSPI b
KEA[)(I_D2) ((DAVL(MDIp_,_[_)tI'I_2=Ieb)w_IDI=r':U3eNT OT)
1920 N_5: NTOT +1 I
' K_WItJU ND2
IF(NTUI.oT.IbOu) CALL LI<_OR(2.1920)
190b bO 1910 N=IwNNAX C











2010 UMASS_: DMAS_I -UIuXLt_/FKAPI
TKAP_: EXX(U,'4ASSZ*FF_(KRuS)) _ ;
MUATA: 0










IF(TKAP2,LL,O,J GO 10 20_0
203b IF(MUATA.LT.NTOT) GO TO 2020
FKAPZ: -ALOG(TKAP2)/D,4A_52
FKAP2= AMINI(FKAPIeFKAP2)


















IF(KHOS,LE,MHAX) GO TO 2000
C




























|F(UMAX,bL,U1) GO TO 2ub3
• AHG: .13b_bbZ_





















IF(D,NL.O,) GO TO 21U0
A: lo
Z48




AH(, I = WUAR*UMA 5_2.5/3.1 ,l I bg,;' 7 ._'
AH(3?: WUAH'_WUAR +AF(GI/FLINL /
'IOAR: AHGI/_ AHG_'*FL IIIL_ }
IF((1UAH'_FLINL).L1.EPSTi_) GO TO 203b




A: SORT ( ( I,,L'.AH+VIUAr,_ 321','_HAI,{+S/( 3.1_1 fJg_ ?*FI.. ItlE ) ) / (b*[) ) )
HA= 1. 4.?l;J7,,5_ZtA
HA= HA/(I. _ 1.77Z_,bq,'_ A'HA )
TUAR: WIIAt_.UNA3_2tS*,IA/(1. 772_b_IA*U4D_'F'LII_E )
IF{(TuARIFLINL).LT.LPSTP} b_) 10 203b
' NI : 1
2110 b,_LH: bMLU
IF(NI,L_,I) SMLu: U
5ML v" AU_{{JLLNU/_MLD*FLOAT(KH05 -r_NINT):
IF(SHLX,L.U.O.) (aO TO 212U
Ar_G: •b*U[-.LNU/SMLU
Ai((_ I'- SMLX +Ah(-
AI_ 2: SMLX -AkG
HUARI= I'tF (NI ,, ApAR_I, I'h* )
HuAR-"" HF ( IJl. A eAkU_,, th'_)
TKAP,J- TF ( T_JAI_ek L II_l:. PIIuAHI _HUAR2)
bO TO 20_U












IF(TZLRO.GT,,7b) uU TO 21bU ':
60 TO (2:,,'lO,21_0,217u),r,l,,' !
! 21b0 ,_2: 2
i IF(TUIFF.LL,,_) N;_= 3
uO TO (21bg,2180.217U),r..:
2180 CALL LHHUHI2.21bU)
2170 TKAP,J= TF (TUARI FL INL iIIdAHl _HUAIt2)
uO TO 2030
2180 XENO: . bIL)LLNU/SML&
INTI: XENU/CG_,U.H




TINT: TF ( TBAH. FL INt.. rtOAHl. HBAR2)
6H= ._sTINT
INT2= 1








Ht3AHt = HF (NI wApAHGI PHA)
HdAR2; HF (Nl pAPAHbZ.H.)
TINT= TF ( TL_AH, FL I rJt ertUAH 1 wHBAHZ )
{aN; OR *TINI
IF(INIZ._L.(INII-I}) uO tO Z200
INT2; INT2 +1
GO TO 21'90
; 2200 HcIARI ; HF (NI e AwXLHD, h,_)
HBAR2= HF (NIt'A. ;KLND-A._ ehA )
TINT; TP (Tt_AH.FLINL tr_uAr(l_tlUAR2)(_rl= _3R +TINT
TKAP,J= GH/FLOAT ( _.HT 1 )
; _O TO 2030 _w_'
_.¢ 2210 TdAR" FLII_L*Tr}Ah
IF(NI,LO,I) _0 TU Z;_20 -
Ar_6: TUAN.TUAR
w_>TNZ; 5uHT(AHb*{I. +.b*TBAH)/(I. +.9*TBAR 't.3925,ARG))
vO T_ Z2f.O
2220 At<G= TUAH" TTUAr_ b
W_I_:-" _4,4A_(_*_1, +TUAH)/(I, 41,8*TBAF "_I.57*ARG)
IF'TbAR.t_L.I.) 60 TO 2-_3J
F_BAN: ,tlS_2bgeTdAt(*(l, -TBAR*{.3635t)3W -TttAH*(.gb22504E-I -
2 TUAH*(.ZOb3335r_-I -,372c,78-2.*TBAI())))
GO TO 2260 ,-
2230 IF(TUAH..L[.IO.) GO TO 22u.0 " "
AH(al: ALQ(a ( TU.AR) "
FTBAH; _HTL_Hbl)*(I, ; • 2_._(;/AHbl )
_,0 Tu 2Z;,U
2240 IF.I= 2,*1bAH "
'_ FI--" ,_.-*FLOAT (:F_)
, _,." IF2; Ik_l
• IFI= ,IFI-I .
FTUAN: 2,..*(Tt_AI_-FI)*(FTAULE(IF2) -FTAbLE(IFI)) "_FTABI.E(IFI)
2260 _5TNI'> 1,121_._7_*) T_Ak
AHGI " ,_W,7724,b4$ A$H_
WbTHZ: SuNT(ARGI$_ST! ”dt -AHGI)*WSThleWST_I)
e 2"260 ARG= 1., -IJ772464*3;:LU$_L, TNZ/(UELNUeHA)
'_ TKAP,J:" ' AMAXI (AHG,O, }
GO" TO- 2030 .
C Qt)UfPUT F(_,4A f_
C
• . _5000 FORa_AT(t;iO_2X_W.HUHAX_5X_7HDLLTA U_/IX_FO.2_6_F6.2)
• 500_ FORMAT(_HOe3X_ItfU_lOX_IOHCOI_TIHUOU_TXe12HLOC,tL PLANCK,_X_I5HLOCAL
2 NOSSLLAND_/I?Xe7H(CM2/(_), 11X_ 7HACM21G) _ICX_7H(CM2/G) )
5002 FORMAT(¢IX_OPFO_2,._(SX_lF'L10,_)})
' 50/t3 FORMAI(IHO_4X,IZttPLANCY CONT.,._X_IIHPLA_'_CK MEANeZX,15HROSSEL,'_NU CO
' 2NT,_IX,IqF_(ObSF.LAND MLAN_/bX_TH(CM2/G),_X_?FI(CV2/G)_BX,7H(CM2/G)_8


























_UUHOU| INE , NL INES ( K1 pK2 eK_ wANS )
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXAXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
CUMMONII
2 UEFII2pS} e DELE2(12p2p20)p DIUK(12) e DIUKI(12} p
_2UK(12) w _2UK1(12) p EM(12e2e20) w EPS(12e2w2OeG)f
4 FMNK(12tIO} . G(12o2.2U) e GKMI(12ebpIO) p JMIN(12.2) .
b NI(12,2Ueb) p NMIN(12,b) w NSET(!2eZ) w PHIK(12) ,
6 PK(12) w PKI(12t20) e pOTENT(12) p UK(12/ p
7 UK1(12) w V(12) p _KI(12.2p20)
COMMON//
2 AJAY p AMASS p _ETA , bETA2 , BIGX w CCL e CGMESH, CHI p
3 CL t CON_TIe CP e CV w DEDTAUt DELNU _ DIEXUKe D2EXUKP
4 QIUKZ e D2UK2 P LNERGYe ENTHLPp EPSHI p EPSB2 r EPSCL e EPSCON'
' I b EPSLNDp EPSIONF EPST e EPSTR w EPSWK p EX_K e GAMMA e GAMHA2,
-'I b GI _ KU e RMAXINe KMAX , KMIN _ LASTITe LNAMAS_ LNGAMA,7 NP _ PRESIIR_ RHU _ SMLS ', $5 _ SZERO e TAU , TEMP ,
8 THET_ e THETAR, THLTA2e TI4ETA3, UK? e UMAX _ ZBAR e ZSTAR
C XXXXXXXXXXXXZXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX_XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C
C NUMBER OF LINES
C
COMMONIGAL_/LI,L2,_I_I?,' .._LNZ:NINTI,NINT2,MZLROI_MONEI,KC_KS,
2 UI eUZ_FllST :1 _,'_TR_e FKAPPeDEF'.






ERF(X): 1. -1,/((1, +X*(,278393 +X*(,230389 _X*(,g72E-3
2 +.07810B,X})})**4)
EX(Y)_ I./((1. +Y=(.2bO7Z13 +Y*(.0292732 +.38278_-2,Y)))*,4)
FLIN(P_QeR): (P**{R*R))*(2, -P**I_.*R+I,)_ 616/QtERF(Q*R)




IFIKT,GT,O) GO TO 30
IFIK$.bT.I) GO IO 20
6AM= O.





ASSIGN 11 TO M
GO TO 100
11 ASSIGN 12 TOM
GO TO 11o
12 IP= II













Iq, _ q,,?." A_,
A55IOI,I J.1 TO H ""
bO TO •
,, 15 (,OhlT i NUI"
tl= NI (KION, ICON, I_|
Y2- DI ( I_ )
FL= (Y2-YI)/( (Y1 +1,)_I ( I2),UI (I1) .0Dl (I1)),
2. AI*A,.I,/( Aq 1. AR._)
bN: Ab*UI (II)*b(KI(JNe 1, ICON)
_0 TC IWU
20 ICON== JMIN(KION, 1)
hAM- O.
UO 21 IUI=I,Nt'
' i YI== NI (KION, ILON, Idl)
Y2= DI (It)l}
GAM= hAM +YI* (Y2-YI) /(Y2-I,)*PHI (IDI)
21 CONTINUE
ASbIGN 2;" TU H
bO TO 100
2.2 O0 TO loU
?3 FL= AI/(DI (II)*DI t II)*AS)
ASSIbN 2_ TO H
O0 TO 13b
2q 5hi= Ab*OI (II)*b(KION, I, ICON)
GO TO l_O
30 IF(KT.GT.1) GO TO 50





IF(IDI,L_,II) GO TO 31
Yl== NI (KION, ICON, IDI )
Y:,'= DI ( IPl )
hAM= hAM + YI*(Y2-YI)/(Y2-1,)*PHI(IUI)
31 CONTINUE
IF(Kb,bT.I) (,,0 TO WO
A$51bN 32 TO H
GV TO lOU
"_ i 32 A55IbN 33 TO M
GO TO 105
33 ASSION 3q. TO M
GO TO llu
3q, IP= 11
A55IbN _5 TO N
GO TO 12U
35 A_I= A_'
IP= 12 " ,
ASSIGN 3b TO M
GO TO 120
3b AW.2= Aq.
YII= NI (KION, ICON, If) ',.
Y21: DI(I1)
YI2: NI (KIONe ICON, 12) -.:.'
Y22= Ol ( 121 Y_







_0 AbSIbN _Z lO H
bO _O 1UU
ql AS$IbN q_ TO M
bO TO 10b
_2 IP= I1




FLU (Y2 -YZ +I.)*A1/(YI*A_)
_- _ 5NU A2sY1/(Y2-YI+I.)*_(KIONeltlCOI4)
t bO TO l_O
• _ bO ICON= dMIN(KION,I)
lu3: 0UO 5_ IUI=I,NP
,>, _psJ: EPS(KION,I,ILO,d, lUl)





















_'"_1 GO TO 1_0
_'!_ 100 AIu O. :,,_"_'









|F(Y1,L@,O.) _0 TO IU7
Y_: Ol(I1) ,_,',.. '
A_: (YI-I.)*(Y2-YI+I.)/(Y_-Ie)tPHI(II) _;*:>:;_-
107 O0 lob IUI=I_NP ":; _/_l'_
IFIIDA,EQ,II) 60 TO lob '_'":"
1968007961-282
I_,, : _:.?, ',,.., "_
I I I I l I I
1968007961-283
! | • ,
,, Z66
iiiu . I _ • m iml I m m m I m m l i '
1968007961-284
1968007961-285
= , .. . ,












AHOI= ( 1. -TUAR,I,HBAR,L) **FL IIJP..
IF ( AH_al. LT ,,1 ,,E-,.5} KETURN
, I'F: 1,
-'. ARG2" ( 1. - TBAR*HBAR2 ) * *FL ! lie
10 IF((I,,-ARG2),LT.I,E.-3) RLTUrtN
20 TF"- (ARt_I"ARG2)I(ALOO(AkGllARG2)) "
Hr..TUk_,_







_ _:OR P.:.NHOH/A" |
;"_ C bUdRgul ll_k ERROR(A) I
'_ C A: XX*YYYY
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